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THE SHIDAR STRENGTH OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS 
Io INTRODUCTION 
10 Intr'oduction 
Reinforce.d concrete,. like other structural ma.terials,. has 
been the subject 0-[ extensive experimental andana.lytical research. The 
past sixty years have witn-essed a s.teady advance in our knowledge of the 
behavior of r'eiriforced conerete members under static loads 0 With the 
aid of numerous tests, a rsther complete understanding has been obtained 
about the ultimate strength of' such members in pUr'e flexure and under 
pure axial compressiono In addition, there ltttve been developed theories 
for members subjected to combined flexure and axial compressiono However 7 
no suqh extensiv-e information is a.vailable about members subjected to 
combinations of flexure and: shear, or flexure, compression and shear" 
In previoii:s r-esearch, major emphasis has been placed on the 
evaluation of the contribution of webrainforcement and the shear strength 
of 's;, reinfor'-(~ed concrete member has been interpreted in the light of a 
truss analogy 0 Experimental evidence, ho"Wever,- has for'oed certain modifi-
cations on the original truss analogy equationo The contribution of' the 
beam itself~ without the benefitaf web :reinforcement, has been ta.ken 
into considera.tion. Furthermore , it has been found tha.t the moment-~shear 
ratio a.ffects the ultiriiate strength in shear 0 These modifications, 
'SUggested by different authors, have retaine{i essentia.lly the truss anal= 
ogy,relation but have added new terms to account foo-effects other than 
I I 
I· 
I 
tl3at of -web reinforcement.· All the new equations 7 however, bave been 
derived experimentally for ea.eh given series ()f test specimens and have 
I 
I 
failed to give good correlation with other test data, outside the range 
af test v~iables for -which the equations were deriveO.o 
r The current design specifications ha.'Ve been based apparently 
on eert·ain minimum values obtained from t-ests 0 While these specifica-
tions yield satisfactory or even eanservative values in most practical 
o-ases, there have been reported test speoimens whioh failed in shear at 
a IOller load than tluit given bY' the '''ssf'-e 1!lorking stresses·.., This 
indinateS a definite need for a better understanding of the phenomenon 
CTfshe.ar failures and for a more re'liable set of d:esign rul~s 0 
2. . Ob,J.e:'Ot .. and.s o.ope.ofIn'V'e:stiption 
The: abjeot o:f this investigation was to re1fie'Wand oorrelate 
the results of pr'aviaus re's-earch in the field -of shear and diagona.l 
tenSion,. to determine the modes and characteristics of' shear failure 
of r!3inforced c-oncret-e oea1tlS, and to establish a general expression for 
. the shear strength of rainrorced cQncrete beams under different loading 
o~i ticmsO' The iuve-stigation was limi tad to members subjected to 
e(mlbinatians of shaara;nd flexure only;, 
Mere than Ona thoug~nd tests of beams with a wide range of' 
ph7s~cal properties and under 'different types of' loading "Were studied. 
A baaically new empirical equation was derived for the shear strength of 
simPte-span rectangular beams without wab reinforcement and under one or 
two symmetrical oonoentrated loads. It is shawn harein that the basic 
equation can be interprete'd with the aid Of' the conventional theory of 
compression failures of' reinforced concrete bea1IlS 0 This equation was 
* first pres-ented i.n a previous technical report (1) a 
The basic empirical equation was extended to include beams 
1fith web reinf'oreement and the amount of' 'Web reinforcement required to 
prevent shear failures was determined.. Furthsr1nore y the same equa.tion 
Vias modif'ia-d to apply'to simple-span T-beamsand restrained beams under 
symmetrical cQJn1lentrsted loads 0 It 1ias: found also that the basie 
aquationcGuld be used to det·ermine the shear strength of a. rei::.forced 
concrete bea.m und.er uniform lood and» possibly, under any type cf distri-
buted loadingo 
3" AcknOwledgment 
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Labor'atory in the Engine.ering ExperimentStaticm of' the University of 
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40 ~otation 
The following notation is used in this rap-ort~ 
a 
ex 
A 
A 
c 
A 
'W 
b 
b i 
c 
d 
e 
€ 
U 
€ 
Y 
!IT 
c 
E 
s 
f 
c 
= distance from end support to concentrated load 
in simple-span beams 
- angle of inclination of wab reinforeemsnt with 
respect to axis of beam 
= given by Eqo (44) 
= eompressivearea of conerete a.s determined. by 
lfstra;ight line" theory 
= area of web re inf Grosmen t 
= -width of' r'ectangular beam or width of flange 
of T-bea.m 
= width of web of' T-beam 
= internal compressive foroe in concrete; (also 
various. numerical coeffiaients as defined in 
text) 
= distance from centroid ot'tension reinforcement 
to compression face of beam 
= total depth of beam 
= thickness of flange of T-beam 
= ultimate compressive: strain in concrete, taken 
as 00004 
= strain in steel at yield point 
= mouulus of elasticity of concrete 
= modulus: of elasticity of reinforcing steel 
= compres~bre stress in extreme fiber of concrete, 
given by straight line theory 
f 
r 
f 
s 
f"1. 
S 
f 
Y 
ft 
Y 
f 
w 
= compressive strength o:E 6 by 12-ino conerete 
cylinders 
= compressive strength of concrete cubes 
:; modulus of' rupture 
::: stress in tension reinforcement 
= stress in compression relnforcemBnt 
= yield stress of tension reinforcement 
= yield stress of compression reinforcement 
= stress in web reinforcement 
:f -= yield stress in web reinforcement yw 
F = total foree in we-b reinf'orcement, sea Fig 0 3 
F t = shape faotor o:t" T-b'eams:t given by Eq 0 (34) 
g 
I 
ar 
kd 
= s.ee Fig d 12 
= moment of inertia of "straight linen cracked 
transformed section,. either rectangular or 
T-section 
= moment of inertia of uncracked recta.ngular 
seation 
= moment of inertia of uncracked T-sBction 
::: internal moment arm 
::: depth a:f compression zone of concrete as deter-
mdned by "straight linen theory 
k d = 
s 
depth of compr:ession zone of concrete at shear 
failure 
= C , 
~k--f~i~k-b~d 
:; c s 
a parameter 'which determines the magni-
tude of the compr'e-ssive force C" It is the ratio 
of the average compressive stress to th.e maximum 
compressive st:r'ess in concrete 
::: fraction of the d-epth of compr'essi.on zone which 
determines the position of the compressive foree 
C in eoncr'ete 
K 
L 
M 
s 
== ra;tio of' maximum compressive strength of 
conerete in beam to compressive 'strength of 
standard test cylinders 
== (sina + coso:) sina 
-= span length of test beam 
== total length of t-est beam 
: bendingmament 
= shear-oompression moment of beam 'without web 
reinforcem.ent,. given by Eqso (18), (35), (.4-3) 
Ad == shear;.;.com:pre.ssion m01Ilent of beam. with web 
sw reinforcE;lment,. given by Eq. (28) 
n 
nl' 
p 
Po 
p 
s 
p 
sw 
q 
E 
s lOrOOO 
== - =- elastic modular ratio, taken as 5 + f g Ee 
f 
=='ff :.plastie modular ratio 
c 
c 
A 
s 
=- bd ' -where As area of tension reinforcement 
Al 
S 
== bd :I wher-e A~ = area of compression reinforcement 
- given by Eqo (42) 
=- given by Eqo( 46) 
=- total load on beam 
= load 'Which corresponds to M 
s 
load which corresponds' to. M 
sw 
pf 
== ~ :;, reinforcing index 
c 
= value of S which d'etermines the boundary between 
lni tial flexural failure by orushing of concrete 
and by yielding of reinforcement, given by Eqo (32) 
A 
w 
r = b s Sincl for rectangular beams 
A 
w 
--,;;,....---b
' 
s sina for T-beams 
s = spacing of web reinforcement along axis of beam 
td = distanoe between centroids of tensiona;nd 
oompression reinforcement 
v 
v 
u 
v 
c 
v 
x 
v 
= nominal shearing stress in concrete, bjd ., 
V V .~ bIt d" or bD as deflned in text 
s 
= nominal shea.ring stress at ultimate loa.d 
= nominal shearing stress at ul thnate load for 
shear-proper, given by Eq .. (47) 
= shearing force 
= clear distanoe between two load blocks 
8. 
II. SIMPLE~SPAN RECTANGULAR BEAMS WITHOUT WEB REINFORCEMENT 
AND UNDER ONE OR TWO SYMMETRICAL CONCENTRATED LOADS 
5. Review of Earlier Research 
Shear failures have been treated conventionally as failures 
in diagonal tension. Since the real value of diagonal tension stress 
was generally difficult to determine, the unit shearing stress 
v 
v = bjd (1) 
was considered as a measure of diagonal tension. The effect of web rein-
forcement was taken into account by considering a beam acting as a truss) 
in which the top chord was formed by the compression zone of the 
concrete, the bottom chord by the longitudinal reinforcement, the tension 
web members by the web reinforcement, and the compression web members by 
the concrete in the web of the beam. From these assumptions the follow-
ing equation was derived to represent stress in the web reinforcement: 
f v 
w = rK (2) 
where the value of K depended on the angle of inclination of web rein-
forcement. 
It was realized that the above equations were approximate 
in nature and empirical data were used to correlate the real behavior 
of test beams with the above theoretical considerations. It was 
observed that the measured stresses in the web reinforcement were, in 
general, considerably less than predicted by Eq. (2); this discrepancy 
was attributed to the fact that a portion of the total shear was carried 
by the concreteo In 1927 Richart (2) modified the truss analogy 
equa.tion (2) in the following form: 
v = C + Krf 
w 
where the constant Q was found to vary from 90 to 200 psi and it was 
stat-ed that Q probably depended "upon the percenta.ge of web reinforcement 
used and also on the quality of. the concrete". 
More complete conclusions about the contribution of the 
concrete to r'es.ist shear had been reached by Talbot some twenty-years 
earlier. In 1909 Talbot (3) reported that for beams without web reinforce-
ment the ultimate nominal shearing stress:!... incr'eases as the quality of 
concr-ete increases, as the amount of longitudinal reinforcement increases, 
and as the span lengthL decreases. These conclusions, however, were 
apparently disregarded in favor of the unmodified concept of truss 
a.nalogy by most later investigators. Only in relatively recent years 
new attempts were made to evaluate in quantitative terms the contribution 
of the various elements of a beam to its strength in shear. In 1945 
Moretto (4) presented the following equation for the shearing strength 
of a simply supported beam: 
v = Krf + 00 10 fV" + 5000 p yw c (4 ) 
which was essentially an improvement of Eq. (3) suggested by Richart. 
In 1951 Clark (5) reported the following formula: 
v = 2500 \[r + 0 0 12 f ~ (d / a) + 7000 p 
100 
which was· the :first to aceount quantitatively- ·f-orall of the variables 
listed by-Talbot in 1909 as influencing the shearing strength of reinforc-
ad concrete beamso 
In a previous report (1) attempts were made to correlate the 
results of previous res-earoh and to investigate the validity- of the 
above and some additional empirical equations in the folloving form: 
(6) 
All these attempts to relate the nominal shearing strength of simple-
span reinforced concrete beams to a function' consisting of the truss 
analogy term Krf and linear terms of fl and E failed to give good yw c 
correlation ·with test .resultso Thus, all empirical equations which 
were derived for a certain range of test variables were not applicable 
outside that particular rangeo 
Since the introduction of the concept of truss analogy some 
50 years ago, major emphasis has been placed, in general, on the evalu-
ationof the contribution of web reinforcement to shear strengtho The 
contribution of the beam itself, without the benefit of any web rein~ 
forcement, has remained a relatively unknown quantityo Furthermore, any 
uncertainties with regard to the contribution of web reinforcement have 
reflected directly on the contribution of the beam itself, thus rendering 
both questionable 0 
110 
Our first problem,'} theref'"ore, should be the evaluation of 
shear strength of a beam without web reinforcement 0 In the following 
section a general expression for the shearing strength of' such beams is 
derived.,. 
60 Derivation of Basic ·Empirical Equation 
After the formation of a diagonal tension crack, a rein~ 
forced concrete beam ~hich does not fail in tension, will fail either 
in the compression zone of the concrete or in bondo Although the cause 
of these t~o types of failure is differenty their appearance is often 
very nearly the same 0 When a beam fails by the destruction of the 
compression zone,· the shear force which was previously carried by the 
concrete is transferred to the level of the longitudinal reinioreemento 
This leads to splitting of the concrete along the reinforcing barso 
. When a. beam fails in bond, however, slipping of the longitudinal 
reinforcement produces cracking of the concrete along the bars and 
reduces effe-ctively the bending resistance of the sectiono This causes 
a concentrated angle change at the end of the.diagonal crack and leads 
to a premature destruc'tion of the compression zone of the concrete 0 
Since the above phenomena take place simultaneously, it has often been 
difficult to determine the real cause of failureo Especially in the 
early tests when plain bars without any end anchorage were used as 
tension reinforcement, bond failures were frequently considered as 
dia.gonal tension failureso In many of the recent experimental investi-
gations, however, the possibility of bond failure has been elimina.ted 
by the use of some special type of end anehorage ±n addition to deformed 
~ I 
bars of good bond characteristics 0 Splitting along the longitudina.l 
reinforcement has still been observed and sometimes even aonsidered as 
a primary mode of failure 0 This phenomenon, however, is secondary-- to 
the. fa.ilure of the beam by destruction of the compression zonee 
Failure by destruction of the oompression zone takes place 
under a ·concentrated load, at the section of maximum mome"nt and maximum 
shear 0 The real oause of failure has not been generally-understoode 
It has been suggested that this failure is the result of the prinoipal 
. stresses, compressive or tensile, or of the maximum shearing stresse 
AS,1fas seen before, the conventiona.l theory, treating shear failures as 
diagona.l tension failures) oonsidered the nominal shearing stress y as 
:a measure of d.iagonal tensione Previous research has indicated that 
v is a function of the following variables: 
v 
v = bjd = F(p, f J , ~ , Krf ) cay (8) 
All empiri.calequations suggested by different investigators, however, 
have failed to give good correlation with all of the available test 
results 0 Furthermore, the conventional theory pictures the nominal 
shearing stress v distributed over the entire cross-section ofa beam,? 
uniform from the level of tension reinforcement to the neutral axiso 
The formation of a diagonal craok, however, r·adically changes the sta.te 
of stress in a reinforced concrete beame .There cannot be any transfer 
of stress across acracko Thus, the nominal shearing stress cannot 
possibly be the criterion of shear failure and the.~sta te of. stress in 
I 
the uner-a'cked compression Zone should be investiga.ted in order to 
di3termirie the real cause of fa-ilure-o 
A basic equatIon for the shear strength of a simple-span 
recta.ngular beam without any form of web reinforcement and under one or 
two symmetric.al concentrated load.s was d'erived by c'onsidering the state 
of stress in the compression zone of the concrete 0 It was first assumed 
that the total shearing force .Q is resisted solely by the C'ompression 
area. of the concrete 0 For beams without compressive reinforcement the 
area of the compression zone is given by k db" where the quantity k d 
s s 
refers to the depth of the compression zone at shear failureo Thus the 
V 
average shearing stress is given by v = k db 0 It was further assumed 
s 
that the ultimate shearing unit stress, v , was a function of fRg Test 
u c 
results have shown that the shear capacity of the compression zone 
decreases as the moment-shear ratio" M/v, increases 0 This effect has 
usually been taken into consideration by the '~~ratio, and there seems 
a 
to be a linear relationship between this ratio and the shear capacity 
of' the beamo Since both the horizontal compressive stresses and the 
vertical shearing stresses are assumed to be resisted by the same 
compressive area, it se'ems more r'easonable to consider the shear-
compressive force ratio, vic.,. rather than the M/V-ratio as influencing 
the ultimate load in shear. For the type of beam under consideration 
it can he written that vic = jd/ao 
can be expressed as follows~ 
v 
u 
v 
=--k db 
s 
Thus the ulti1IlB.te shearing stress v 
u 
· f . 14· 
It is Iloti~ed tha.t this expression can be r6'Wri tten in a different way: 
Va = k jF(f't) 
bd2fl s 0 
M (10) or = 
C 
These equations .are in a form which suggest that the criterion 
for shear failure is a limiting moment rather than an ultimate shearing 
str'ess I>' There is some supporting evidence for this observation in 
previous test results.. Beams with no web reinforcement tested by 
Clark (5) had the d/a.-ratio as the only variable; all these beams failed 
at a. nearly constant moment, although the total shear force at fai:;Lure 
depended upon the location of the loads on the beams 0 Turneaure and 
Maurer (6) reported a. series of tests on small mortar beams with the 
d/a..;..ratio as the only variable, and their results again show that the 
ultimate moment was nearly the same for all positions of loads" Thus the 
'so.;,.c.a.lled she~r fa.ilures seem to be failures in compression; the ori terion 
of failure being a limiting average compressive stress or a limiting 
tota.l -compressive force in the compression zone of the COncrete" This 
type of failure differs from flexural compression failures only because 
the- compressive' a.rea is redua.ed because of diagonal tension cracking" 
In Eqo (10) there are two main unknowns: the depth of the 
oompression zone, ~d, and the limi tingaverage compressive stress J 
relat.ed to F(fl')" The quantity 1 can be considered as a constant slnce 
c 
it does not vary over a great ra.nge. 
The depth of the compression zone can be determined accura.te-
ly for flexural failures, both in tension and in compression, by 
Gonsidering statical equilibrium and the strain relations involved 0 For 
shear failures,. however,. no theoretical relationship relating the extent 
of diagonal tension cracking and the physical properties of the beam has 
been- foundo ConsequentlY7the depth of the compression zone must be 
determined empirically 0 From previous investigations it 'can be shown 
qualitatively that ks is a function of f~ and..Eo Furthermore, this 
fu:notion must be a complex on-e since different empirical equations 
oonsidering y a.s a linear function of f6 and .E. have failed to agree with 
test resultso In order to facilitate the empirical evaluation of k , it 
s 
was deemed advantageous to consider the ratio k /k rather than k alone 0 
s s 
The value of k a.s determined by the straight line theory is also a 
function of f~ and po It VJas felt that there might be some similarity 
c -
between the functions representing k and.!J so that the ratio k /kmight 
s s 
be easier to evaluate than k alone 0 It was considered that if the ratio 
s 
k /k is either a constant ora function of f,f, Eqo (10) can be written as 
s c 
(11) 
and the unknown function F(fi) can be evaluated directly fromavailable 
c 
test data 0 If this cannot be done t the ratio k /k must also depend on g s 
and Eqo (ll) must be rewritten as 
( lla) 
16. 
Equation (11) was: derived for be"ams without compression rein-
~areemsnt. For beams with both tension and oompression reinforcement, 
EqD (11) must be modified to taka into account the added" effect of the 
compression reinforcemento If it is assumed that a beam fails before the 
GODlpression reinforoement yields, an expression for the limiting moment 
of shear failure can be derived by consid.ering that the presence of 
:001f!pression reinforcement increases the compression ~re~ of the trans-
formed se"etion by an amount of np):bd, the steel area transformed to 
concrete: . 
A 
c 
bkd + nplbd = bd (k + np:t;) (12) 
This modified compression area le"ads to the following equation which 
corresponds to Eqo (11) for beams without compression reinforcement~ 
The quantity! refers to the actu~l depth of the compression 
zons" as ds"termined from an equivalent section transformed to concrete 0 
F"or beams with only tension reinforcement the numerical value of k is 
obtained from the well-known equation 
(14) 
For beams with both ta.ns.ion and compression reinforcement the following 
equation can be derived to determine !: 
k = ~ [n (p + p')] 2 + 2n (p + p' - p" t )' - n (p + p') ( 15 ) 
where td is the distance between the centers of the tension and compres;... 
sion reinforcemento 
In all subsequent calculations the va.lue of the modular ratio 
n used in the above equations was determined by Jensen's formula (7) 
( 16) 
which has been found to give reliable resultso 
.: To Test Data 
In ord.er .to determine the unknown function F(ftt) in Eqso (11) 
c 
and (13), experimental resu1.ts of previous research were aI:alyzedo 
Attention was directed first only to simple .... span rectangular beams with-
out web reinforcement and subjeoted to one or two symmetrioal concentrated 
loads 0 All known tests of such beams were included in the analysis 
exoept some of the very early beams for which there was some doubt about 
the compressive strength of concrete usedo 
A total of 125 beams from 15 difterent 'investigations were 
considered in the analysis 0 These beams were tested over a period of 
43 years and had a wide variation in their physical propertieso Table 1 
names the different investigations and gives their entry in the Biblio-
graphy and the number of the table in which they are analyzedo This 
table summarizes also the range of test variables for the different 
groups of beamso 
One hundred and eleven of these beams failed in shear, seven 
of them, however» yielding before failure 0 The remaining fourteen beams 
failed in bond, although their mode of failure was reported as diagonal 
tensiono These beams are discussed later in this sectiono Thirty beams 
were provided with both tension and compression reinforcement; all other 
beams were reinforced in tension only 0 
The test results for the different groups of beams are analyz-
ed in Tables 2 through 150 Both physical properties as reported by the 
investigators and calculated quantities are given for each individual 
beamo All dimensions are given in inches and the compressive strength 
of concrete in pounds per square incho In most cases, concrete strength 
waS determined from tests on 6 by 12-ino standard cylinders 0 In a few 
08ses, tests either on cubes or on modulus of rupture beams were employed; 
these cases are marked in the tables and the concrete strength is reduced 
to that of a standard cylinder by the formulas 
fa 
= 0075 f'g: for cubes c cu 
and 
f' = 607 f for modulus of rupture beams 0 c r 
In order to evaluate the funotion F(f~), the quantity 
M/bd2fij (k + np~) was oalculated for each beamo For beams without compres-
c 
sion reinforc ement the term (k + np B) reduces to!> In Fig 0 la the above 
quanti.ty is plotted against f i. 0 It i.s seen that the concrete strength 
c 
varies from about 1000 to 6000 psio Wi'thin these limits the function 
F(f~) can be approximated by a linear equation~ 
c 405 f B 
F(f~) = 0057 - 105 0 (17) 
where fU is the oompressive strength of a standard oylinder in pounds per 
c 
square incho Substitution of Eqo (17) into Eqo (13) yields an equatio~ 
for moment J subsequently ca.lled the shear-moment, at which a simple-span 
reiptorced ooncrete beam without web reinforcement and under one or t~o 
symmetrical concentrated loads fa.ils in shear~ 
(18) 
The agreement between test results and Eqo (18) is satisfac-
toryo The average ratio of M/M for the III beams which failed in shear 
s 
is 00993; the standard deviation 001200 The group of beams which were 
loaded through a' column stub at midspan (1) failed at a somewhat higher 
load than that given by Eqo (18)0 It is possible that the collillh~ stub 
had a strengthening effect against shear failure 0 -8i.x' beams'-"from--fm;,r 
different investigations failed at a considerably lower load than 
predicted by Eq 0 (18) 0 However.1 all these beams had companion spec ime?:ls 
whi:oh failed in close agreement 'with the predicted values 0 
In this connection, it must be pointed out that all compres-
sian failures are sensitive to the compressive strength of the concrete 
a.t the section of failure 0 The compressive strength reported far a te8t 
beam is the average strength obtained from control cylinders 0 Since 
even control cylinders can have wide differences in their strength, it 
is not expected that a test specimen is of uniform strengtho If the 
concrete strength at the section of failure happens to be different f~om 
the average strength of the control cylinders, the test beam may fail at 
a. load different from the predicted loado It is believed that m::Jst of 
the scatter in test results can be attributed to the variation of -I:;:b,s 
concrete strength from the average value 0 This is especially so since i~, 
some cases only the average concrete strength was reported for the whole 
test series or for a group of companion specimenso Furthermore, it is 
recalled that the beams were tested over a period of almost a half of a 
century, and that the beams were both made and cured under greatly 
different oonditionso 
20" 
No systematic difference can be dete'C;ted between beams rein-
forced in tension only and beams reinforced both in tension and compres-
siono If the last group of beams i.s considered separately, the average 
ratio of M/Ms for thirty such beams is 00940 and the standard deviation 
0,,14<> It is interesting to not'e, -however~ that five of the six beams 
which fell co:rrsiderab1y lower than the predicted values were provided 
'With compression reirJ"orcement 0 This8xplains also -why the average 
ratio for this type of bs8Jl'.lS is somewhat lower than that for a.ll beams 
combined; if these beams are excluded, the average ratio is 00986 and the 
standard'deviation 0,084. 
Equation (18) was based on assumptions made in deriving 
Eqo (ll)v that is, the ratio k /k is a function of fll alone and does not 
s c 
depend on.E0 In order to check this assUmption a.nd to investigate 
whether Eqo (11a) might not repres'snt better the mom-ent at shear fail-
ure,' the ratios M/M are plotted against p in Figo Ib 0 Al though the 
s -
steel percentages used in the test beams vary over a large range of 
values, no consistent relationship' oan be detecteEt for the ratio M/M 
s 
Consequently, the ratio k /k does not seelIf to be influenced by 
s 
~ and Eqo (18) is thereby applicable for beams with any amount of longi-
tudinal reinforcementG 
Series 1917 of the beams tested by Richart (Table 5) is 
v'err illumina.tingfor a study of the mechanism of shear failure 0 These 
bemns were provided with a. 4-ino thiok layer of high;...strength concrete 
at the top of each beam Has a precaution against premature failure of 
the beam by crushing of the concrete" 0 Table 5 gives an analysis of 
210 
these beams using both the actual concrete strength in the compression 
zone and the concrete strength used in the lo'W'er portions of the beams 0 
It is seen that the use of the actua.l-concrete strength gives vary 
good agreement with E.q. (18) whereas the USB of the concrete strength 
not in the comp~essio!l zone gives up to 59 percent differs'nc es from 
the predicted values. Thus is it clearly evident that the load at 
failure is controlled solely by the strength of the compression zone of 
theooncreteo The remaining part of the concrete section do'es not 
grea.tly influence the shea.r strength of a beam. 
Fourteen beams, although reported as diagonal tension fail-
ures~ failed in bond. Those were beams tested by Richart; three from 
Series 1910 (Table 2), ten from Series 1911 (Table 3), and one from 
Series 1913 (TEble 4)" A total of 18 bea.ms of S,eries 1911 were without 
web reinforcement. These beams were very nearly the same in every 
respect except for the end anchorage of the tension reinforcemento All 
beams with well-anchored longitudinal steel, either by conventional 
hooks 7 by overhangJ or by an end plate tightened against the end of the 
beams, failed in shear at a load in good agreement with Eq. (18)0 All 
other beamsj however, either with unanchored straight bars or with end 
plates not tightened, failed at a much lower loa.d, suggesting bond fail-
ures. Some typical beams of this group were checked a.s to their bond 
strength by a. procedure suggested by 'Mylrea (13). Mylrea. gi vesan 
empirical relationship between the length of emb'edment of a. plain round 
har ina simple-span beam and the cumulative bond stress the bar can 
develop before bond failure 0 By using as the length of embedment the 
distance from the end of the bar to the 45-degree diagona.l crack, the 
210 
these beams using both the actual concrete strength in the compression 
zone and the concrete strength used in the low'er portions of the beams 0 
It is seen that the use of the a.ctual-concrete strength gives vary 
good agreement with Eqo (18) whereas the USB of the concrete strength 
not in the compression zone gives up to 59 percent dif:rerenoes from 
the predicted values 0 lrhus is it clearly evident that the load at 
failure is controlled solely by the strength of the compression zone of 
the concrete " The remaining pa.rt of the concrete section do'as not 
greatly influence the shear strength of a beamo 
Fourteen beams, although reported as diagonal tension fail-
ures~ failed in bondo Those were beams tested by Richart; three from 
Series 1910 (Ta.ble 2), ten from Series 1911 (Table 3),9 and one frOJIl1 
Series 1913 (Table 4) a A total of 18 beams of S.eries 1911 were without 
,web reinforcement 0 These beams were very nearly the same in every 
respect except for the end anchorage of the tension reinforcemento All 
baam5 with well-anchored longitudinal steel, either by conventional 
hooks~ by overhang)) or by an end pla.te tightened against the end of the 
beams, failed in shear at a load in good agreement with Eqo (18)0 All 
o.t'her beallls, however, either with unanchored straight bars or with end 
plates not tightened, failed at a much lowar load, suggesting bond fail-
ureso Some typical beams of this group were checked as to their bond 
st;rength by a prooedure suggested by Mylrea (13) 0 My-Irea gives an 
. empirica.l rela.tionship between the length of embedment of a plain round 
bar ina simple-span beam and the oumulative bond stress the bar can 
develop before bond failure a By using as the length of embedment the 
distance from the end of the ba.r to the 45-degree diagonal crack, the 
~. 
oumulative bond stress as given by Mylrea agreed closely with the steel 
stress oaloulated from the load at failure 0 This indicates that the 
ultimate bond resistanoe was reached and that the be-ams failed in bond 
before developing their ultimate shear capacityo The three beams of 
Series 1910 with unanchored straight bars failed in bond alsco The 
only beam of Series 1913 for which oonorete strength was reported was 
I" einforced with hooked plain ba.rs 0 However, it failed at a low load 
and a photograph at failure indicated a possible bond failure a 
8" The.oratical InterEretation of Basic Empirical Equation 
(a) Beams Reinforced in Tension Onlyo Equation (18) where 
the quantity np ~ reduces to zero for bea11lS without compression reinf'orce-
ment, can be interpreted in the light of the conventional theo~r'of com-
pression failures of reinforced conorete beams" The only modification 
is in the depth of the compression zone 0 The folIo-wing stress bla.ck is 
assumed~ 
rTr ~f~ 
k d 
s 
d -'----1--
1 f k2ks d 
C == ~k f'k bd 3 c s 
T = pbdf 
s 
C = T 
kit = Cd(l - k2ks) 
2 
"lr klk3f;ksbd (1 -,:::- 't_ \ J.lLl. - ~2~s) 
The parameters kJ. ~ and k2 at flexural failurs' candi tions have been 
det'ermine'd experimentally by previous investigators 0 In Fig 0 2 the 
v.alues of ~k3 as obtained by Gaston (11) and Billet (14) have been 
plotted again£t f~o There is considerable saatter in the measured 
~alues as would be expected in an investigation of this ki:ld. A reas-
sqna.ble appro'Xi1IlB.tion,. however,. can be obtained by a. linear rela.tion-
ship between kl ~ and f~ 0 When f ~ is wi thin the limits of 1000 and 
6000 psi~ ~k3 o~ be approximated as follows: 
1008 f1 
:ILk. = 1037 - -~5-c = 2,,4 (0057 -~ :; 10 
Substitution of this fUnotion into Eqo (19) gives: 
M 
-2""'-- = 204 (0057 -
bd f'l 
c 
It is noticed that this equation is in the same form as Eqo (18) 
pre'ViOllsly derived for the shea.r-momento Equating the two yields a 
r:ela.tionship between k and k: 
s 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
Since! remains usually wi thin Go 2 and 0.5, Eqs 0 (22) and (23) show 
that ks is practically a. constant fraction of k, the depth of the 
compression zone computed by the "straight line Jt theorYoThis finding-
is based on the assumption that the value of ~~ is the same for both 
flexural and shear failureso If there should be any difference~ it is 
still likely that k remains practically proportional to!), although 
s 
it'might be eo smaller :fra.ction of k than Eq. (22) indicates 0 
Test observations have shown that a beam fails in flexure 
when the concrete crushes at a limiting strain of about 00004 a.nd that 
the strain distribution over the depth of the beam remains praotica.lly 
linear up to the final failure 0 Wi th the aid of this information.r the 
parameter ~~ which is the ra.tio between the average strength of the 
c one-rete in flexur-e and the cylinder strength has been evalu-ated from 
test results. This quantity was approximated- by Eq. (20) for the 
purposes of this investigation 0 
The use of Eq. (20)" yielded an empirical expression for the 
depth of the compression zone at shear failure, k do Equation (22) 
s 
shows that the neutral axis is considerably higher for she'ar failures 
than for flexural fa.ilureso This fact has also been observed in tests. 
Since the load fora shear failure is smaller than the flexural capacity 
of the beam~ the steel stres,s must be smaller at shear failures than 
that at fl-exural failures. Assuming a linear strain distribution" the 
magnitude of the steel strain and the location of the neutral axis 
spe-oif'y a very small concrete strain at shear fa.ilures, much smaller 
than the ultimate strain at flexural failures. Ho'Wever.1 this is 
incompatible with the assumed value of the pa.rameter kJ.~o Test 
observati.ons have shown that for small va.lues of strain there is a 
linear stress-strain relationship in concrete 0 This gives a triangular 
stress block and the parameter kl~ equal to 005 for all values of the 
ooncrete . strength 0 Since Eqo (20) gives values of kl~ in the neighbor-
hood of 1.0, the new value of kl~ would approximately double the depth 
of the compression zone as given by Eqo (22) 0 Furthermore,. this depth 
would be equal to or greater than that at flexural failureso 
Since k must be considerably smaller at shear failures than 
s 
at flexural failures, the above assumption of linear strain distribution 
cannot be a.pplicable in this caseo This agrees with the observed 
behavior of beams failing in shearo The formation of a dia.gonal crack 
disrupts the normal distribution of the steel strain along the tension 
reinforcement 0 Since there can be no transfer of stress aoross the 
diagonal crack,. consideration of moment shows that the steel stress must 
be the same both at a vertical s'eotian through the upper end of the 
crack and at the intersection of the reinforoing bars and the cracko 
Thus,- the steel strain must be pra.otically lL."1iform over this distance 0 
FurtheI"moreJ' in arder to preserve the continuity of the beam;> the tota.l 
elongation of steel between these two sections must have a correspond-
ing total shortening of the top concrete fiber at the location of the 
diagonal craoko This requires a concentration of the concrete strain 
in that regiono Consequently, the strain distribution over the depth of 
the beam cannot be linea.r at the section of failure 0 This hypothesis is 
compatible with the previous findings 0 Beaause of a nonlinear strain 
distribution, the parameter ~~ can remain essentially the sa.me both 
for shear and flexural failures, although the magnitude of steel stress 
and the location of the neutral axis are different 0 Since the value of 
~ ~ at fleX"J.ral failures was determined from the. Gondi tion of a limi t-
iug Goncrete strain, the use of the same value for shear failures implies 
that the criterion for this type of failure is also a limiting strain in 
the concre:te 0 Zwoyer has verified this observation for prestress ed 
ccmorete beams by actual tests (29) 0 He observed high concentration of 
the concrete strain in the region of the diagonal crack and an averag·e 
ultimate strain of 00003850 This is in good agreement with the previous-
ly found values for flexural failureso Likewise, the observed lomation 
of the neutral axis was higher for shear failures than that for flexural 
. failures 0 
However, since the actual distribution of strain caIh~ot be 
determined, no theoretical relationship can be written for the depth of 
the oompression zone and the ultimate concrete strain at shear failures" 
In order to interpret the t·est results and to determine a general expres-
·sion for shs'ar-compression failures, either the value of k ., or the 
s 
magni tud,e of steel stress, or some relationship between the average 
strains in the reinforcement and in the concrete mu.st be determined 
empirically 0 In this investigation it was chosen to evaluate'k empiri-
s 
'0 ally 0 Using the parameter ~~ as determined from flexural failures, 
it was shown that there existed a simple relation between k and ko 
s 
This shows -why the previous attempt to use! as a measure of k gave 
s 
satisfactory resultso However, since the relationship between the two 
was determined empirically, it can be only speculat'ed 'Why these two 
quantities are relatedo Z'woyer used in his investigation (29) an 
.empir'ical relationship bet-ween the average values of the concrete strain 
on the top surface of the beam and at the level of the reinforcing steelo 
In addition" the parameter ~ k3 was determined from the measured values 
for prestressed concrete beams and the same value of kl~ was used 
later for ordinary reinforced concrete beams 0 Moody us'ed the parameter 
~ ~ as obtained from flexural failures an.d evaluated the magnitude 
of steel stress from test results (12)0 T-wo different expressions were 
obtained for the steel stress; one for simple-span and another for 
restrained rectangular reinforced concrete beams u.nder symmetrical 
oon-o'entrated loods <> 
(b) Beams Reinforced Both in Tension and Compressiono 
Equation (19) was derived for heams without compressive reinforcemento 
For bea.ms reinforced both in tension and in GOlIlpression it can be modi-
fied as follows: 
(24) 
'Where td is the distance bet'ween the centers of the tension and compres-
sien reinforcements, {n., is the stress in the compression reinforcement, 
s 
and,£.$ is the, ra.tio of compression reinforcement 0 
Since the ultimate strain in the concrete is approximately 
000040 and the yield strain for reinforcing bars around 000017, yield-
ing of' the compression reinforcement precedes orushing of the concret-e 
in most flexural compression failureso For shear compression failU1"es t 
however,. diagonal cracks extend higher than the vertical cracks caused 
" ' 
by flexural tens.iono It is conceivable that a. beam oan-fail in shear 
.6i ther hefore or after the compression reinforcement yields 0 Expres;.. 
SiOllS for the ultimate she'ar moment for both of these two cases are 
derived in the following paragraphs and the validity of these equations 
are determined by the help of exp'erimental data 0 
If it is first assumed that the compression reinforcement 
haS rsaehed its yield stress f'J' at shear failures and that k is still y s 
given by k 
s 
:.:4 k Eg (24) for 1Il8.ximum shear moment can be 20 ( 1 - k2k s) 7 ,0 
'Written as~ 
(25) 
Since this equation assumes that compression reinforcement has yielded 
while the tension rei.."'lforcement is still elastic, the elastio modular 
ratio n is to be used for the tension reinforcement and the plastic 
- f:B' 
modular ratio, n e = rf ' for the compression reinforcement while 
c 
i, 
i, 'Computing the quantity,!o 
~, An expression for the maximum shear moment for the second 
cas'e, a beam failing in. shear before the compression reinforcement 
yields, was derived previously: 
(18) 
In this expressio~ the elastic modular ratio n is used for both tension 
and cJompression reinforcement in computing the quantity E. 
Equations (25) and (18), based on different assumptions, 
are greatly differento Equation ~25) gives a much higher ultima~e 
moment than Eqo (18). In the analysis of previous test data, thirty of 
the 111 beams under consid.eration were provided with compression rein-
forcemento If these beaIDS are considered as having failed after their 
compression reinf'orcement had yielded, the internal resisting moment 
given by the compression reinforceItlent acting at its yield stress is 
almost as large and in several cases even larger than the total extern-
a.l moment. Thus it must be concluded that these beams failed in shear 
before their compression reinforcement yielded" Furthermore, since the 
thirty beams 'With compression reinforcement gave good agreement with 
Eqo, (18)~ this equation can be used to take the effect of compr.ession 
reinforcement into consideration. According to Eq. (18) the shear 
strength of'a beam "with compression reinforc'ement is but li ttl.e greater 
than that of the same beam wi thout ~ .£3 decreases the value of k while 
:adding the term npt, so that the quantity ( k + np'l) is but little 
greater tha.n the value of k for a beam -without compression reinforcement. 
9. Properties and Limitations of Basic Empiric.al Equation~. 
The basic empirioal equation was derived for simple-span 
rectangular beams without web reinforoement and under one or two symmet-
rical ooncentrated loads 0 Different variables have the following ·effect 
on Eq. (18) ~ 
(a) Ratio of a/do Equatton (18) cons'ide:rs shear failures as 
compression failures 0 The load at failure is determined by a limiting 
shear-moment 0 In that sense, the ratio aid loses its usual meaning~ 
that is, as affecting the shearing strength of a beam. The quantity a 
relates the magnitude of the applied load to the moment at failure, 
M = Va., and the effective depth i affects both the lever ar::l of the 
internal'moment and the area of the compression zoneo For t.he beams 
analyzed, the ratio aid varied from 1017 to 40800 This variation did 
not seem to have any effect on the agreement between the test. results 
and the predicted valueso It is conceivable, however, that as the 
ratio aid increases and the relative magnitude of the shearing stresses 
decreases, a beam will fail either in shear at a higher load than given 
by Eqo (18) or, for still higher values of aid, in flexureo This 
phenomenon is dis'cussed further in Section 180 Conversely, as the ratio 
aid decreases to. a very small value, it is expected that the mode of 
failure changes from that in shear-compression to shear-proper. This 
question is discussed in more detail in Section 190 
(b) Tens ile Reinforcement 0 The amount of' tensile re in! orc e-
ment affects the size of the compression a.rea of the concrete" It was 
found empirically that the moment at f'ailure could be related to k and 
tha.t the actua.l depth of the compression area was practically a constant 
k , proportion of k? or k = This procedure implies that 
- s 204 (1 - k2ks) 0 
tba parameter kl~ which is a measure of the total compressive force in 
conerete remains essentially the same both for flexura.l and shea.r com-
pression failures and that the failure criterion is still a limiting 
eompressi ve stra.in in the cone-rete 0 
'. 
(c)'CcmcreteStrengtho The shear strength of a beam is 
directly--proportional to the following functidn of ft: 
c 
fl1(0057 - 405 f'~';105)ko It is Seen that as fll increases, both the 
c c c 
quantity (0057 - 405 f6/l05) which represents the effect of ~~, and 
the value of ! decrea.se 0 Thus the shear strength is not a linear 
funotion of fOo As an example J for a beam with one percent tension c 
reinforcement, an increas'e of fi! from 2500 to 5000 psi increases the 
c' 
shear strength 36 percento 
(d) Compressive Reinforoemento The contribution of compres-
sian reir~oraement to the shear strength is rather small and can be 
included in the analysis by considering £8 in computing both the elastic 
! and the tra.nsformed concrete areao This procedure led to Eqo (18)0 
(e) Column Stubo Beams which ha.d a column stub cast 
integrally with the bea.m at midspa.n failed consiste'ntly at a slightly 
higher load than beams without a column stubo This :increase in 
strength was somewhat larger for lower values of concrete strength than 
for higher values of concrete strengtho 
~' 
IIIo SIMPLE-SPAN RECTANGULAR BEAMS WITH WEB 
REINFORC:B.lMENT AND UNDER ONE OR TWO SYMMETRICAL 
CONCENTRATED LOADS 
100 General Considerations 
In the previous ,chapter a rather simple expression was derived 
for the shear strength of a simple-span beam without web reir~orcemento 
Hera an attempt is made to extend the above procedure to beams which are 
provided with web reinforcemento 
The contribution of web reinforcement to the shear strength 
c'8.'n be pictured in different ways" As was SHen before, the conventio~al 
th,eory originally assumed that all shear was carried by the -web rein-
forcemento Iater modifications of the concept of truss analogy,. prompted 
byexperiment'a.l evidence:; allocated a' certain proportion of the shear to 
be resisted by the concret'e" Essentially.1 even the modified expressions 
for the shear strength implied that the contribution of -web reinforcement 
lm,S determined by the properties of the web reinforcement alone, as 
express,ad by the term Krf , and not influenced by the shear strength of y 
th.e beam without web reini'er-cemento 
Another approach to the ef'fect of web reinforcement is to 
consider that its contribution is det-erm.ined by both the properties of 
the web reinforc:ement and the shear strength of the beam i tsalf 0 The 
t~o alternatives are examined in more detail in the following p~ragr~hso 
Test observations show that, in g'eneral" web reinforoement 
lihinh crosses the main diagonal crack yields before the beam fails in 
shear" Figure 3a shows a simple-span b'eam shortly before shear fa.ilureo 
r' 
33;, 
Fw cQnveniBnce, only the 1IlRin diagonal crack is shown while in reality 
numerous 'Cracks appear as the b-eam' is -being loaded 0 Figure 3b shows 
the portion of the beam to the left of the crack as a free-body diagram 
.and Figo 3c shows the approximate locations of the internal forces at 
the assumed 45-degree diagonal cracko The force F is the resultant of 
all stirrup forces crossing the oracko It has been projected down to 
the lavel of the tension reinforcement and divided into horizontal and 
;(.,ertica.l components 0 The other symbols have their usual meanings 0 
If it is first assumed that -the contribution of web reir.s.f'orce-
lJ!8l1t is independent of the shear strength of the same beam without web 
rei:nf'oroement, then it must be possible to determine the increase of 
the shear :capacity of the beam solely from the amount ..and physical 
properti-es orf the -web reinforoement 0 This ca.n be c-alculated as follows ~ 
(l/s) 
(l/s) 
(1/2) 
(eot a + 1) jd. = number of stirrups crossed by craok 
(cot (l + 1) jd A f = F = total tension force in stirrups 
'Wyw 
cos 2a (jd)2 brf = moment given by stirrups acting a.t 
. yw -their yield stress, about point A 
The moment due to all forces ahout point A is then ~ 
Va = Cjd - (1/2) b(jd)2 cos 20 rf yw 
It is S'6'en from this equation tha.t the total internal resist-
ing moment is ma.de up of two pa.rts: the web reinforcement resists 
direotly a; part of the applied moment, the remainder beL-ng resisted by 
theeompressiv.e force Co The direct contribution of' the web reinforce-
me'nt is influenc'ed by the angle of ineli'DRtion of the stirrups.o For 
'Vertioal stirrupsy cos 2a = -I, and the moment of the stirrup forces is 
adderl to Cjd 0 As the angle a decreases, the direct contribution of the 
web reinforcement decreases alsoo At 0:= 45 degrees, this contribution 
is zeroo For £!. less than 45 d.egrees cos 2a reverses its sign; this 
indicates that the direct contribution is detrimental to the shear 
strength of the beam since the moment of the stirrup forces is subtract-
ad from Gjdo The remaining part of the internal resisting moment is 
given by Cjdo For vertical stirrups the horizontal component of the 
stirrup force F reduces to zeroo Consequently" the term Gjd is equal 
to that of the beam without web reinforcement,. given by Eqo (18)0 
As the value of £ decreases, the horizontal component of F increases and, 
consequently, the value of .Q increases 0 This increases the part of the 
internal resisting moment given by Cjdo 
The above assumptions about the effect of web reinforcement 
can be easily checked for vertical stirrups where the magnitude of Q is 
determined by Eq 0 (18) 0 For this case the above equation can be 
re-wri tten as follows ~ • 
or 
In this equation a.ll quantities cran be determined and the 
~lidity of the equation can be checked against test resultso This 'Was 
done for Clarki,s and Moretto 0 s beams with vertical stirrups 0 It was 
found, however, that the increase of' the shear capacity of the be'ams was 
much greater than the direct contribution of the web reinforcement as 
given by the above equationo Furthermore,. the difference between the 
tlll'O was cOnsistently larger than could be accounted for by inacouracies 
in the assumed lOQations of the internal forces" eDgo as given by the 
45-degree cra.ck in Figo 300 Cons'equently, it was concluded that the 
abav,e assrnnptions of' the effect of web reinforcement were not valid 0 
The abov,e reasoning had one useful purpos,e ~ It sh01lIed not 
only that the shear strength is affected by the internal foroes in the 
stirrups but also that the presence of web reinforcement changes the 
lo-cration of the neutral axis 0 Web reinforcement hinders the development 
of' diagonal cracks; thus a la.rger compression area is available to 
r,esist the compressi VB stresses in the concrete" The combined eff,ects 
of web reinforcement on the shear-compression ca.pacity are (1) to oontri-
buteo, directly a portion of the internal resisting moment which ca.n be 
either beneficial or detrimental, depending on the angle of inclination 
of the web bars,. (2) to provide 'a la.rger ultimateoompression force 
through a larger compression are-a in the concre'te, and (3) to deerease 
the moment arm of the larger compression force through lowering the 
neutral axis of the beam 0 It is also conceivable that the presence of 
web reinforcement restricts the C'oncentration of the oompressive concrete 
$train in the regiorn of the main diagonal eracko 
In estimating the total effect of web reinfora-ament, only the 
dir.ect contribution of' stirrup forces·osn ba determined rationallyo 
However" even this contribution -depends on the assumed angle of inolina.~ 
tion b:etw.e'en the main diagonal craekand tha axis of b earn 0 As this 
a.ngle of inolination decreases,both tha to.tal force in the stirrups and 
its mom.'ent 'arm inorease" This aasts a doubt on the reliability of 
assuming a definite valu:e for the angle between the diagonal crack and 
the: axis of bearno The other two. effects of web reinforcement cannot be 
determined ra.tionally c> Moreover, there is no theoretical basis for 
estimating theeff'ect of stirrups on restricting the concentration of 
::3 oncrete strain in the region of, the diagonal cracko For these reasons 
it 'Was deemed desira.ble to express the total effect of web reinforce-
ment empirically rather than to. attempt to separate the different effectso 
This is done in the following section by assuming tha.t the shear strength 
of a beam -with web reinforcement is greater than that of the s-ame beam 
without web reir~orcement by an amount that is a fun~tion of the strength 
of the unreinforced heam and the amount and yield strength of web rein~ 
f orcement provided 0 
110 Stirrups as Web Reinforcement 
The findings of the previous section suggest that the shear 
strength of a beam with a reinforced web is aff'ected by both the amount 
and properti.as of web reinforcement and the shear strength of the beam. 
itself' 0 Sincre the most important'function of web r'einforcement appea.rs 
to be its. resi!:itance to the extension and widening of diagonal 'cracks, 
it is logical to assume that .a' given amount of web reinforc-ement will 
incrSB$6 the s~ear strength of a be.a.m· in proportion to that of the 
s'ame beam wi thaut web reinforcement; furthermore-,- test rB.8ul ts show tha;t 
in most oases web reinforcement yields before the beam :rails in shear 
I 
'rr- .• :whi:ch indicate~ that both the amount of web reinforcement and its yield 
!. 
strength influence the load at failure 0 
All Br~ilable test data on simple-span beams with stirrups as 
-web reLTlforcement were analyzed in the light of the a.bove assumptions 0 
A total of 179 beams from 11 different investigations' were included, 
87 of them failed a..ctually in she·ar'J 91 in fl·exure, and one additional 
beam failed becaus·e of insufficient anchorage of stirrups 0 Different 
groups of beams are analyzed in Tables 1'7 through 27; Table 16 summarizes 
the rang.e of test variables 0 In addition to shear failures, it was 
found advantageous to consider be8.1IlS which failed b f18xure a.lsco 
Several ~pirica.l expressions for the shear streLg~h cf such 
beams were investigated 0 The most consistent reBu.lts were ~btained by 
plotting the ratio p/p , where P is the measured load and P the load 
s s 
oorresponding to the shear oapaci ty of the same beam wi th:):..;.t web reL""'1-
forcement, Eqo (18), against the quantity rf 0 Figure 4 shows s"J.ch a yw 
plot for the 87 beams 'Which failed in shear 0 Satisfactory agreement 
with test results -wa.s obta.ined with the following linea.r equation: 
P /p 
sw s 
(26) = 1 + 
lllhere P is th.e shear strength of a beam with stirrups, P :/ that of the 
sw s 
same beam without web reinforcement, and f is expressed in pounds per yw 
square inoho 
It is seen that most beams fall -within .2:l5 peroent of the value 
p:redicted by Eqo (26)" Only 7 beams failed at a considerably lower loado 
All thes.a beams had a very small a/ d-ra tio, and for two of them~ tested 
by Moody, it was reported that the s-tress in stirrups was but 83 a.nd 67 
percent of' their yield strength 0 It is likely that these beams did not 
fail in shear-compression but in shear-propero This mode of failure is 
discussed in more deta.il in Section 1ge 
The average ratio between the load at failure and that given 
by Eqo (26) is 10012 for the 80 beams which failed in shear-compression; 
the standard deviation 000850 This agreement is somewhat better than 
tpat obtained previously for beams without web reinforcemento 
As a further check on Elqo (26)., the ratio pip is plotted 
s 
against rf in Fig <> 5 for beams which failed in flexure J either in yw 
tension or in compressiono It is well known that beams which have been 
tested to obtain information about their shear strength have frequently 
f'ailed in tensiono SOlme of these beams, however" were rather close to 
theirshea.r capacity at failure, as ~as indicated by well:...developed 
diagonal crackso Furth:ermore, some beams tested to yield data on their 
flexural strength can also be utiliZed to obtain information about their 
shear capacity 0 Figure 5 is us'ed with the following criterion in mind ~ 
a, beam will fail either in flexure or in shear~ whichever Q'apaci ty is 
reached firsto Beams which failed in shea.r were used to derive Eqo (26) 
for their shear strengtho Beams which' failed in flexure, however, must 
fall below the line representing their' strength in shear in Figo 50 If 
they fall above, Elqo (26) cannot b:etrue; if it was true" the beams 
should have failed in shear rather 'than in flexure sinee their shear 
o.apaci ty was smaller than their flexural capacity 0 
Figure 5 proves the general validt ty of Eq 0 (26); all beams 
with a few exceptions fall below the line representing this equation 0 
The flexural capacity of the beams was reached at different ratio,s of 
pip,. Eqo (26) being the limit 0 Only four of the 91 beams fall substan-
s 
t ially above this limit 0 Two of these beams were tested by Joh..."1ston 
and Cox and bad only the average concrete strength reported for 20 beams; 
it is likely that the actual value of f! for the individual beams had 
c 
increased P sufficiently to bring the ratio pip in agreement with other 
s s 
test resultso 1"910 ether beams in this category were tested by Slater and 
Lyse a One of the beams had one companion specimen which failed in s.hear 
'and another whie-h failed at a much lower load a Both companion specimens 
of the other beam failed at a considerably lower load., 
Figures 4 and 5 can also be used to determine the relative 
effectiveness of' different angles of inclination and the yield strength 
of web stirrupso. Mos.t of the beams considered in the analysis had verti-
, i 
cal stirrups; thete were, however, beams with stirru.ps inclined at 6705:; 
45 and 20 degreesJ The effect of differsntangles of inclination VIas 
taken into consideration in plotting Figs .. 4 and 5 by computing the ratio 
of web reinforcemen.t from the 'conventional expression: 
A 
w 
r = bs sino: 
The conventional theory considers that the parameter,Krfyw is the IDeasure 
of shear strengtho Since the concept of truss analogy i.s disregarded by 
the present analysis, there is no justification for 'employing the 
quantity Ko Furthermore,. while the variation in K is rather small for 0: 
hetwe.en 45 and 90 degrees, for smaller values of a thecoef'f'iciant K 
decreas'es rapidly 0 For beams of Slater and Lys'e which had stirrups 
inclined at 20 degrees, ! is equal to 00440 'rhe use of this low value 
of' K 'Would shift these beams considerably to the left in Figo 50 Conse-
quentlY7 the beams would lie above the she'a.r strength line 0 Since the 
be8,'InS failed in flexure, the use of Krf rather than rf is not justitiedo yw yw 
The yield strength of the web reinforoement varied from about 
44) 000 to '73 7 400 psi for beams which failed in shear and from about 
40,000 to 93,300 psi for beams which failed in flexureo The majority 
of' the beams)- however, had their yield strength between 45,000 and 
55,000 psio This variation is perhaps not large enough to bring out 
the effect of yield strength 0 However,. beams of Slater and Lyse were 
reinforced with stirrups of relatively high yield strength, 
f = 73,.400 psio If the ratio pip -was plotted against r alone,- these yw s-
beams -would a.gain fall above the shear strength line determined from 
other test r.esul ts 0 This shows that the quantity rf is a more correct yw 
measure of shear strength than the ratio r aloneo It seemB reasonable 
to believe that stirrups wi~h higher yield strength offer greater 
resistance to the extension and widening of the diagonal cracks than 
stirrups of low yield strengtho 
120 Bent~Dp Bars as Web Reinforoement 
Relatively few simple-span beams with bent-up bars as web 
reinforcement have been tested to determine their strength in shear 0 
The only source of experimental data are beams tested by Richart (2); 
practically all these beams failed in tension, howevero 
Series 1917 included 32 beams with hooked bent-up bars 0 The 
variables were the amount, angle of inclination, and spacing of the web 
bars a The main body of the beams was made of concrete from 2450 to 
3770 psi ~ at the top center of each/be'am.') however, there was a 4~ino 
deep zone of higher strength concrete, f' = 4770 psio The beams were 
c 
tested twice: they were first loaded to yie~ding with loads placed at 
48 ino from the end supports, and then they were retested with loads at 
36 ino from the supports 0 All beams failed in tensiono 
In order to obtain some indirect information about tne shear 
strength of these beams J some of the beams with the smallest ratio of 
web reinforcement are analyzed in Table 280 Their pip -ratios are 
s 
plotted against rf in Figo 60 This figure shows that four beams with yw 
rf equal to 210 psi were very close to shear failures, provided that yw 
Eqa (26) holds true for beams reinforced with bent-up barsa Photo-
gra.phs taken of these beams after failure show well-developed diagonal 
cracks 0 In all probability the beams were very close to their shear 
oapacityo 
Two beams of Series 1922 were also provided with bent-up bars 
as web reinforcemento These beams are analyzed in Table 19 and shown 
in Figo 60 Both beams failed in tension and J as seen in the fig"'llre, lie 
below their strength in shear as given by Eqo (26)0 
Three beams of Series 1911 had one longitudinal bar bent up at 
a rather small angle so as to reinforce the entire shear span, 24 ino 
long 0 These beams are reported to have failed in diagonal tensiono 
Table 29 analyzes the beams by using s == a in Eqo (2'7) i.n order to oal-
culate their ratio of web reinforcement 0 Undoubtedly, this procedure is 
rather approximate and these beams fall somewhat low in Figo 60 However, 
a sketch of one of the beams after failure shows extensive cracking at 
the end hooks of the reinforcement and indicates a possible failure in 
anchorage a 
With the help of Figo 6 and more numerous tests on T~beams 
which are analyzed later.?' it was conoluded that the contribution of 
bent-up bars to the shear strength of a beam is the same as that of 
stirrups 0 Consequently, Eqo (26) can be used in both cases: 
p Ip 
sw s 
2rI:rw =l+-~c-
103 
(26) 
Some additional information about the effectiveness of bent-
up bars is available from tests of Series 19170 One of the variables 
investigated was the distance from the load point to the first bent-up 
bar ° This distance varied from 906 to 1608 ino, or up to 1068 times 
the effective depth of the beams 0 The' analysis of some of these beams 
was included in Table 280 It is seen that even these beams failed in 
tension, although a considerable part of the shear span just in the 
region of maximum moment was without any direct web reinforcement 0 The 
highest pip -ratio at failure was 10510 Consequently, well-anchored 
s 
bent-up bars, although,not covering the entire shear span" appear to be 
beneficial with respect to resisting the development of diagonal cracks 0 
This phenomenon was also observed for beams of Series 1910 which had 
vertical and diagonal stirrups supplemented by some bent-up barso It is 
seen in Table 17 that the addition of' only one layer of bent-up bars, 
not covering the entire shear span, 'increased the shear strength of the 
beams sufficiently to permit a tension failureo 
130 Maximum Useful Amount of Web Reinforcement 
Excluding bond, a reinforced concrete beam can fail either in 
flexure or in shearo Flexural failures can be initiated either by 
yielding of ~Bnsion reinforcement or by crushing of concrete on the top 
of the beam, depending on the physioal properties of the beamo Sinoe 
the flexural oapaoity of a beam oan be determined aoourately, the 
purpose of this analysis is to find the amount of web reinforoement 
neoessary to force a beam to fail in flexure rather than in shearo 
Expressions for the shear 'capaoity of a simple-span reotangular 
beam under one or two symmetrical conoentrated loads were derived pr'evi-
Ouslya Equation (26) can be rewritten as~ 
where 
M 
sw ~l+ 
s 
( 28) 
(18) 
Expressions for the flexural capaoity of a beam are taken from 
a previous teohnical report (11)0 The ultimate flexural moment is given 
as: 
When a beam fails in tension] the yield stress f is substituted for f y s 
in Eq. (29). For compression failures, the steel stress f is below 
s 
its yield strength; it oan be determined from the following equation~ 
f 
s 
E E klk3fB suo 
=---....;;;;..-p 
1 2 1 
+ (~2 € E) - -2 E ill u sus (30) 
Whether the stress in the tension reinforcement at failure is below or 
at its yield stress is determined by the following criteriono The 
reinforcing index S is defined as~ 
pf 
q = -.-L f9 
C 
The critical value ofS is given by 
If q>q 7 the steel stress at failure is below its yield stress and the 
cr 
beam fails in compression. If q = q ,the beam fails by crushing of 
cr 
ooncrete as soon as the tension reinforcement yields. If q<q ,the 
- cr 
steel stress at failure is either at or above its yield stress and the 
beam fails initially by yielding of the tension reinforcement. Another 
oritical value of .9. can be utilized to determine whether or not the 
steel stress reaches work hardening at failure; this, however, is an 
unnecessary refinement in the present analysis. 
The following numerical values are used in the above equations~ 
k2 = 0045 
4.5 f~ , 
kl~ = 2.4 (0.57 - c) 
105 (20) 
E = 0.004 
u 
E = 30,000,000 psi 
s 
./ 
ThB behavior of beams with different values of the reinforcing 
index is shown by Figo 70 To facilitate the presentation of expressions 
for shear strength, the quantity M/bd2f$ for the ultimate moment is 
c 
plotted against the parameter p/!1- rather than 3,0 The curves are drawn 
c 
for f = 45,000 psi~ f1 = 3000 psi~ and f = 45,000 psie If the beams y c yw 
ha.ve sufficient web reinforcement to fa.il in flexure:! the ultimate moment 
is de~ermined by Curves 1 and 20 For p/f! < (p/f"!) the beams fail in 
c c or 
tension according to Curve 1, obtained from Eqo (29) by substituting 
-5 21 f = f 0 At (p/fo) = 1069 x 10 in Ib~ computed from Eqo (32)$ the 
s y c or 
mode of failure changes from that in tension to compress iOTI 0 For 
plf,g, > (p/f') , the ultimate moment is given by Curve 2, computed by 
c c cr 
Eq~ (29) with steel stresses obtained from Eqo (30)0 
If, however, no web reinforcement is provided, the maximum 
loa.d is governed by Curves 1 and 30 Curve 3 represents the shear strength 
of a beam without web reinforcement, given by Eqo (18)0 The intersection 
between these two curves determines the transition between tension and 
shear failureso When some web reinforcement is provided~ the shear 
strength increases according to Eq" (28) and the transition between the 
two types of failures takes place at a larger value of p/f~~ Curve 4 
c 
shows this for r = 000050 
If it is desired that the beams :fail in flexure for any value 
of p/ff1, the shear strength must be larger than the flexural strength 
c 
for theentirs range of ultimate moment, Curve 1 for tension and Curve 2 
for compression failureso It is seen -that a shear strength Curve 5 
passing through the intersection between Curves' 1 and 2 satisfies this 
conditiono. Computations based on the value of p obtained from Eqo (32) 
or 
show that the corresponding ratio of web reL'l'lforcement is 00011 for the 
variables under considerationo Thus r = 00011 corresponds to the IDBximum 
useful aIDount of web reinforcement for the values of fO f and fused 
c" y' yw 
in the above example 0 This limit was calculated for other combinations 
of fa f ,and f and is shown in Figo 8 graphically 0 
0' y yw 
The maximum useful amount of web reinforcement does not depend 
on the percentage of tension reinforcemento It forces a beam of any 
amount of tension reinforcement to fail in flexure y either i.n tension or 
in oompressiono However, for any value of p except that at the transi-
tion between tension and compression failures, this maximum useful 
amount is more than sufficient to insure flexural failures, see Curve 5 
of Fig 0 70 In practice, most beams are designed to fail in tension if 
loaded to destructiono These beams would fall considerably to the left 
i of the transition point and)' consequently, would requir.e much less web 
'1,. 
reinforcement to prevent shear failureso Table 30 shows an analysis of 
beams designed according to the present ACI Code ba.lanced design require-
lllentso This analysis considers reotangular beams reinforced in tension 
only with the steel percentages taken for f = 20,000 psi and 
s 
f == 0045 f g 0 
o c 
The amount of web reinforcement necessary to prevent shear 
failures is calculated with the aid of EqQ (28) for several values of f y 
andf yw It is seen that as f increases and f decreases.., the amount y yw 
of web reinforcement necessary to ensure flexural failures increases 0 
f For f equal to 50,000 psi and f equal to 40 7 000 psi, about 0035 per-~ y ~ 
cent web reinforcement is required while for both f and f equal to y yw 
45,000 pSi,about 0020 percent will be sufficient 0 
IV 0 SIMPLE-SPAN T-BEAMS UNDER ONE OR TWO 
SYMMETRICAL CONCENTRATED LOADS 
140 T-Beams Without Web Reinforcement 
The basic empi.rical equation (18) was derived for simple-span 
rectangular bea.mso It was seen that this equation could be interpreted 
by means of the conventional theory of compression failures J as modified 
by diagcma.l tension cra.cking, and tha.t the failure criterion was the 
ultimate compressive strain in the concrete 0 
The above concept of shear failures as shear-compression 
failures was extended to include T .... beamso Since the moment-rotation 
relationship of a T-beam differs from that of a rectangular beam, a 
correction mast be made to take into consi.deration the effect of the 
s'hape of the beam on the compressive strain in the concrete 0 But sL"I'lce 
the distribution of the concrete strain was not determined previously, 
the exact form of the shape factor '~annot be established 0 If a linear 
strain distribution is assumed, strain in any fiber is given by 
M 
E = :illI Y 
-where Z is the distance from the neutral axis to the fiber under consid-
era.tiono Comparing a T-section with a re-ctangular section of the same 
width as the flange in the T-sectionJ the following relationship can be 
-written if the ultimate strain in the concrete is the same in both these 
two cas'es ~ 
where the transcripts R and T refer to rectangular and T-sections, 
respectively, I refers to the moment of inertia of a section transformed 
c 
to concrete 7 and L refers to the distance from the neutral axis to the 
top fiber in the concrete" all quanti ties taken at the instant of failure 0 
If the strain distribution were linear and all quantities could be deter-
mined, the above expression would give the rela.tionship between shear 
moments of a T ... section and a rectangular section of the same widtho How-
ever, the formation of a diagonal crack produces a non-linear strain 
distributiono The stress in the tension reinforcement is approximately 
uniform from the lower end of the crack to a. vertical section through 
the upper end of the cracko This affects also the distribution of 
ooncrete strain at the top of the beam~ ca.using a certain concentration 
of strain at the end of the diagonal cracko Furthermore J since the 
section craoks progressively as load is a.pplied, the exact values of I 
{ ana Z C8.Ill"rlOt be determined 0 Consequently.1 Eq 0 (33) cannot be a.pplicable 0 
An a.pproximate shape factor was derived by assuming that the 
effect of shape of a be.am is determined primarily by i is moment of inertia 0 
In an un.ops,cked state~ the moment ,of inertia of a T~beam is oonsiderably 
smaller than that of a. similar reotangular beamo After extensive crack-
ing.v, the value of I of a section transformed to concrete is very nearly 
the Same in both caseso At the instant of failure, the relationship 
between the two is unknown~ it w8sapproximated by the ratio of the 
average values of I of the uncraoked and the fully cracked sta.teo Thus, 
the shape factor takes the following form~ 
IT + I cr 
where ~ and IT refer to the uncracked rectangular and T-sections~ 
respectively, and I refers to the "straight lineJl cracked transformed 
or 
section of either a rectangular or a T-.section since both have very 
nearly the same moment of inertia 0 
The above shape factor make.s it possible to modify Eq 0- (18) 
for rectangular beams so that it applies to T-beaIDSo The compressive 
area. A of a T-section as determined by the conventional "straight line" 
c 
theqry is substituted for bkd and the equation is rewritten as follows~ 
(35) 
The validity of Eqso (34) and (35) must be determined with the 
help of test results 0 All available data on T-beams under one or two 
symmetrical concentrated loads was analyzed; the range of test variables 
is summarized in Table 31 and the physical properties and calculated 
quantities of individual beams are given in Tables 32 through 380 All 
units are given in inches and poundso The width of the flange is marked 
by .£~ that of' the web by E. e, and the thickness of the flange by ~ o· Other 
symbols have their usual meaningo SOIDe beams were reinforced with 
.s traight unanchored bars and failed in bond y these beams are not included 
in the analysiso 
Bea.ms without web reinforcement are considered firsto Ferguson 
:and Thompson (20 and 21) have re-ported- tests on beams of a number of 
different shapes 0 Some of the beams were provided with. shoulders; that 
is, the width of the upper part of the web was larger than that of the 
lower parto These beams are analyzed in Tables 35 and 36 and the quantity 
M/ADdf~Ft is plotted against f~ in Figo 90 It is seen that in most 
cases Eqo (35) gives reasonable agreement with the test resultso However 7 
two series with the largest number of beams, Series A and B.') indicate 
consistently lower shea.r strengths than those given by Eqo (35)0 This 
discrepancy could mean either that the shape factor given by Eqo (34.) 
is fundamentally incorrect or that there are some other considerations 
besides the effect of the moment of inertia which determine the compres-
sive strain in the concretao It is noticed that bea.ms reported by 
FergLlson and Thompson have) in general, very wide and thin flangeso It 
is known that in such beams parts of the flanges at some distance from 
the web do not resist their full share of the bending momento This 
phenomenon is discussed in some detail for an elastic medium by 
Timoshenko (24)0 It can be seen in F:igo 9 and Tables 35 and 36 that 
beams whioh fall the greatest percentage below the predicted values have 
very large die and b/b!)-ratios; -that is, the depth of the beam is lar~e 
relative to the thickness of the fle;nge and the width of the flange is 
large relative to that of the webo The beams of Series AJ B, C,9 and 
.D had the sa.me die-ratio, 505, while the b/bl-ratio was equal to 4,,25 
for Series A and 2043 for Series Do The two beams of Series D failed 
at a load rather close to the predioted values, 85 and 93 percent) 
respectivelYJ while the beams of Series A reached only about 70 percent 
of their predicted capacity at failureo The beams of Series B and C were 
provided with shoulders of the same width as the web width of the beams 
of Series Do The depth of the shoulder, en~ was 4 ina for Series Band 
'7 ino for Series Co The addition of shoulders reduces the unsupported 
width of the flange; in that sense, it should b..ave the same effect as a 
decrease in the b/b l"":"ratioo However,. -the beams of Series B failed but 
at a slightly higher load than those of Series Ao Ths two beams of 
Series C were benefited more, they reached 75 and 84 perce:::"!, respectively, 
of their predicted strength at failureo These results sh~~ :hat for the 
same value of die, the agreement betweEt.1I1 the measured ar:j calc-..:.la"!ed 
loads improves as the ratio b/b ij. decreases c> The addi ti~_ ~f sn:':llders 
has partially the same effect as that of decreasing the b/o;-ratioo 
Furthermore, deeper shoulders have a. larger effect on the :'::cre8se of 
the shear strength than shallower shoulders 0 This is appare::-.-:ly related 
to the formation and propagation of cracks in the tensioL zo~e of the 
concrete 0 However, since the shape factor of Eqo (34) was primarily 
intended for ordinary T-beams wIthout shoulders, it is ~ot expected it 
ViI auld apply equally well for more complex shapes of T-beams 0 The remain-
ing bea.ms had rather large b/b·ij-ratios~ varying from 4047 to 5,,18, while 
the die-ratio varied from 2011 to 4.67.' All these beams except those 
of Series N failed at a load in good- agreement with Eqo (35) 0 The beams 
of Series N had the largest dje..;rati0.1 406'7, and failed at a somewhat 
I··ower load than that pradicted 0 In conclusion,. the above findings suggest 
that the shape factor of Eqo (34) is applica.ble whenever beams with 
abnormally high die a.nd b/h~·;..ratios are excluded" 
In the above comparison, the beams of Series H-B and K-B were 
of composite tile-concrete construction" One 5/8-in" thickness of tile 
11 as included in the overall dimensions of the beams in calculatL"1g the 
s hear strength of the beams 0 These beams were built with B-type tile 
which had but slightly higher compressive strength than that of the 
concrete usedo It was seen that the beams failed at about the predicted 
load 0 Beams built with. tiles of higher concrete strength are not includ-
e d in the analyses 0 These beams failed at a somewhat higher load; the 
high strength tiles seemed to have acted as a form of web reL~forcement 
in increasing the load at failureo 
Figure 10 shows the above beams, except Series A Ck~d B~ together 
with results from other investigationso The beams of Series A and B 
were excluded because of the simultaneous h.igh ratios of die and b/b"J 
and ·a.s was discussed before, the shoulders of the beams of Series B were 
not deep enough to increase their shear sirengtho It is seen that when 
b.eams with abnormally large die and b!bo-ratios are excluded, Eqo (35) 
gives satisfactory agreement with test resultso In some beams of Bach 
and Graf, there is some doubt about the primary mode of failure, heavy 
oracking at the end hooks of the tensron reinforcement indica.ted possible 
anchorage failureo This might explain why one of' these beams. is somewhat 
low 0 Beams of Richart and of Braune and Myers show good agreement with 
Eqo (35)0 Although the beams of Braune EL~d Myers had a very high b/b i -
ra.tio; 700, the die-ratio was rather small,. 2056, and the beams failed 
according to Eq 0 (35) 0 
It is concluded that the shear strength of simple-span T-beams· 
without web reinforcement as normally used in construction oan be predict~ 
ed by Eqo (35) where the shape factor is computed by Eqo (34)0 Beams 
with abnormally high die and b/b-i.,.ratios are outside the scope of 
Eqo (35), their shear strength is lower because the effective width of 
such flanges is reduced 0 No· attempt was made~ however, to determine an 
expression for the e:ff'ective flange widtho Moreover)' T-bea.ms of suoh 
• ," <~ 
dimensi.ons are not permitted by the present ACI Code requirements for 
* isolated beaIDSo In the following section, it is shown that the use of 
transverse reinforcement in the flange effectively COlL'rlteracts the 
reduction in the effective width of the flange and thereby increases 
the scope of Eqo (35) <> This phenomenon was also observed for beams o:r 
Braune a.nd Myers in the present comparison 0 
150 T-Beams With Web Reinforcement 
T-b'eams considered in this section are analyzed in Tables 32,. 
33, 34, 37 and 380 A summary of the test variables was included in 
Table 310 The ratio pip :J where P was obtained from Eqo (35),9 was 
s s 
calculated for eac'h bearno This ratio is plotted against the parameter 
rf in Flgo 11 for beams which failed in sheara The ratio of web rein-yw 
forcement was computed with respect to the width of the web" 
Heft 10 by Bach and Graf reports tests on 81 bea.mso The beams 
were -tested in 28 groups, 25 groups of three and three groups of two 
companion speaimenso All beams were reinforced with two tension bars 0 
,One group of three beams had 2082 sq a in.o o:f tension reinforcement and 
failed in tensiono The remaining beams were provided with about 309 sqo 
ino of tension steel and failed either in shear or in bondo Beams with 
straight unhooked bars failed at a lower load than similar beams with 
hooked bars, apparently in bondo Beams with hooked bars failed mostly 
in shear, these beams are analyzed in Table 320 Figure 11 shows that 
most of the beams give good correlation with Eq., (26).9 originally derived 
for rectangular beamso Only two groups of beams failed at a somewhat 
lower load than that predictedo However, photographs of beams after 
failure show rather extensive cracking at the end hooks of the tension 
reinforcement 0 Beams with la.rger amount 'of web reinforcement resisted 
a higher load at failure and showed more marked cracking 0 It is possible 
that the two groups with the highest amount of web reinforcement failed 
in bond through excessive bendL11.g of the anchorage hooks 0 
Heft 67 by Graf reports tests on 8 T-beams under two symmetri~ 
ca.l concentrated loads 0 These beams were provided with transverse rein-
forcement in the flanges and although the flanges were rather thin and 
wide, 110 reduction was noticed in the effeotive flange widtho All beams 
'Were reinforced with the same amOlli"'lt of web reL?J.:forcement; the only 
'variable was the arrangement of' bent-up bars c> Four different groups of 
two beams were investigated, the test results are given in Table 380 
Beams of Group 6 were reinforced with regular bent-·up bars, the horizont~ 
8.1 part of the bends being carrlsd 'over the transverse reinforcement 
in the flanges 0 This arrangement of web reinforcement was the most 
effective one; the beams failed in tension, and as seen in Figo 11,. the 
load at failure was about 20 percent higher than that predicted for shearo 
Beams of Group 8 were reinforced with .rtbrought-back" bent-up bars: all 
longitudinal bars were first taken to the end of the beam,? bent up there 
a.nd then bent down at the desired spacing to serve as web reinforcemento 
The beBJIlS failed in shea.r at a load slightly higher than the predicted 
load.; some crushing of concrete wa.s observed at the end haoks of the 
"brought-ba.ck" barso Beams of Group 9 were provided with conventional 
bent-up bars except that the bends had no horizonta.l extension at the 
top of the beamo This type of web rei.n.forcement was about as effective 
a.s that of Group 80 Beams of Group 7 were reinforced with 10086 7 
"'floating" type of inclined bars, hooked on both ends 0 These beams 
failed at a somewha.t lower load than that predicted~ indicating that this 
type of web reinforcement was not' fully effective 0 
T-beams tested by Richart were provided with vertical stirrupso 
All these beams fa.iled in tensiono Beams tested by Braune and Myers had 
both vertical stirrups ,and bent-up bars as 'web reinforcement 0 These 'beams 
failed in tension alsoo However, the web reinforcement was sufficiently 
effective to permit high ratios of pip at fa.ilure, the highest ratio 
s 
Beams reported by Bach and Graf in Heft 12 were reinforced 
with bent-up barso A total of 87 beams were tested; the tension rein-
forcement consisted of from 4 to 7 bars of the same total area, and no 
transverse reini'orcement was used in the flanges 0 All beams with 
unhooked longitudinal bars failed at a lower load than similar beams with 
hooked bars) evidently in bondo Beams with hooked longitudinal and bent-
up bars are analyzed in Table 370 It is seen that despite the large 
I"atios of web reinforcement only a. few beams fa.iled in tension 0 Some 
other beams might have had yielding of the lower layer of the tension 
reinforcement at failureo In most beams, failure was initiated by 
excessive cracking and crushing 'of ths concrete at the hookso The most 
effective arrangemsnts of bent~up bars can be found from Table 370 
It was concluded that the'shear strength of simple-span 
T-bemns with web reinforcement can be determined by the same expression 
as that for rectangular bea.ms~ 
2rf 
P Ip = 1 + yw 
sw s 103 (26) 
where P is determined from. Eq. (35) and r from the follQwing equation: 
s 
A 
:w 
r= b"s sina (27a) 
For bent-up bars, there is some danger of a. pre:mature failure be:c,ause 
of cra.cking and crushing of concrete at the hookso This can be protected 
against by using suffieiently large hooks and)' especia.lly) by using 
transverse reinforcament in the flanges of the beamo 
V" RESTRAINED BEAMS UNDER SYMMETRICAL CONCENTRATED LOADS 
160 Modes of Fa.ilure 
Simple-span beams under concentrated loads fail at the loca.tion 
of an applied loa.d, at the section of maximum shea.r and maximum moment., 
Shear stresses combined with flexural stresses are instrumental in produc-
ing a main diagonal crack; after this crack has formed, the beam fails 
in compression 0 
In restrained beams, shear and moment conditions are such as 
to permit, in general., the formation of three main diagonal cracks as 
shown in Figo 120 The beam can fail at any of these three cracks, 
depending on the magni t11-deof shear arid moment at the section under 
consideration and on the arrangement of both longitudinal and web rain-
forcementO-
While the static moment is the same at both sides of section A7 
the magnitude of shear can be different in spans .! and ~o The crack at 
the section of greater shear forms first, for small shear ratios it is 
even conceivable that the beam fails at that section before the other 
crack has formedo Although span ~ has constant shear), the moments can 
be different at sections A and Bo Depending mainly on the relative 
magnitudes of moment, either one or two cracks form 0 The crack at the 
larger moment develops first and the beam fails, in general, at that 
craak~ 
Various modes of failure with special emphasis on the arrange-
ment of reinforcement are discussed belowo It is assumed that span! 
has sufficient reinforcement so that the beam fails in span $.0 
(a) Continuous Top and .Bottom Reinforcement 0 A free-body 
diagram for this arrangement of longitudinal reinforcement is shown in 
Figo 130 It is assumed first that only one diagonal crack forms before 
failure 0 Figure 13 shows cra.ck 2 and assumes that shear is resisted 
exclusively by the compression area of the concrete 0 The top longitu-
dinal reinforcement is in tension at crack 2 and in compression at 
section Bo If thBre is no possibility for bOnd failure between tpese two 
sections, so.go if' the span ~ is long relative to the effec"tive depth of 
the beam and bars of go.od bond characteristics are used, a shear failure 
similar to that in simple-span beams is expeoted to take place. Thus, 
Eqo (18) can be employed directly to determine the shear strength of 
such beams without web reinforcement and Eqso (18) and (28) that of 
suoh beams with web reinforcement" If two cracks are present., and bond 
failure d.oes not oc cur between them" the mode of failure is unchanged 
and the shear capacity of the beam can be determined by the same equations 
a t the s·e c t ion of maximum moment <> 
If, however., bond is destroyed between the reinforoing bars 
and the concrete in the middle portion of the span ~ the above equations 
no longer represent the shear strength of the beamo Bond failures ~re 
likely to take place when the span .s. is relatively" short (, Then only a 
small distance separates the diagonal crack from either section A or B, 
and a change in stress from tension to compression in the reinforceme.nt 
must take place over this length a If a bond failure results from the 
high bond stresses in this region, both the top and bottom reirrEorcing 
bars are in tension as '!Shown in Fig 0 14 for one crack and in Fig 0 15 
If· 
for two cracks at failure.. For simplicity., it is assumed that the whole 
tensile force, TA or THY is carried through the middle portion of the 
beamo This redistribution of internal forces is very unfavorable to 
the shear capacity, and the beam fails at a much lower load than it 
would if no "'compressive" reinforcement was provided" 
An approximate expression for the shear strength of a beam 
with both top and bottom 1-einforcement in tension can be derived as 
follows~ 
~f~ 
k2ks d 
TA C ~~k dl\f Y 
. s C 
590 
c (36) G = TA + TB 
d k d 
s 
M = Cd(l .;. k2ks) - T td (37) s A 
Equation (36) determines the moment at shear failure" However, 
there are two unknowns, ks and TA, which must be evaluated before the 
shear moment, M , can be expressed quantitatively 0 If the tensile force 
s 
TA is determined by assuming that the momsnt arm is the same for both 
sections A and B, the following relationship can be written: 
From Eqs. (36) and (38)~ 
It is further assumed that the factor k " as derived for simple-span 
s 
beams remains valid for restrained beams: 
The quantity! is determined again by the "straight line" theory. This 
oan be done as follows: 
f 
c 
kd 
l-k n~ k c 
From Eqso (36) , 
where 
TA, 
C c 
d TB 
TB 
(38) ~ (39).9 and (40) : 
k = 
2 (p n) + 2p n - p n 
000 
MA 
Po= p (1 + ~) 
= (1/2) bkd f 
C' 
(39) 
l-k ( 40) = pbdn -" -"" f kc 
( 41) 
( 42) 
The shear moment as given by Eq. (37) can now be rewritten as: 
M 4.5 f1 
~ ;;;; A k( 0 • 5 7 -:~ 5 c )-
. bd f 9 10 
c 
where 
k is given by Eq 0 (41) 
k2 is taken as· 0045 
k is given by Eq. (23) 
s 
(44) 
Equation (43) determines the shea.r strength of a restrained 
beam whioh fails atseotion B after bond has been destroyed from this 
seotion to oraok 2 so that both the top and bottom reinforoing bars are 
in tension.. This equation can be used for any section provided that the 
subsoript B refers to the section under considera.ti.on and the subsoript A 
to. the adjaoent section from whioh the tensile force TA is carrie-d 
t~ough to the section B.. It wa.s derived by assuming that the longitu-
.dinal reinforoement was oontinuous throughout the e'ntire length of the 
beam and that the whole tensile force at one section was carried tb:r-ough 
to ths-othar section. This is a oonservative estimate since it is likely 
that in some cases a. part of the -tensile foroe is resisted by frictional 
b.ond~ although the reinforoing bar might be slipping in the entire r.egion 
fr~ seotion A to Bo If the actual ratio bet~een the top and bottom 
tensile foroes can be determined for the section at failure, the actual 
ratioTB/T A should be substituted for~/MA in Eqs.. (43) and (44). 
The first crack in span$. will form at the section of maximum 
mOment. If a beam fails in shear after only this crack has formed as 
shown in Fig. 14, redistribution of the internal forces has taken place 
at seotion B whereas the bottom longitudinal reinforcement is still in 
oompression at section A 0 Al though both- the top and bottom reinf'orcing 
bars are in tension at section 'B, diagonal ~racking has not reduced the 
compression area and tha beam crannot fail in shear at that sectiono 
Consequently, section A is the critical seotion and the shear strength 
of the beam is determined by Eqo (18)a.t the seotion Q.f maximum momento 
If two oraoksare present at failure and fuLl redistribution .of the 
internal forces has taken place as -snown in Fig 0 15.1 Eq 0 (43) is appli .... 
oable at seotion A as well as seotion-Bo The shear strength of the beam 
is determined by Eq 0 (43) at the section of maximum moment 0 Under c.srtain 
conditions it is oonceivable that despite the formation of two cra.cks 
only partial redistributiono£ the internal forees has ta.ken plaoeo This 
may be the case if for example the moment at seotion A is much gre.ater 
than the moment at section B 0 Then the bond stresses are nruoh higher in 
the top reinforcement than those in" the bottom reinforcement and looal 
bond failure may take place only" in the top longitudinal barso The 
shear capacity of the beam is given by Eqo (43) a.t sectio~ B and by 
Eqo (18) at seotion A, the seotion pfmaximum moment., The beam fails at 
the section of the smallest shear strengthQ However, since the conditions 
for· partial redistribution of the internal forces cannot be determined in 
,adyanee, it is more oonse~vative: to assume full redistribution whenever 
tyO craoks are present at failurso 
:; The va.lidi ty .of Eq 0 (43) is checked against test results in 
~ .. 
VI Seotion 170 
(b) Strai5ht Bars CutrOff Beyond the Theoretica.l Point of 
Contratlexurso A diagram for this arrangement of longitudinal reinforoe-
ment is shown in Fig .. 16a.o When the length of embedment, both.,! and:l.~ 
~ .. 
is sufficient to· prevent a bond failure, it is expected that the shear 
strength of a restrained beam can be determined by Eqso (18) and (28)0 
Howeve-r, when the length of anchorage is small or reinforcing bars of 
poor bond chara.cteristics are used,t the failure may be a sudden strip-
ping out of the reinforcement and a complete destruction of the beamo 
Failures of this type have been reported by Richart and Larson (25) and 
by Moody (12) 0 Figure 16b shows a sketch of a beam in this category 
a.fter failure" 
( c) ,Beams With All Bars Be.nt Up 0 Figure 1 7 shows, this arrange-
}llent of longitudinal reinforcemento' This arrangement appears to be an 
effective one; it prevents any possibility of bond failures and uses the 
bent-up bars as -web reinforcemento When the bars are bent at some 
distance from the support, it seems advisa.ble to use a few stirrups 
bet'W"6en the first bend and the loadpointo The shear strength of such 
'beslDS is determined by Eqs c> (18) and'( 28) 0 While such an arrangement of 
reinforcement is very effeotive, care' must be taken -with the design and 
fabrication of bendso Richart and Larson (25) observed frequent crushing 
of the concrete at the bends after 'yielding of reinforcement" 
(d) Beams With Both Bent ..... Upand Straight Longitudinal Barso A 
diagram of such a heam is shown in Fig 0 180 This type is similar to 
that discussed under (0)0 When bond failures are prevented, shear capa~ 
city is given by Eqso (18) and (28) c> When, however, numerous bars are 
left straight, a premature bond'failure similar to that discussed under 
(b) is possible 0 
170 Test Data on Restra.ined Beams 
The only tests on restrained beams reported in the Ii teratur.e 
are those by Richart and Larson (25) and by Moody (12) 0 Thes.s tests are 
analyze.dand the validity of previously derived 'equations checked in the 
following paragraphso 
(a) Tests Reported by Richart ,and Larsono Richart and Larson 
reported tests on 59 beams, 17 in Series 1911 and 42 in Series 19170 
Beams of Series 1911failed either in tension or in bond and the concrete 
strength was not recorded for a.ll beams. Thus, very little information 
is available about the shear strength of these beams and, they are not 
included in the present analysiso 
Beams of Series 1917 were d.esigned to investigate the effeot 
of various arrangements of bent-up bars in span ~ (Figo 19)0 The 
type of beam is shown in Figo 19, and 'Table 39 gives the arrangement 
of reinforcement for e8ch individual beamo All beams had eight 5/8-ino 
round plain bars over the support A 0- The overhanging portions of the 
beam, span f~ were he.avily reinforced so as to produce failures in 
span.,£o llost beams of Series 1917 failed inten,siono There are, however, 
a few beams which throw some light on·the mod.es of shear failure as 
disoussed under (b)J (c) ,and (d) in the previous sectiono 
Beams 380 represent beams with stra.ight longitudinal bars cut 
off beyond the point of contraflexureo From the description and phpto-
graphs of failure it appears that these beams failed in bond by strip-
ping off the concrete above the bars at failure as shown in Figo 160 
This premature bond failure cannot be predicted by any of the shear 
strength equations of this report; it is a matter of bond characteris-
tics of the reinforoing barso 
The rest of the beams were of the types discussed in 
sections 16(c) and (d), with some or all of the longitl1dinal bars bent 
down in span..s.0 Beams which had four of the eight bars a~ the support A 
bent down in one layer,. Beams 388, 389" and 400,. appear tc have failed 
in bond after yielding of the reinforcement 0 They correspc-:--.d tc a bond 
failure of the type discussed in section 16 (b)o Beams which had four 
or more bars bent down in two or three layers failed in ~3~si:r. without 
any tendency for stripping of the concrete at the straight barso How-
ever, crushing of the concrete inside the bends was frequently the ca.use 
of final failureo Furthermore, diagonal craoks were observed to inter-
sect the reinforcement at the bendso These two phenomena were often 
responsible for a sudden shear-type final collapse of the beams 0 This 
occurred, however, w'ell after the yielding of reinforcemento The 
ratios P IP f in Table 39 were computed by Eq 0 (29), using f = f and s y 
k2/~k3 :;; 0 .. 5 in the calcula.tion of the fltlxural capacity Pfo Since 
these ratios are greater than one,- the reinforcement was stressed in the 
work-hardening region at final fai1urec 
The main variables intended to be investigated were the a.ngle 
of inclina.tion and the number and spacing of bendso Even the largest 
spacing of bent-up bars .gave a value of r -which was sufficient to prevent 
shear fai1ureso A few shear failures were obtained, however:; when the 
first bar was located so f&r from support A that a diagonal crack could 
form -without intersecting any inclined barso Such failure was observed 
in Beam 38102 where the first bend was removed 24 ino from the support 0 
As seen in Table 397 this be~ fa.iled before yielding and a.t a ratio 
pip, equal to 0092" Thus, the load at failure was governed by Eqo (18)0 
s 
The companion specimen failed in tension at a higher load 7 how,eYer 0 
Beams 398" 397, and 396 were similar to Beams 381 except tha.t they were 
provided ~ith vertical stirrups as ad~itional ~eb reinforcement" All 
of these beams failed in tension,.- al"though the final failure of 
Beam 39801 ~as a sudden breaks oalled diagonal tension by Richart and 
Larson" 
In conclusion, it oan be said that the behavior and strength 
of the restrained bea.-ms -with b'ent-up -bars in these tests is not inconsis-
tent 'With the behavior of simple-span beams as predicted by Egso (18) 
and (28)0 Bond failures are outside the scope of these equations; beams 
must be designed so that the danger'for the dBstruction of bond is 
eliminatedo Care must be ta.ken in the design of bends to avoid orushing 
of the con.crete inside the bends 'in the reinforcing bars,; 
(b) Tests Reported by' Moody:~ Moody reports tests on 96 
restrained beams, tested in five serie's (12)" The dimensions of the 
beams and the arrangement of reinforctnnent and loads are shown in 
Fig", 200 All beams were provided with equal amounts of top and bottom 
1 ongi tudina.:l reinforcement, four bars' placed in two layers 0 In all but 
three bealIlS the four top bars and the two lower bottom bars were conti-
nUQUS throughout the tot'a.l length of the beam,ll the other t'Wo bottom 
bars were cut off 4 ino from t'he supports 0 In the remaining three beams 
the longitudinal reinforoement was cut off at the supports a.nd the 
inner load points in accordance with the present ACI Codeo The test 
\Tariables inoluded the percentage of longitudinal reinforcement, the 
As seen in Table 39, this beam. failed before yielding and at a ratio 
pip, equal to 00920 Thus" the load at failure was governed by E~o (18)0 
s 
The companion specimen failed in tension at a higher load" how eYer 0 
Bea;ms 398" 397, and 396 were similar to Beams 381 except that they were 
provided "With vertical stirrups asad-ditional -web reinforcemento All 
of these beams failed in tension,: al--though the final failure of 
Beam 398" 1 -wa.s a sudden break, called diagonal tension by Richart 'and 
Lars on 0 
In conclusion, it can be sald that the behavior and strength 
of the restrained bea.ms -with bent-up 'bars in these tests is not inconsis-
tent "With the behavior of simple-span beams as predicted by Eqso (18) 
'and (28)" Bond failures are outside the scope of these equations; beams 
must be designed so that the danger'for the d'Sstruction of bond is 
elim.inated" Care must be ta.ken in th~ deslgn of bends to avoid crushing 
of' the concrete inside the bends 'in the reinforcing barso 
(b) Tests Reported by Moody~ Moody reports tests on 96 
restrained beams, tested in five serie's (12) 0 The dimensions of the 
beams and the arrangement of reinf'oro-ement and loads are shown in 
Fig" 200 All beams ware provided with equa.,l amounts of' top and bottom 
1 ongi tudinal reinforcement, four bars' placed in two layers 0 In all but 
three bea1IlS the four top bars and the two lower bottom bars were conti-
nUQUS throughout the tot'al length of the beam~ the other t'Wo bottom 
bars were cut off 4 ino from the supports 0 In the remaining three beams 
the longitudinal reinforoement was cut off at the supports and the 
inner load points in accordance with the present ACI Code" The test 
'Varia.bles included the percentage of longitudinal reinforcement, the 
CO:2crete strength7 the dimensions of the beams, and the magnitude of' 
moments and shear as ,reflected by different arrangements of loads 0 
Sixty-one be:a.ms were tested without web reinf'oI"cement~ 29 with vertical 
stirrups, and 6 with 45-degree stirrupso 
Beams with no web reinforcement areanalyz,ed in Tables 4oa, 
4ob, a;:nd 40c 0 The beams of Series I, II, and IV had continuous longi-
,tudinal reinforcement and equal moments at sections A and Bo From crack 
patterns and strain measurements re-oorded for Bea.m 1-2'0 it 'WaS observed 
that bond was destroyed in span Z so that both the top and bottom rein~ 
forcing ba.rs were stressed in tensiono The beams failed a.fter develop .... 
ing, in general, t-wo main diagonal era-oks between sections A and B 0 
Cons'equ611tly, Eq 0 (43) should apply at both these sections 0 In ord.er to 
'apply Eq 0 (43) j) the wea.kest critical section must be dete:nn:ined first 0 
Everything else remaining the same, the shea.r capaoity ofa section is 
determined by the square of its effective deptho This distance was 
always 0025 ino larger at section B than that at seotion A~ indicating 
that A was the critical seotiono Hmrever, it is recalled that there were 
some differences in the arrangement of' the longitudina.l reinforcement 
at these se'otions 0 This might have a' larger effect on Eq 0 (43) tha.n the 
small diff.erenee in the values of' do From the oondi tion of' equal 
moments and entirely continuous top reinforcement it oan be ooncluded 
tbat TA = TB at seot:].on Bo This assun:res that the tota.l tensile foro'S is 
carried through from section A to section B so that Eqo (43) can be used 
'With TA/TB = 1 at section B" At section AJ however, only half of the 
bottom reinforcement is continuous 0 After bond is destroyed j it is 
likely that the stress in the oontinuous bars is increased relative to 
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its magnitude before bond failure.. In order to transmit the total foroe 
TA to section B, the cut-off b.ars lIIUSt be completely inactive and the 
continuous bars must resist t-wic'e their former stre's8 o Ho-wever,. stress 
measurements in Beam 1-2:c show that although the stress inoreased in the 
continuous bars, it never reached more than about '120 percent of its 
fo~r valueo This indicates, using the proper subscripts, that the 
ratio TA/TB is less than one at section Ao The smaller is this ratio7 
the larger is the factor A in Eq:o (43) and,. consequently',. the shear 
strengt'h of' the bea:mo Thus, section 'B must be considered as the ori tical 
Beams of Series I, II~ and -TV a.re analyzed in Tables 4oa. a.nd 
40b and the quantity M/bd2f)lkA. is plotted against fit in Fig .. 21800 It is 
. c c 
s'een that,. i:n general, test results give satisfactory agreement with 
Eq .. (43)0 Thus it appears that the assumptionsma.de in deriving this 
equation are ess'antially correct and that this equation can be used to 
det'Srmine the shear strength of 'restrained bea.ms with continuous rein-
forcement 'Whe'never the shear failure takes place subsequent to destrue-
tion of bondo This type of failure is still a prbnary shear failure 
since the destruction of bond in the high bond stress region does not 
produce in its'Sl!' a failure of the beaIno It eauses only a redistribution 
of the internal forces so that the new~ combination of the tensile forces 
at a certa.in section requires a larger compressive for-ce than beforeo 
For MoodyVs beams the new compressive- forc'e is about two times 'larger 
than that before the d'estruction of bondo The gr'eatly increased compres-
sive force leads to a lower shear strength since the capacity of the 
compressive zone of the beam is but little greater than that for simple-
span beamso Thus the factor A of Eqo (43) can be considered as a reduc-
tion fantor for restrained beams which fail after local bond failureo 
In deriving Eqo (43) it was assumed that the whole tensile 
force at one section is transmitted to the adja.cent sectiono This 
a.ssumption is y in general, a conservative estimate since some of the 
tensile force is resisted by frictional bondo Tables 40a and 40b show 
that the ratio Mt tiM increases as the g/d-ratio increases or as 8S s 
smaller reinforcing bars are used as longitudinal reinforcemento In 
both cases the relattve importance of partial bond is more pronounced 
and:1 consequently, not all of the tensile force is tra.nsmitted from one 
section to the adjacent sectiono This gives a smaller actual ratio 
TAITB than that obtained from the bending moments and increases the 
shear strength of the beamso However, as seen in Tables 40a and 40b, 
the increase in the shear capacity was rather small even for the largest 
value of g/d and the smallest size of reinforcing ba.rs used in the testso 
Furthermore, beams of Series II which had the smallest value of g/d fall 
even so~ewhat low in Figo 21ao 
The limlts of the applicability of Eqo (43) cannot be deter-
mined from Moody~s testso For beams shown in Figo 21a the g/d-ratio 
varied from 1052 to 4000 All of these beams fa.iled after redistribution 
of the internal forceso Thus, it appears that local bond failures are 
possible with g/d-ratios larger than fouro 
Beams of Series V are analyzed in Ta.ble 4000 These beams had 
their longitudinal reinforcement cut off at the supports and the inner 
load points" Failure took place by a sudden stripping out of the 
longitudinal reinforcement as discussed in Section l6(b)" The beams 
were analyzed by Eqo (18) with the support as the critical section and 
the load at final bond failure was found to be about one-half the 
theoretical shear capacityo 
Beams of Series VI had unequal bending moments, MA being two 
times larger than ~o The beams failed, in general, after developing 
only one main diagonal crack at seotion Ao Thus it is likely that local 
bond failure had taken place only in the top reinforcement 7 so that both 
the top and bottom bars were in tension at section B whereas the bottom 
bars were still in compression at section Ao This possibility was shown 
in Figo 140 Consequently, the shear strength of these beams should be 
govern~d by Eqo (18) at section A a.nd the beams are analyzed in 
Table 40c accordingly0 The quantity M/bd2fn(k ~ np8) is plotted against c . 
f1 in Figo 21b and it is seen that there is good agreement between the 
c 
measured and calculated momentso 
Beams with web reinforcement are analyzed in Tables 4180 and 
41b 0 For beams of Series I a.nd IV the quantity M/M is plotted against 
s 
rf in Figo 220 
, yw, Both these test series had equal moments at sections A 
. and B and the shear moment M was calculated by Eqo (43)0 
s 
Figure 22 
shows that the beams of Series I which had 45-degree stirrups give very 
L ,good agreement with Eqo (28);1 derived for simple-span beamso Beams 
~. 'With vertical stirrups were tested in two different groups, 6 beams in 
r r 
r 
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~. 
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1950 and 10 beams in 19520 Bea~ of 1950 had the closed ends of the 
~tirrups placed toward the lower faoe of the beam whereas the beams of 
1952 had the closed ends always in the compression ZOneo Beams of 1950 
give good agreement with Eqo (28) except for the two beams with the 
largest amount of web reinforcement 0 These beams were observed to split 
longitudinally along the reinforcement and the stirrups did not reach 
yie1dL"Tlg at fai1urso It is possible that longitudinal splitting destroy-
ed the anchorage of stirrups so that they were unable to develop their 
full effectivenesso In the beams of 1952 longitudL~l spli ttir..g took 
p1ac'e ina more restricted scale,. and then only in the regi:>!l .. hers the 
stirrups ~ere open-ended 0 It a.ppears that longitudinal split'ti!lg will 
not occur if the reinforcing bars are tied together i:1 'the tr~verse 
d irectioTI.o Beams of 1952 give good agreement ' with Eqo (28) except for 
two bea~ with very high values of rf 0 It is noticed, h8wevar y that yw 
at the value of rf at whioh the bea.mS of 1950 fell below the predicted yw 
ultimate moment, the beams of 1952 stiilagree with Eqo (28) 0 Thus, 
t he anchorage of, stirrups was more effective in S tries 1952 than in 
1 
Series 1950 9 only with very high values of rf did the vertical stirrups yw 
not develop their full strength at failure 0 
Among the be'ams of Series I two bea;ms were provided "With a 
23 by 4-ino flange 0 Sinee the flange area. increases the compression 
area of the concrete at section B.9 the beams 'are analyz'ed for section A 
as the critical se'etien in Table 4la" In line 'With the previous discus-
sion about the effect of cutting off one half of the bottom bars a.t the 
supports, the ratio TA/TB must he less than one a.t that sectiono The 
be-ams were analyzed with TA/TB equal to 005, or only one half of the 
tensile fore'e at the inner load point transmi tt'ed to the section at the 
support 0 The use of this ratio gave satisfactory agreement with Eqo (28):> 
the loads at failure heing 7 and 18 percent more than the predicted loadso 
If the ratio TA/TB had been taken larger than 005, the ca.lculated ultimate 
moment would have been still smaller 0 Three be~ of Series IV were 
provid'ed -with vertic'al stirrups 0 These beams were included in Table 41b 
and Figo 220 The test moments were found to be from 11 to 28 perc:ent 
larger than the calculated moments 0 Beams of Series IV had the largest 
. g/d-ra.tio used in these tests, gjd == 40 Since the beams without web 
reinf'orc'9:ment in this series had only slightly larger shear capacities 
than given by Eqo (43)~ the addition of 'web reinforcement appears to 
have restricted the development of diagonal cracks so that the relative 
iJnport'ance of partial bond was increased 0 The shear capacity of the 
b'6&US was thereby increased alsoo 
B'eams of Serles II had the smallest g/d ratio of all beams" 
g/d :::::; 10520 It is see'n in Table 4lb that the beams failed ~t aconsid-
el"ably lower load than that given by Eq 0 (43) 0 Since the bea1IlS failed 
a t about 30 pere.ant greater loads thari similar b.e8JnS without web rein-
fore-ement,.. 'an inorease in the amount of web reinforcement apparently 
did 'not produ.oe R corresponding increa.se in shea.r strength~ These bea.ms 
appear to' have failed in shear-prop-er and they are analyzed accordingly 
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VI. BEAMS UNDER OTHER TYPE OF LOADING 
180 Limita.tions of Sb.ear-C ompress ion Failures 
Equation (18), the basic equation of shear strength, was 
derived for simp1e~span rect"angular beams without web reinforcement and 
under one or two symmetrical concentrated loads. This·equation considers 
sbEar failures as compression failures. Shearing stresses together with 
flexural tension stresses are oombined in the principal tension stresses 
and produce a diagonal crack which extends higher than the flexural 
tension oracks. After this crack has formed., compression failure takes 
place in the reduced concrete :area of the concrete 0 From theoretical 
interpretation of the basic empirical· equation, it was concli.I.ded that 
the criterion of failure was the ultimate compressive strain in the 
oonaret.s. 
In deriving Eq" (18), the 1..Illkn~wn function F(fJ) was deter-
c 
mined empirically. All available test' data, a total of III heams were 
. used in the arm.lysis. The ratio a/ d which corresponds to the compressive 
force-shear ratio in simpl·e-span beams; a/v = a/ jd, varied from 1.17 to 
4-.80 for the beams considered. This variation did not appear to have 
any :effect on the agreement between t.est r·esul ts and the valu.es predicted 
by Eq. (18). Within these limits, conSequently, the shear strength of a 
beam. is determined entirely by the physioal properties of the beam and 
is not a function of either the magnitude of shear or the moment-shear 
ratio at the seotionof failureo 
There is practically no experimental data for bea1I1S with 
larger values of a/d~ As the oompressive force-shear ratio increases, 
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howaver 7 the traj'ectories of the principal t'8nsion stress'es become more 
and more, horizontal in the region of maximum moment. They 1D.USt still 
int'ersent the neutral axis at 45 d'8greesj but since the shear force is 
relative'ly small, the magnitude of the principal tension stresses at 
that location is relatively small also.. It is conceivable that the 
cracks are but slighltly inclined and that the beam fails in fl'8xure 
rather than in shear-compression .. 
Figure 23 shows the 1Iia.gni tude of' shear a t failure as a,' func ... 
tion of the ratio aid for a simple-span rectangular beam ,under one or 
two symmetrical coneentrated loads" The magnitude of the total shear is 
obtained by Eq o. (18) for shear-compression failures and by Eq" (29) f"or 
flexural f'ailureo For a <aid < b it is assumed, that the beam fails in 
shear .... compression, for aid> c that the' diagonal cracks have not suf'f":i,-
ei:a.ntly ,developed and that the beam fails in flexure 0 For b < a/ d <a, 
however, there s'e'ems to be transl tion r'egion between shear-compression 
and flexural failures. The behavior' of a b:eam in the transition region 
can be picture.d in sev.eral ways. It is possible that a.t the load given 
by Eq,o (18) the shearing stresses are too small to produce sufficiently 
inolin-ed. tension cracks for shear-compression failure.. As the load 
increa.ses" the cracks both extend high-er and become more inclined 0 
Finally the beam fails in shear""-eompression at a higher load than that 
given by Eq 0 (18)0 If a b.eam is heaviiy reinforced in tension so that 
a flexural failure would take place in"oompression ;~kher than in tension, 
it is 'Conoeivable that, no ora.cks dsvelbp before a load higher than that 
given by Eq. (18) 0 With increasing load it is possible that as soon as 
a diagonal craok forms 7 the beam fails suddenly in shear..;.compressiono 
One sU'eh failure 'WaS observed in tests of Slat-erarui Lyse (16) D Beam 8B 
failed in what was called diagonal tension -without previous -warning 0 
The two compa;nion specimens of this beam failed in compression ~i th no 
diagonal cracks or other indication of being near failure in diagonal 
tellSion"'o However, these b-emns were -moist cured until testing and failed 
in oompression, generally without any -tension crauks before fa.ilurso 
'Voist curing ,has be..en observed to innrease the modulus of rupture of' a 
In the absence of e:xp'erim.ental data the tr'ue relationship 
between the shear capacity .and the' aid-ratio of a beam oannot be detar-
Jrlned for the transition regiono Si:n.c~e Eqo (18) -will al-ways giv-e the 
lower limit of the shear strength for that region, an exa.ct relationship 
is perhaps not important for beams under conc-entrated loads 0 For beams 
under distributed loads, howsver) -where the magnitude of both shea.r and 
m.GlIt8nt ohange from seotion to section,. kno'Wlsdge of the relationship 
b:atween th.e shear c'apaci ty a.nd the compressive force-shear ratio is more 
important 0 
For very lo'Wva.lues of aid it is not expected that a beam 
fails through b.eam-actiono The mode of failure see1llS to change from 
shear~compre'ssion to -what can he called shear-prop'ar; tbat is;- actua.l 
shearing off of the concrete_o This type of failure is discussed in the 
following sectiono 
190 Shear.;..Prop.er 
In the range of shear-compression failures a. beam fails, 
after the formation of diagonal cracks, in comprassiona However, as the 
ratio a/ d decrea.ses,. the mode of f'ailure see1IlS to change . With aconcell-
trated load close to a support, the or'acks open up near the load block 
in the tension zone of' the concrete mid progress towards the other loa.d 
blook in the uOlnpression zone 0 Since the load blo:cks are but a short 
distaru:re apart, the cracks are almost vertical. ThEa ul tbnate- failure 
se_ to taka plaae by the aotual shearing off of' the remaining conerete 
in -eompressiono 
It is rather difficult to det'ermine -what is the true 'Cri tarian 
of failure 0 Cra'Cking of can.crete is produced by the prine-ipal tension 
stresses 0 As load on a b'emn is increased,. more cracks form 'and the 
'existing cracks both widen and 'ext,end highero Consequently, less and' 
less: ccmorete remains effective to resist the complicated state 0'£ stress;,. 
Since t'he shear span is short, the'lIBgnitud'9 of the principal t,ension 
stress'es is also affected by the' presence of the compressivB stresses in 
the vicinity of the end reaction and"tlre conc'entrated load 0 Thes'e 
oompressive stresses will reduce the magnitude of the principal tension 
stresses and liill 1Ila.ke them less inelh.ledwi th the axis of the beam. 
The clos'er is a load taa support, the larger is the relative importance 
of the local compressive stresses., Consequently, the t'ensile stresses 
a;r'6 smaller and it is expected that the cracks will form. and, the beam 
will fail at a higher load than it 'Wou.id if the load "Were farther from 
the sUP'Port., 
Some quantitative information on this type ofahear failure 
can he obtained from tBsts reported by Graf in Heft 80 (~~) 0 A total 
of 26 beams were tested,r 21 small re'ctangular heams 'With the outside 
dimensions and loading arrangement shown in Figo 248 and 5 large T-beams 
a.B shown in Figo 24bo The variables for the beams included the siz.'s of 
the bearing block for the conc:entrated lo·ad,. the amOlli"1.t of longi tudiv..13.1 
re.inforoement, the amount and angle of inclination of b-ent-upbars, and 
to a minor extent the compressive strength of concrete 0 In all tests 
the distanc'e x between the bearing blocks, Fig·a 24a., was si ther zero or 
a very small fra:ction of th-e depth of the beams 0 
An analysis of the test results shows that everything else 
reUJaining equal,. the size of the bearing block had no effect on the ul ti-
JBB.te load 0 This is d-espi te the faot than an increase inz produced a 
larger moment, the loa.~ at failure being the same a It was concluded, 
therefore" that the ultimate load depends on the magnitude of the shear 
foro'S! and. the olear shear span.! rather than on the a/d-ratioo It also 
appears that the size of the bea.ringarea was sufficiently large ina-II 
cases to proouc'e shear-type failures; 'i t is conceivable that local 
orushiTJ8 of ~onorete can take place under the bearing blook -when the 
bearing area is too smallo 
Some of' the small beams were 'Without a:n.y reinforcement d The 
addition of longitudinal steel increased the ultimate load 0 Furthermore, 
it appears that the use of longitudinal .steel -was equally effective at 
anY' depth in the beam~ in the bottom b.a.lf, at mid-depth, or in the top 
half of th-e beamo The use of bent-up bars was more effective than the 
ad.d.i tion of longitudinal steelo The effectiveness incrs'ased as the 
angle of inclination inereasedo Judging from the load at failure, it 
seems that the 'effectiveness of the inclined reinforcement increases in 
proportion to the quantity (1 + sina) ~ at least to the largest angle of 
inclination used. in these tests,. a = 6207 degreeso Since the cracks 
[' 
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I, "ere almost vertical, the use of" vertical stirrups:, however, did not r 
! 
increase the ultimat:e loadc> Thus, there seems to be a IDB.xiIIll.llD. value of 
(J, -which limits the usefuL~ess of the bent .... up reinforcemento 
..... 
The ultimata load increased as the conO".Fete strength 
in-creas:ed 0 However, the range of f~: varied generally only from 1500 to 
e 
2000 psi "With but one beam of about 3000 psi ooncret'e stre:lgth. 
The above observations suggested that the ultimate lead could 
be expressed in terms of 'a nominal shearing stress in the foll~wing form: 
"here 
A (1 + sina) 
s 
Pt ::. bD 
( 45) 
( 46) 
a.nd the quantity A.s(l + sina) refers to the total steel area crossing 
s'S'otion A-A, Figo 24-0 When both horizontal and inclined reinforcement 
is used, the reinforcement ratio Pt must be evaluated for each part 
separately and the total value used in the .calculations 0 
This type of equation was 'checked against test resultEo 
Reasonable a.gre-ement "Was found 'With the followingequation~ 
-where both the value of v and f1 is -express'ed in pounds par square inch 0 
- c 
Since plain beams -were included in the:-analysis, the nominal unit shear--
i:ng stress was d'etermined for the gross section of the be-amso For the 
T"':be8JJlS of Heft 80 the value of 'V was calculated by neglecting the flange 
area outside the web since the load 'Was applied at a seution in the 'end 
af the b'eam where the flange was be-ing ta.pered off to the width of the 
The physical properti'es of the beams and the ratios v /v are 
c 
shown in Table 42 and in Figo 25 the quantity v/v is plotted against 
c 
x/D~ the ratio of the ol'ear distance b-etween the load blocks to the 
total depth of the bs8JllS" It is seen -that Eqo (47) gives satisfactory 
agreement -with the t'est results; anly' two plain oonorete beams with the 
largest bearing area. f"a.ll more than 15 perc'ent belay the predioted load 
:a:nd three beams are slightly more 'than 15 percent above 0 The five large 
T~b:aams agree qui t:e well -with Eq 0 (47) ~ 
Among previously 8IlB.lyz.ed -test data th-ere 'Were a few beams 
-whioh. fa.iled at a. lower load than predieted by the shear-oompression 
equaticttlSo Those were the beams tested by Clark (5) which bad the short-
est shear-span and t-wo simple-sp:a.n bealiIS and eight restrained beB.lllS of 
Series II by Moody (12); all these beams had a very small a/ d-ratio,. and 
were reinf"orced with vertical stirrups;; The beams for ''Whioh strain rssd-
ings were reported, failed in general hefore yielding of the web rein-
f'orc-ement 0' These beams are r.ea.nalyze,d': in terms of shea.r-proper in 
Table 430 
The nomina..l shearing unit stress v as given by Eqo (47) 'Was 
c 
computed for each beam and the ra.tio v/v is plotte.d against the para;meter 
c 
x/D in Figo 250 Some of Clark~s heams failed in tension and are not 
included in this co:m:parisono Flgure-25 shows that the ratio v/v deere.ases 
c 
as x/D increaseso B.e.cause Eqo (47) -was entirely empirical by nature and 
the number of tests is rather limited, eogD there are no beams in the 
range of x/D froJIl 0.1 to 008, no attempt was made to write an expression 
for the rela.tionship batw.een v/v and x/no One possibility is shown by 
c 
the dashed line: in Fig 0 250 
Be8.1IlS of Heft 80 with the load very close to the supports 
s'howe'd no evidence that vertical stirrups increased their shear strengtho 
This is understandable sina's the location of the loarl forced the fo~ 
tion of 'almost vertical cracks. However, as x/D increases in the reg~on 
of' sn:ear .... proper,. cracks follow the edges of the bea.ring blooks and 
vertical stirrups orossing the araeks praduc'e a. slight increase in the 
ul t:iJna.te load" This is s'een in Table 43 where for any value of x/D the 
:ratio v/v iID'reases somewhat as the ratio of web r:einforcrement 
c 
increases. The beams fail, however, before the vertical 'Web reinforce-
1IlSnt yi:elds 0 When the lood is removed' sufficiently far from a support, 
a regular shear-compression failure takes plac'e 0 
The transition bet'Ween shear-compr.ession 'and shear-proper, 
point s: in Figo 23, seems to depend both on the ratio x/D and the amount 
of web reintorc'ement us'edo All beams of Tabl-e 4-3 had corresponding 
t:es't specimens 'Without web reinforc'em~nt and these beams failed in shear-
-compression in a.greement 'With Eqo (18) 0 Furthermore7 Cla.rk's beams with 
24--i11 0 shear span ha.ving x/n equal to 1 c> 14- and reinforc'ed with vertical 
stirrups failed in shear-compression" Thus the transition region b'etween 
the two types of failures seems to. lie approximately between x/D equal to 
0 .. 8 and 1017 increasing a:s the amount of vertical web reinforcement 
increases 0 The use of inclined web re=inforc'Bment, how'ever, increases the 
ultil:nate load in shear-proper according to Eqo (47) 0 Consequently, when .... 
ever the clear shear span.! approaches the total depth of the bea;my 
mclin,ed web reinforcement should be used instead of vertical stirrups 0 
For r-e:strained heams the. distanc.e x Vlas considered in the 
same 'Way as for simple-span beams; ths:Clear distanc'e between two load 
blocks. For S.eries II of MoodyJ s restrained b$a.rm3 this procedure gave 
good results'o It is seen in Figo 25 that both smple-spa.n a.nd restrained 
beams with the same x/D-ratio fails.d at about the same nominal shea.ring 
stress <> However" if the ratio: x/D is considered as a. measure of princip-
al tension stresses and the ext'snt of ~~aeking, the useofx as defined 
above is not strictlycorra:ct since the ma.gni tude of flexural be'nding 
stresses for 'simple-span beams is ganerally different from. that for 
restrained beaIDS. 
200 One Unsymmetrica.l Load or Several ConoentratedLoods 
Graf' t:ested some simple.;..span T-beams und,ar one unsymmetrioally 
placed conc:entrated load. These bea1IlS '-are reported as Series II in 
Heft 67 (23) 0 Four suc'h beams -were tested; the two beams of Group I "ere 
reinforced -with bent-up ba.rs along the entire length of the bea.ms, the 
two beams of Group 2 ha.cl hent-up bars only in the short segment whereas 
the long s'egment was rainforo'ed -with a small amount of vertica.l stirrupso 
The b'eamse.re analyzed in Table 440' 
The ratio aid "Was 2009 for the short segmBnt and 8018 for the 
long s-egment 0 The last value is much iarger than the range of 6.1 d for 
-which Eqso (18), (35), and (26) 'Were~~rivedo It is likely that this 
ratio corresponds , either. to the, tra.nsi t:i:on~ region' bet1l1ean:'fl'6l.!ur.al~ .and 
shear failures or to the region of flexural failures, Figo 23Q This 
observation is verified by the te-sf rasul ts 0 The two beams of Group 1 
failed in tension at a load 2018 times larger than the shear strength of 
the long segment as given by Eqo (26)'Q The two be,a;ms of' Group 2 failed 
in sh-ear and the load a.t failure '\Vt:tS' up to 2044 times larger than that 
given by Eqo (26) f'or the' long s'9gmento It is intelresting to note" 
however, the.t the, beams did not fail under the concentrated load at the 
s'ection of maximum moment but b'etween the load point and the end reaction 
in the long s.egment 0 The final break took place about 68 ina from the 
support for Beam: 1026 and about 116 ina, for Beam 10240 The magni tud'e of 
the moment at the s;otuRl section of failure was 1003 and 1050 times, 
'resp,ectively, the she-ar-compre,ssion moment for the beams 0 In both 
Gases,. it -was r'6p~rted that th'9 failure 'W,a.s suddeno Thus it appears that 
th.e ult~te load, -was governed primarily by shearo Because of the long 
:shear span, the shearing 'stresses ware rela.tively small at the load -whio'h 
oo;r:responded to the shear"'compression moment, Msw fro:m Eqso (35) and (28)~ 
at the section of 'ma.ximummoment in th~ mare lightly reinforc'ed long seg-
:ment 0 This load was less than half the ul timat-e load 0 Photographs of' 
tn'e b'e.ams, show that at that load a.ll cracks 'Were practioally 'Vertical" 
As the load ineres.B'ed, the magni turle of the shearing stresses inereased 
alsoa.nd thearacks starte,d to incline 0, At a certain magnitude of shear 
forc'6,1 cracks were :sufficiently inclined to lead to a shear failureo 
Si:n:ee a.t that load the moment was larger than the eomputed ultimate shear 
moment over most of the beam, any random ObcurreTIce ofa diagonal crack 
:e.ould produc'ea. shea.r failure 0 This might be the re.a.son a.s to why the 
two beams fall-ed at different sections~ 
Beam:s. of Series I in Heft 67 -Were tested under tbree equal and 
synmIetrica:l oonc:entrat:ed loadso Six T-besms 'Were tested in three groups: 
beams of Group 1 had bent-up bars a.long the entire length of the bemn:.9 
Groups 2 and 3 only between the end supports and the first load 0 All 
t'ension reinf'orc'ement -was carried through the two middle s'egments of 
Group 2 whereas in Group 3 some of the bars lllere Cll t off beyond the 
lnmns-nt requirement and hooked in the" tension zon-e of the concrete 0 The 
besmsare ~lyzad in Table 450 
Th'e quantity a/ d has been Used as a convEnient expression. for 
the compressive foroe-shear ratio, a/v p of simple-span beams Q Anequiva-
lent expression is given by aid = MjVd for other types of lo:arlingo This 
ratio is 8~52 for the beams of Series "I}'· thus only :a little grea.ter than 
tbat for Series 110 As a cons eq~enl:re:/ these beams failed in a Idanner 
s:bnilar to. those of Series 110 Bemns of' Group 1 failed in tension, beams 
of Group 2 in tension with a she'ar-type final 'Collapse, and those of 
Group 3 in shear at the seotion of the'eenter load before yielding of the 
tension reinforc:ement., The failure of: the last group of beB.lnS -appea.rs to 
'have been hastened by dia;gonal cra:cks-whi-ch nre initiated .a.t the hooks 
em. the cut-off' tension bars 0 The. ratios of the ultimata loads to the 
loads given by Eq .. (26) are °cromparable -to. those of Series II sinc"e the 
14/Vd .... ratiosare nearly the same in both eases 0 
From the results of these tests it is 'evident the.. t f'or high 
"Blues. of aid = M/Vdabeam 1lJay f'aileither in shea;rata grea.ter load 
tlmn that gixen by Eq" (28) or in flerlre hefers developing 'any marJted 
di$gonalcracking 0 It appears that the strength and the behavior of a 
hamn in this region of MjVd is governed by both the a.ctual value of M/vd 
.~d the amount of' web reinfor'cement providedo The paramete.rM/Vd 
expresses the ratio between the compressive force and the correspond-
ing she~ar force at the section of lIla.ximum moment 0 It was seen before 
that in the shear-compression region of MjVd, from a to l? in Figo 23,-
the strength of a beam in shear did not depend on ei thar the r'a tio M/Vd 
or the m:agni tude of the shear force V at fa.ilur.e 0 The shear strength 
.. as determined by a limiting moment; :M - for beams without web reinforae-
" s 
:ment and M. for beams 'With web reinforcement.. This limiting moment was 
sw 
rea.chedby different combinations Of 1. and ~ and the oontribution of the 
shearing stresses -wasal-ways" large eno~gh to permit sufficier.Lt dia.gona.l 
craoking-which was a prerequisite for this type of failure 0 However:; as 
the ratio MjVd increases hey-ond the liIDit of' shear--oompression" the' shear 
stresses a'Ppa.rently become too small-in proportion to the fiexural 
stresses in the concrete to produce suf"fi:cient diagonal cracking 0 Conse-
quently, the cracks are but llttleinelined at the loa.d which oorresponds 
to the shear moment M at the section of "maximum moment and the bea.m 
:s-w 
ezmnot fa.il in shear "at that load 0 In ~ order to produce a shear failure,. 
the shearing stresses must be large enough to develop full diagonal 
lira.ekinga1'ld, thespp'li-ed moment at the' section of failure mus.t be eq$l 
to or larger than the shBar-compression moment M 0 It is possible that 
.sw 
the values of moment and shearsatisf'y:bo-th the.se conditions at some 
critical value of M/Vd, ata section other than that of the maximum 
moment co This impli"es that as soan as the shear-!Hmpression moment M 
SVi 
is reached at the s"ection of the ori tical value of M/Vd,. the contribution 
of the shearing stresses is sufficient" for the deve"lopment of full ;';"" 
diagonal era 0 king 0 However, since ths"a.ppliedmoment is larger than M 
sw 
8:ny"whare hetween the section of the critical M/Vd a.nd the section of the 
maximum moment)" the location of fa.ilure may be anywhere between these 
t"l'O sections, d-ep'ending on the occurrence of the main diagonal :cracko 
Go;nS-equantly, only the load at failure is controlled by the shear moment 
at the seetion of the oritical M/vd 'Whereas the loeation of' failure may 
ba different in different beams 0 
If the above hypothesis about the bahavior of beams in the 
ragion of' high values of M/Vd is true» both the mode of fa.ilure a.nd the 
ult:bna.te loa.d 'Can be predicted in advanceo This -would invclve o:uy the 
calculatiGn of both the flexural capacri ty,. Mf from Eet 0 (29), and the 
shear-compression capacity,. M from Eqo (28) 0 Both thesa q1..t.a!ltities 
S'W 
a;red~termined solely by the physical properties of the beamo The 
applied moments.t the' section of"lD.8.ximum moment is compared with Mf a.nd 
that at the section of the critical M/Vd -with M 0 The mode of failure 
sw 
and the ultimate load is determined by whichever theoretical moment capa-
~i ty is re,aohed first 0 
The reSults of the above tests give the critica.l value of'M/Vd 
equal to 304 ... 3070 However, the tests are too limited both in number and 
in SCOPB to check the validity of the above hypothesiso Furthermore, 
Only T'-beams mads of ra.ther low conarete strength, about 1000 psis -were 
tea.t'edo This conibination leads to very high P f/p s = Mf/Ms ratiOS? up to 
2'079 as noticre.d in Tabl'es 44 and 45 Q For rectangular bea.ms 'Without web 
reinforcrement the flexurale.a.paci ty :rare'ly :axe eeds that in shear by more 
than 50-60 percent 0 This differen~:e'-1:Tetween the two- types of' beams could 
alg,Q influence the mode of failure 'which renders it impossible to dra-w 
a:ny definite conclusions from these few test resultEo 
86 .. 
21 c> Beams Under Unit arm Load 
It was seen previously that within c'ertain limits of a/ d :: M/Vd 
the shear strength of a beam under concentrated loads could be determined 
by Eqso (18) and (28) for rectangular beams and by Eqso (35) and (28) for 
T .... beamso Under this type of loading, the beams tested failed at the 
seetien of ma.-ximum moment and maximum shear and the load at :failure was 
d.etermined by the niag:6.i tude of moment" As the value of M/Vd increa.sed 
beyond these limits,9 however, the actual shear strength -was found to be 
larger than that gi van by the above equations.. Furthermore.9 the location 
o.f failure was not necessarily the section of 'ma; x imum moment 0 The upper 
limit of M/Vd for the applicability of shear-compression equations and 
the shear str.ength of a beam in the transition region between shear arid 
fleru.:ral failures could not he determined. quantitatively because of 
insuffic.ient experimenta.l da. ta for beams with high values of M/Vd 0 
For simple-span beams under' uniform load the value of M/Vd 
ranges from zero at the s'eotian of no moment to infinity a. t the sec.tion 
of JDaximum moment 0 The beam ca.nnot fail in shear at the section o£ maxi-
mum· moment hecause th.ere are no diagonal cracks at that secti.ono Cons'e-
quel1tly) if a shear fa.ilure is to take place" it llluSt occur at a section 
~here the value of M/Vd is such as to· permit diagonal cracking and the 
moment itself is sufficient to produce'a shear-compression failurso In 
~hat follows, the available test data 1S analyzed in an attempt to find 
more quantitative information a.bout the shear strength of beaIDS under 
uniform loadingo 
'No tests could be found of beams under actual uniform loodo 
However, there :are reports on tests -where D....'"1iform loading was simulated 
I 
by a la.rge number of equa.l 'and equally spaced concentrated loads 0 These 
b'eams were tested by Baoh and Graf in two series" one series under 16 
equal loads as reported in Heft 48 (27), and the other series under 8 
'equal loads as report.ed in Heft 20 (28) 0 
Beams of Heft 48 were five simple-span T-beams loaded with 
sixteen equal ooncentrated loa.dso The·arra.ngement of loads a.nd rein-
foro'6m.ent is shown in Figs" 26 through 29,· and Ta.ble 46 gives the physical 
properties and test resul~s for these beams" Beam 1024 had nalleb rein-
forcemento It fa.iled at a. very low load" the maximum mOm$llt at midspan 
being only 68 p.erc.ent of the shear-compression 1D.oment as given by Eq" (35) 0 
A diagona.l o:ra-ck -formed -at about the third-point of the spa.n shortly 
hafore fa.ilure" Numerous longi tudinalor.a.:trks r'an "'from tha.t crack 
towards the end support" It appea.rs that this beam failed in bond 0 Beams 
1026, 1025,. and 1031 had almost identical arrangements of bent-up bars 
ateept that the size of the bars was different:1 -the ar-ea. varying as 
1000:0053:00360 Beams 1026 and 1025 failed int'ensicm and Beam 1031 in 
shear 0, However,. BeBJD. 1025 waS rather close to its shea.r strength at 
fa.ilure as indioated by rrtarked diagonal cracking gIl along the heamo 
B'eam 1'032 bad only t-wo bent-up bars in the ends and failed in shear 0 
Figures 26 through 29 show the arra;ngementof' loads and rein-
forcem-ent :and the main oracKs a-t "failureo Furthermore, the a:etuBl ratio 
.w/M a.t failure, where M was computed by Eqo (35)J) and the correspond-
s s 
i"ng predioted ratio" 1 + 2rfy-v/Io3 "from Eqo (28) are plot-toed a.long the 
beam for 'each iJidividual he am 0 The shear;..aompression moment-was calculat-
ed for th-e seo-tion at midspan:1 the reduction of the long"i tudinal steel 
area through bending up bars at other sections -was not taken into 
A; 
consideration. The variation in 1 + 2rf' /10./ was calculated using yw 
11'alu8s of r at mid-height of' the beams. If the relationship between 
880 
the actual and the prediot.ed moment ratios is observed in these figur-es, 
.. 
it is seen that the beams failed in shea.r only "'When the ratio M/M 
s 
approached the quantity 1 + 2rf /103 at about the fifth load point from. yw 
the end of the beam. It is recalTed that a beam under concentrated 
loads and in the shear-compression region of M/Vd would have failed in 
shear'as SOon as the value of'MIM had exceeded that of 1 + 2rf Il03 
s ~ 
at the section of maximum moment, Eq 0 (28) 0 This difference between 
the two types of beams sugg'ests that it might be possible to determine 
empirieal1l the value Of M/vd "Whioh limits the region of critical di:a.gonal 
eracki.ng capable of producing shear-oompression failures. 
Figur'e 30 shows the ratio betw'een the actTral moment at failure 
and the ultimate shsar-compr'sssion moment of Eq. (28) plotted along the 
herons 0 The values of M/vd at each side of the load points 'are also 
marked in the figure 0 This figure shows the effect of the M!Vd-ratio 
more clearly .. Beam 1'026 'Which failed in ter.J3ion has the ratio Mt tiM es 8111 
less than one at t'he fifth loa.d pOint 0 B'eam 1025 -which failed in tension 
while being very clos'e to a. shear failure~ has the ratio just above one 0 
Beam IO;I ~hieh faiTed in shear seems to nave failed just as the ra.tio 
:exceed~ed one 0 'The ultimate flexura.l capa:c'ity of this hea;m is shown in 
the figur'ealsoo It is seen that this loan, if reached, would have 
increased the ratio··to·considerably higher than oneo Finally, Beam 1032 
'Whi'ch failed in shear has the ratiosome-what more than one" 1016., Ho-w-
ever, Fig c> 29 shows that inthe"(~ase 'of' this beam there is some doubt in 
wha;t to consider as the value of I + 2rf' /103 at th:e fifth: :load. . The' yw 
~' 
bent-up ba.rs do not cover that particular section; their presence in 
the vicinity undoubtedly of'fers some resistance to the formation of 
diagonal era-akso Thisy ina. s'ens'e y would mean an increase in the value 
of rf which would bring the ratio closer to one in Figo 300 yw 
Thus, it appears that the shear-compression equations are 
applicable for th.e beams under eonsiderationo However, the s'eotian at 
.hich the shear moment is calculated is not a.t the maximum. moment but at 
the value of M/Vd equal to about 405 whioh corresponds to the fifth 
loa.d point of' the beams of Heft 480 
Heft 20 reports tests on 51 simple-span T-bemns" tested in 
groups of three oompanion specimens 0 Sixteen groups of beams were 
loaded with eight equa.lconcentrated loads as shown in Figso 31 and 32, 
one additional group had four loads omitted un one 'half of the spano 
The physica.l properties of the beams a.nd the test reS"ul ts are given in 
"Table 47 C> 
The first four groups of beams were reinforced with two 
lo5T-ino pla.in round bars 0 The test variables Lncluded the effect of 
al1.chOring of the longitudinal bars, either straight or hooked, a.nd the 
ef:f"ect of web reinforcement which was vertic'sl stirrups placed in 
8'0co:rdan.ce with the sh.ear dia.gram a.long the entire l.ength of beam" All 
th.ese beams fa.iled i:n. bond as indioated by ex'cessive end slip of the 
longitudinal bars vihich was measured in most beamso Bond failure led to 
longitudinal craoking along the reinforoing bars and to a fi!lal opening 
t· of a. diagonal cracky genera.lly between the first and the second load 
pOints 0 
Groups 55a.nd 56 'W'ere reinforced -with f"our l .. IO-ina plain 
i 
\ round bars, two of" whioh "Were bent up at 13 degrees 0 The ends of the 
bars were anohored "i th S1Ila11 90-degree hooks 0 Beams of Group 55 had 
ino' additional web reinforoEment and failed in bond,. by exoessive slipping 
:1 
1< 
r 
t of the barso B.eams of Group 56 had additional vertioal stirrups pla-ced 
~ 
t ~ ace'ording to the shear diagram and failed in tensiono l The re:maining beams "ere reinforced -.:i th 6 or 7 round bars of 
.-
diff'erent sizes.. Two bars vere carried straight to the supports; the 
rest of the bars were bent up at different locatiom.s" The middle 
portion of the beams, not .covered -with bent-up bars" was reinforced with 
yertical stirrupso The beams were tested in companian groups; in one the 
two straight ba.rs were left unhooked.,.. in the other they were hookedo All 
bent-up bars ~ere sufficiently hooked in all beams" All beams with the 
straight bars not hooked failed in bond by excessive end slipo This led 
~' to the opaning of :a; diagonal crack at different loca.tions in different 
bfialnS 0 All be'a;ms with 'hooked straight bars failed in tension with a 
secondary crushing of the concrete at midspan 0 
Thus, no beams fa.iled actua.lly in shear 0 Some indioa.tion of 
the shear strength of the beams 'can be obta.ined, however, by analyzing 
the beams which. had the smallest amount of bent-up barso Figures 31 a.nd 
~, 32 show beams of Groups 60 and 62 in this ca.tegoryo' The arrangement of 
lfeb reinforcement is shown together with the qua.ntity 1 + 2rf /103 a.nd 
pi 
~. the ra.tio. M/M -along the beams 0 The compressive force-shear conditions 
s 
a.re represented by the ratio of M/Vd,. given a.t both sides of each load 
". point 0 It is seen that the M/M -curve intersects the web reinforcement 
s 
, :curve near the third loa.d point, at about M/Vd equal to 50 Since the 
91 .. 
beamsf'ailed in"tension, the amount of' 'web rei-.n:fOrceme'ntwa.1> "Suffioient' 
to'''prevent a failure in shear. Consequently, the criti'cal value of 
JA/Vd forsl1ear"failures must be less than 5, which agrees with the 
pre~OUS-'f±nding "of'about 4. 5:for beams of Heft 48~ 
From the r'esul ts of the above two series of tests' it appears' 
that "the'she'arstrength of' 'beams under uniform lood can be represented 
"'by'-'the-'''Shear~C'C:mpres:sion eq.uations (18) and (28) for rect~ngular beams 
andby'Eqs;(3'5) and (28) for T-beamso Since therE] are no diagonal oracks 
in the regi'on of maximum moment and the inolination of oracks is very 
small for high values of' M/Vd, the beam cannot fail in shear unless the 
bending moment is higher than the shear strength as given by Eqo (28) 
ata critical value of M/Vd.. From the above results, the criti-
cal value of M/Vd is s'et tentatively a-t about 4.5 .. 'It is recalled, 
ho-wever, ,that the. tests 'Were far from being c'onclusive and that only' 
simple-s'pan T-beams -were tested.. The validity of the above concept" 'o'f 
shear failures of beams under uniform load and a more reliable value of 
the critical Y/Vd must be established by a more comprehensive test 
program. 
It appears, however, that the conventional method of reinforc-
ing simple-span beams under uniform l.oad against shear-type failures is 
ineorrect.. Web rainfore-ement is placed to confQrm "With the shear diagram~ 
This means that the amount of web reinf'orcement at th&C cri tieal region ()f 
~ M/Vd is smaller than that for lower values of M/Vd.. Ther above findings 
suggest, however, that the "Web reinforcement should be placed at a uni-
form spacing between the end reaction and the critical region of M Vd, 
say 4 .. 5v Only beyond that region it could be tapered off and reduced 
to zero'at midspan. If it is desired to prevent shear failures altogether, 
the ultimate flexural and shear moments must be cralculated from the 
properties of the beam by-Eqso (29) and (18) or (35)0 Then the ratio 
betw.een the ultimate flexural moment at the seo·tion of the critical 
-value of M/Vd and the shea.r moment of Eq 0 (18) or (35) must be s"u.bsti tu-
ted into Eqo (28) in order to find the necessa.ry 8.1Ilount of web rei::lforce-
ment which would force the bea.m to fail in tension ~t the sectic-:,~ Gf the 
:maximum moment rather than in shear a.t the section. of tha cri~ica.l M/Vdo 
VII., SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
220 General Sl.IJ!lm8.ry and Discussion 
A genera.l expression for the sbear strength of reinforced 
concrete beams was derived by considering simple-span beams -without 'Web 
reinforoement.. It 'Was first assumed that the tota.l shear force was 
resisted sol'ely by the compression area of the concrete and that the 
criterion of failure was an ultimate shearing unit stress, related to 
the compressive strength of the con.crete.. These assumptions yielded an 
expression in a farm which suggested that· the real criterion for shear 
failures -was a limi tingmoment rather than an ultimate shearing stress 0 
This observation was supported by some test results reported in the 
literature (5,6).. It 'Was concluded that shear failures were actually a 
compression phenomenon~ Shear-compression failures difte19 from fl·exu-
ralcompression failures only because the 'Compressive area of the 
c one-rete is reduc-ed as the result of diagonal cracking 0 Diagonal craoks 
have been observed to extend higher than the flexural tension cracks at 
failurso 
Treating shear failures as compression failures andassUlning 
that the depth of the oompression zone was related to k as determined 
by the elastic "straight line" theory, the fO'llowing empirical equation 
was found to repres8,nt with good aocuracy the shear strength of rectangu .... 
lar simple-span beams -without -web reinforcement ·and under one or two 
symmetric·al concentrated loads: 
(18) 
· 'where . th-e val UB ·of':k is··d·Ertermined f"Or b ea:ms r-sinf'oTuedin-t'6IlSi-on only by 
k '" ~( p:iJ.)2n+ Z"pn' -pn (14) 
~ 2 . i . k =. [n (p + p:r)] + 2n (p + P J - P t. t ) - n( p + p 1" ) 
and wher·e the modular ratio n is det:erminad by 
n = 5 + 10.,000 
ft 
o 
(15) 
(16) 
Equation (18) was basad On the test-results from 15·diff'erent 
inve·stigatiOns-· involving III beams whioh failed in shear... These beams 
were tested over a period of 43 years and had a wide variation in their 
physioal properties as summarized in Table 10 The average ratio· of' 
measured-to comput-ed mamentswas 0 .. 993 and the standard deviation 0 .. 120. 
The agreement between the measured and computed moments is also shown 
graphically in Fig .. -la. 
EquatiOn (18) -was interpreted theoretioally in the light of 
the conventional theory of compression failures of reinforced concret·e 
bea.ms. From previous test results at the University of Illinois 
(11,.14) the value of ~~ was a.pproximated as follows: 
(20) 
The use of this equation permitted the establishment of a rel-ationship 
bet-ween kg and!, where ks refers to the ,depth of the compression zone 
at shear failures~ 
(22) 
Since ! re:main$ usually wi thin the va. lues of 002 'and 0057 Eq ~ (22) shows 
that k is pracrtic'ally a constant fraction ofk" This fi.nding-- explains 
s 
-why the pr'eviOllIS', ~tt-$mpt· to use the value of 1f as a measure of k gave 
s 
satisfs."Otory agreement l'lithtest results and implies that the fa.ilure 
ori terion is still a. limiting compressive .strain in the concrete 0 
Equation (22) is based on the assumption that the value of ~ ~ is the 
same for both flexural and shea.r fa.ilures 0 If ther.s should be any 
difference betwe'en the two,. it is still likely that k remains praetic-
s. 
ally proportional tOE, although it might be a smaller fraction of k than 
Eqo (22) indioates:> 
The effect of 'Web reinfore-ement was investigated nexto It was 
found that the use of web reinforcement increased the shear strength of a 
beam more than 'Would be ac"corunted for by the internal fore es. in the 
/ stiI"rupso The total cantribution of web reinforcement was determined 
'empirically; the following equations were found to give good oorrelation 
VI i th test results ~ 
2rf 
P Ip ::::: 1 + ~ 
s:w s 103 
(26) 
or 
2rf 
Ms/Ms 
::::: 1 + yw 
103 
(28) 
where M is the shear-compression moment of a beam with web reinforce-
s'W 
ment~ M that of the same beam without web reinforcement" Eqo' (18).9 
s 
P and Pare the loads corresponding to M and M , respeetively.r 
~ s n s 
and r is given by 
A 
VI 
r = bs sina 
These equations were based on the test results for 80 beamso 
The average ratio between the measured and calculated moments was 10012 
and the standard deviation 000850 The range of the physical properties 
of the beams is summarized in Table 16 and the ratios of pip are shown 
s 
gra.phica.lly in Figo 40 The equations w'ere further checked by the help 
of beams which had failed in flexure 0 It is seen in Figo 5 that 
a.lthough the flexural capacity of these beams was reached at different 
ratios of pip " they always failed at a loa.d lower than their strength 
s 
in shear7 given by Eqo (26)& 
Equations (26) and (28) were found to be applicable for all 
angles of inolination and for different values of yield strength of web 
reinforcement 0 It was also found that there was no. noticeable differ-
ence between the effectiveness of' bent..,.up bars and stirrups serving as 
web reinforcemento 
Equations (26) and (28) show that a given amount of web rein-
foroement will increase the shear strength of a beam in proportion to' 
its strength without web reinforcement rather than by an amount deter-
mined solely by the physical properties of the web reinforcemento It 
appears that by resisting the extension and widening of diagonal cracks, 
the pres'ence of web reinforcement increases the compressive area of the 
concrete and, conceivably, restricts the concentration of the oompressive 
strain of concrete in the region of the main diagonal cracko 
The relationship between shear-compression a.nd fl'exural fail-
ures -was discussed In Section 130 It was :found that the amount of web 
.-
reinforcement necessary to prevent shear failures could be determined 
for any bea.m by Eqso (29)!) (18), and (28)0 Rectangular beams reinforced 
in tension only and designed according to the present ACI Code ba.lanced 
design requirements were found to require about 0035 percent web rein .... 
forcement to ensure tension fa.ilureso This assumed that the yield 
strength of the tension reinforcement wa.s 50,000 psi and that of web 
reinforcement 40,000 psi and tha.t the heams ~er8 loaded under one or two 
symmetrical'concentra.ted loadso 
Since the moment ... rotation relationship of a T-beam differs 
from that of's rectangular beam, Eq .. (18) must be modified to apply for 
T-beaIDSo This was done by the use of a semi-rational shape-faotor in 
the following form: 
F t 
IT + I or (34) 
Substituting the compressive area A of a T-section as determined by the 
o 
"straight-line" theory for bkd and using the shape factor of Eqo (24)7 
'Eqo (lS) 'Was rewritt.en as: 
M 
S -A-d-:f-:1!~, F~ = 0057 
o 0 t 
4-05 f'1 
- """,' C 
. 105 
As seen in Figo la, Eqo (35) was foimd to give satisfactory 
agreement with test results when beams with abnormally large values of 
d/ e and b/b a w'ere excluded 0 These beams had a lower shear strength 
,'NQ 
/,li-JO 
beca.use the effective "Width of their flanges 'Was reducedo However, no 
attempt was made to determine an expression for the effective flange, 
widtho Furthermore, it was found that the use of transverse reinforce-
ment in the flange effectively counteracted the reduction in the effec-. 
tive width and thereby increased the scope of Eqo (35)0 
The she,ar strength of simple-span T-beams with web reinforce-
ment could be determined by the same expression as tha~ for rectangular 
beams: 
2rf 
M 1M = 1 + yw 
sw s 103 (28) 
where M is determined by Eqo (35) and r from the following equation~ 
s 
A 
w 
As seen in Figo 11, the agreement between the measured and calculated 
quantities is satisfactoryo 
Simple-span beams under one or two symmetrioal conoentrated 
loads develop just one main diagonal oraok under an applied load and fail 
a.t that sectiono In restrained beams, shear and moment conditions are 
suoh as to permit the formation of several diagonal craokso The beam 
may fail at any of these craoks, depending on the magnitudes of moment 
and shear and the arrangement of both longitudinal and web reinforcemento 
It was found that whenever the possibility of bond failures 
was precluded, the shear strength of a restrained beam was determined by 
99. 
the same equations as that of a simple-span be'am] Eqso (18) a.nd (28) 0 
The critical section was the section of maxbrrwm moment 0 
When the longitudinal reinforc'ement -was C"J.t off at some 
section] a sudden an.d oomplet'e bond failure was possible 'oY stripping 
O'ut of the cut-off' reinforcement 0 This type of failure was :: .... tside 
the scope of this investigation and wa.s not examinsd i:: m~!"s :1e:e.1lo 
Evidently., this is a question of bond ohara.ot'eristios cf ~!19 re:.::...f::;ro-
ing bars and the length of gmbedment from a diagonal cr~ck ~~ :hs e~d 
of the baro 
Restrained beams with oontinuous top and Dott::m !,,9L:.f::rcement 
may ha.'!},6 another mode of failure 0 Under certain ocmdi tic:;ls, eo go J when 
the distance between a support and a load is short relative to the affec-
tive depth of the bea.mp a looal bond failure may take place i!i the high 
bond-stress region 'between the seotio~"ls of positive and nega.tive moments 0 
As a result of looal destruotion of bo::nd, both the top and bottom longi-
tudixal reinforoe:m.ent is in te1.1.sio1:1 at a certain seoticJn,o This redistri-
butio:n of the inter:!J.al forces results in a reduoed shear strength of the 
beamo Assuming that the whole tensile force was tran,smi tted from OTI,8 
sectio:n to the adjacent sectio:~~. a:c.d that k 'was give:a by EqQ. (22)51 the 
s 
following equation was derived to represe~lt the shear strength for this 
type Df failure: 
where 
A=l-M_ 
If D , ZM " + 1) 
A 
t 
{.l ~~ "ie k I ~ s'/ 
(44) 
1000 
k = {p :n)2 + 2p n - pon ( 41) 0 0 
p(l MA (42) Po = +y) 
B 
~ 1023 b k = loll ~ o 9C)/"- and (23) s .0 ,-OK)' 
2:'J. these eq(;.a.tions the subscript, B refers 'to the sectio::. ill2der 
considsratio:o. and the subscript A to the a.djacent seciiorl 2'::-om which the 
tensi.le force TA was tra1"l...smi tted to seciio'):i B 0 tThe equat::l.o:ns wers 
derived for the as S'I1!Dptior.t that the folloi'lVing rela. tionship was \.ralid ~ 
{' If this sxpress'io:n is ~not correct, 80 go J because of partial bO:!ld, and 
the a.ctua.l ra.ti.o TAfT.", can 1:8 d8t6rmined~ this a~t;.:.al ratio Sh0111d be 
.b 
Th8 validity Df Eq ry (4·3) was c:hec:ksd a.gai.nst test resal ts 
and. satisfactory agreeme:n.t was Clbtainedo Fig"'...lre 2la sho'1Is the measured 
and ca.lculated momen.ts graphically for all baams which failed. after a 
looal bond failurso Mosi:. of thIS -test specimsIGB show good agreement 
with Eqo (1+3); for soms beams a small i:w,o!"eas8 in the shear strE(:lgth was 
!1otiGsd beca.use of the effect of partial bon::L This was diso'J.S86d in 
more detail in s'eotian l'Tb 0 
All beams ShOWJ.l 1.YI Fiigo 218. ha.d equal positive a:nd Esgative 
moments a:n.d dS"iJ'sloped J Ln. ge~:;_8:ral5' two mai:G. dia.gonal cracks before 
r 
~ 
! 
I' 
! 
1 
r 
1010 
failure 0 Thisresul ted l:!i a f-~ll redistribution. of the inter~'.lal forces 
·a.nd t}n.e shear stre:ngth of the bSB;ms was governed by Eq 0 (43) 0 For 
U1ieq·\.ial positive and nsgati."","s m.oments.9 howEHrs:r', either one or t-wo crac.k.s 
may be preseJnt at failure 0 T-wo crack.s will produce, in ger..eral, B. full 
redistribution of the J..llter::lal for~es ay.;.d the .shear stre:':.l.gth· of a b-eam 
will be gl"V6?2. by Eq9 (4'3) at the sectio~~ of maximum mcrmento O:::1e crack 
-w ill lead to a partial redist:rlt·:.:it:5..o::.~. of the irrt8r:r:.~al forces so "that the 
.shear stre"L.gth will be gov6rz~:.ed by Er:;1. 0 (13) a.t the sectio::.:~ of maxi.mum 
momS:E"t 0 Beams of Seri.es VI by MDCdy had u:~:~aqual momeT.;.ts at s6otio::J.S 
A arid B and failed at seetie::: A after developing only 0718 crack i~. 
span ~ (Figo 12) 0 'rne D8aIDS "Were a.~'1B.lyzed according to Eqo (18) at 
tr..at s9ctioI':' a?1d Figo 21b shcJ'w.s that goo~i a.greeme:~t 'Was obtainsd betwee::. 
the" measured ar:d the calculated mOID8ltlts 0 
the limits e;f. Eq 0 (43) 0 The largest g/ d ra:t1.G for whic-h test results 
Si~G.C8 this ratio pe:rm..i tied a redistr:i.hc.t:l.C!:2 
ii.kewlS8;r it 
was possible to determirre thr3 co:~.di ti~::J:::ls u1.;.de:ro which two 'craoks a:r.d, 
It was found that the contribution of web reinforcement could 
be determined in restrained beams, as in simple-span rectangular and 
T-bea.ms,. byEqo (28) 0 Beams reinforced with 45-degre8 stirrups gave 
r ~. very good agreement -with Eqo (28); beams provided -with vertical stirrups 
also e.greedwith this equation except for two beams 'With the largest 
Yalues of rf 0 It appears that in beams with relatively short shear yw 
.span inclined stirrups are, in general, more rel1'able than vertical 
stirrups 0 It is conceivable that inolined stirrups have better anchor-
age conditions whenever diagonal cracks are foroed to form in a restrict-
e.d space and thereby can develop their full effectiveness 0 Conversely, 
the anchorage of vertical stirrups mi.ght be destroyed before their full 
effectiveness is reaohedo 
All the above shear-co1D.pres~3ion equatiorLs wers derived and 
checked for beams for which the aid-ratio varied between 1017 and 40800 
The aid-ratio represe'nts the compressive force~shear ratio for simple, .. 
span beams 'J...uder aXle or two concentrated loads; for any other type of 
loading this ratio can be represented by the equivalent ratio M/Vdo 
Within these limits of M/vd, the shear strength of a beam was found to 
be dei'ermined solely by the physical properties of the beamo It was 
not a fu...nction of either the magnitude of shear or the mome~t-shear 
ratio at tailureo 
However7 as the MjVd-ratio increases, the relative importance 
of shear in conn.ection with the diagonal tension stresGes decreaseso 
Consequently, the extent of diagonal cracking is less pronou.nced and it 
was found that the shear strength of such beams was larger than that 
given by Eqo (28) 0 It was also noticed tr18t the location of shear 
ure was not neoessa.rily the section of maximum. momBnto For suffi-
tly large values of U/Vd the beams failed in flerure rather than in 
However, the upper limit of M/vd for the a.pplicability of shear-
assian equatior~ and the shear strength of a beam in the transition 
sh~ar and flexural failures could not be determined 
titatively because of insufficient experimsntal datao 
Conversely.r for very small values of aid the beams did not 
in s-hear-compressioTIo The mode of fa.ilure appeared to be an actual 
-....... ""oe ...... ing off of the compression zo:ae of the concrete 0 This type of fail-
called shear .... propero It was also found that the 
strength of such beams depended on. the x/D-ratio rather than 
where x denotes the clear dista.nce between the load-b8"aring 
D the total depth of beamo Flor x/D equa.l to zero, the shear 
could be rela t'ed to> a nomi.nal shearing stress 0 The 
entirely empirical equation was found to gi'\f6 satisfactory 
with test results~ 
A (1 + sina) 
s (46) 
the ratio betwee;rl the test and calculated 
Shearing stres.ses decreased as seen in F'igo 250 SirlcS the number of 
:1:ests "Was ,limited, no expression could be determined for the relation-
ship between v/v and x/Do 
c 
104 ... 
For small values of x/D the lo~ation of the load-bearing 
blocks forced the formation of almost vertica.l cracks and, consequently, 
~ertioal stirrups were not found to contribute to the shear strength of 
the bearno Thus there is a limiting value of a for which Eqo (46) is 
applicable 0 However, as x/D incre8s'ed in the region of shear-proper, 
cracks followed the edg'es of the bea.ring blocks and vertical stirrups 
crossing the crack produced a slight increase in the shear strengtho 
The transition region between shear~proper and shear-compression was 
estimated to lie approximately between x/D equal to 008 ar;.d 101), 
increa.sing as the amount of vertical stirrups increased 0 Since the 
contribu.tion of vertical stirrups is very small, inelined stirI""..lps should 
be used when'ever the x/D 1"a tic approaches uni tyo 
For simple-span beams under mdform loading, the value of 
M/Vd ra:nges from zero at the section of no moment to infinity at the 
section of maximum momento It is believed that with certain modifica;,.. 
tions the shear-compression equations (18), (35).)' and (28) could- be used 
to determine the shear strength of such beamso Since there are no, 
diagonal cracks in the region of maximum moment and the inclination of 
~acks is very small for high values of M/Vd, the beam cannot fail in 
shear unless the bending moment is higher than the shear stre:ngth gi van 
by Eqo (28) at a critical value of M/Vdo From test results studiedy 
this critical value of M/Vd was set tentatively at about 4050 However, 
since only a few T-beams have been tested 1i..'1lder oondi tio~::ls which 
simulated ili'1.iform loadin.g., the validity of the above concept of shear 
failures and a more reliable vallIe of the critical M/Vd must be establish-
~d. by a more comprehensive test program 0 
It is conceivable that the same procedure ca.."l be used for any 
type of beam under either uniform or distributed loading to determine 
its strength in shear 0 It involves only the determination of critical 
sections for shea.r failureso Provided that the value of M/Vd is in 
the region of shea.r-compressioTI7 Eqso (18) and (28) can be used directly 
at sections where maximum shear and maximum moment coincideo In regions 
of maximum moment and no she-a.r the critical section at which the shear-
compression equatioT.tS should be used is given by the critical value of 
M/Vdo 
Sinc8shear-type failures result i!l a sudden and complete 
cestruction of a structurej they should be avoided in actual constru.ctiono 
In order to determine the amount of web reinforcement necessary to ensure 
flexural failures 7 the flexural capacity of the beam should. be determined 
first and the corresponding loading considered as applied loa.dingo Then,? 
both th-e applied moment and shea.r moment of EqQ (18) or (35) should be 
determined for critical sections of shear failure 0 The ratio between the 
two substituted for M /M in Eqo (28) 'Will determine the amount of web 
s'W s 
reinforcement required 0 
One additional problem is cO!lfrooted in statically indetermin-
ate" structures whenever redi.stributio~ of moments near the ultimate load 
is considered 0 In order to utilize the full load-carrying capacity of 
the structure, its members must be so designed as to permit sufficient 
rotation at the plastic hinges 0 Consequently, not only primary but also 
secondary shear failures after yieldirlg of the reinforcement must he 
preve:nted Q This is a phase of the phenomeno:r: of shear iT.!!. rBinforc~d 
concrete which has received very Ii ttle attenticm. in the psst 0 
23~ Conclusions 
Shear-Propere For x/D = 0 the shear strength of a beam is 
determined by the following expression: 
V 200 + GalB8 fD + 21J300 ( 47) v = bD = Pt, e c 
"h'ers 
A "1 + si!J!l ) s' Pt = ( 46) bD 
as x/D incr8ases~ the ratio v/v deereaseso The relatio:12!:ip ':)stw8en 
c 
x/D and v/v could not be determined a.lthough some informati:-::. is avail-
c 
able from Fige 250 The transition region between shear-proper and shear-
compression 'Was estimated to lie between x/D equal to 008 and 101, 
depending on the amount of vertical stirrups 0 Otherwis e:J the effect of 
vertical web reinforcement is neglected in Eq 0 (46) 0 
Shear-Compression" In the shear-oompression range the shs'ar 
strength of a beam without web reinforcement and under concentrated 
loads is given by the following equa.tions for the maximum shear moment, 
For rectangular beams: 
M 
s 
4e5f ll 
c 
= 0.57 --~ 
105 
where k is given for bea.ms rei'n.forced in te::nsior. only by 
k = ~ (pn)2 + 2pn - pn 
(18) 
(14) 
r-' 
and for beams reinforced in both tension a.nd compression by 
and where ~ is given by 
whare 
n = 5 + 10rOOO 
fit 
o 
For T-beams~ 
M 
s 0057 = A df'lJ F. 
G 0 t 
IT + I 
F or :;::: ~ t + l. or 
405 til 
c 
-
105 
F'or restrained beams : the shear strength is given by 
(16) 
(~5) 
,"'/ 
(34) 
Eqo (18),9 whenever bond failures are prevent-ed, and by the following 
equation lIlhenever redistribution of internal forces has taken plaoe as 
a I"esul t of local bond fa.ilure in the high bond-stress region: 
-where 
t A=l-~----c--~-""""'-(~ + 1) (I - k k ) 
MA 2 s 
(44) 
2 (p n) + 2p n - p n 
o OJ Ql 
( 41) 
i'< 
I, 
, 
~ [ 
lOS. 
( 42) 
(23) 
The contribution of web reWoroement is d-etermined in all 
cases by the following expression for the ra.tio of the maximum moment 
oa.paoity M of the beam with web reinforcement to the moment capacity 
sw 
:M of the same beam without 'web reir..forcement ~ 
s 
M 2rf 
sw 1 yw = + 
103 M s 
1IIhere 
A 
I" = 
'W for rectangular bs sina 
'and 
A 
W for T-beams r = b 8_·s '··s-ina 
(2S) 
heams ( 2'7) 
(2'78) 
The upper limit of a/d = M/Vd for shear--compression failures 
llouldnot he determined; the highest value used in tests wa.s 4.S. For 
'high values of MjVd the shear strength is larger than that given by the 
above equations. 
Distributed Loading 0 A t a section where maximum moment and 
f maximum shear coincide,. the shear strength of a beam under distributed 
" ~. 
i loading ca;;.~ be determ~ed directly by the a.bove shear-compression 
equations, provided that the value of MjVd is in the range of applioa-
bili ty of these equations 0 However, iI' ... regions of maximum moment and no 
shear)) the above equations should be used at a seotion given bY,MjVd 
equal to about 4050 
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NOTATIONS USED IN TABLES 
lIode,a ,.pf' iFailura 
c 
B -= bond 
C = uompression 
Cr :. oru~hing at hdoks 
DT *= re~port,ad dia.gonal tension failures; most beams 
f'ai;ted in she,a,r, a few in bond as marked in 
the tables 
S = shear 
T = tension 
T~S ::;:. tension with shear-typ'e fina.1 oollapse 
:Caloulated Quant .. ities 
Ms = shear","oompression moment of' a beam without web 
rginforce~nt, given by Eq. (18) for reotangular 
bealIis, by mq.. (35) for T-beams, and by Eq.. (4:;) 
for restrained bsa;ma with 100a1 bond failure in 
high bond stress region 
llgw '- shear:"'oompression moment of 'a besm with web 
reinforeement, given by Eqo (28) 
P 
M ::;:. ul timate flexural moment of' a beam" given by 
f Eq. (29) 
P 
s 
Sli' 
Pf 
V-
a 
= liJad corresponding to M s 
= load eorrespon<iing to M sw 
load cQrresponding to Mf 
-. ul timte nominal shearing stress for shear-proper 
type of fai1uras,.givan by EqlO' (47) for x/D = 0, 
1llherex is the clear distance between twa load 
blooks "and 12. the tota.l depth of beam 
Test Entry 
Series in 
Bible 
Riohart (2) 
Serles 1910 
Series 1911 
Series 1913 
Series 1917 
Serles 1922 
Riohart and (8) 
Jensen 
Thompson, (9) 
Hubbard, and 
Fehrer 
Moretto ( 4) 
Clark (5) 
MoloTo (10 ) 
Gaston (11) 
Laupa ( 1) 
Moody (12) 
Series A 
Series B 
Series III 
Total 
,..~~ 
RANGE OF TEST VA.RIAB~S FOR SIMrbID~SPAN REOTANGULAR BEAWS WITHOUT 
WEB REINFORCEMIDNT ANO UNDER ONE OR TWO SYMMETRICAL CONCENTRATED LOADS 
Table Noo Noo fV P pV: b d a 
No~ of of 0 
Bea.ms S,T~S 
Faile Pl?i 0/0 0/0 ina ina ino 
2 3 2030-2670 1,,2;;..1092 8 10 24 
:3 18 8 1490-2350 1065 .... 10-94 .- 8 10 24 
4 1 2180 1047 8 15 40 
5 6 6 4770 2074-3071 801 10 48 
6 4· 4 3696-4522 2033 8 21 36 
7 6 6 2230 .... 4760 2080 8 21 32 
8 5 5 2570 2000 8 12 20 
9 4 4 3550=4640 3098 0050 5·5 18025 32 
10 12 12 3120-=3800 0098 
-
8 15037 18036 
11 14 14· 31309>4880 1040-3014 ph~p 4·-6025 't 30 
12 3 3 4020:..4rr50 1038-1090 6 10058 36 
13 9 9 2140=-4690 0093-4011 6 1005 48-51 
14a 12 12 880-4·570 0080-2~37 7 1005 3105 
14b 16 16 1770=5970 1090 6 10056 3~ 
15 12 12 2500.,..3620 20 '72~4!>25 pB;::OQ5p 7 21 32 
125 111 880-5970 O080k,4011 i:i 
aid L Noo 
of 
Loads 
ino 
204 72 2 
204 72 2 
2067 120 2 
408 114 2 
1071 108 2 
1052 96 2 
1067 60 2 
1075 96 2 
1017-2034 72 2 
49 28 60 1 
3040 108 2 
4048",4079 108 1 
:3 63 1 
3041 108 2 
1052 96 2 
1017-408 I-' I-' 
.po-
'l'JtB~ ~ 
TmSTS BY RICHART J SERIES 1910 (2)* 
SIMPLE-SPAN RECTANGULAR BEAMS WITHOUT WEB REINFORCEMENT 
Dimensions~ b = 8; d = 10; a ~ 24; aid = 204; L = 72; L' = 78 
Loading~ 2 equal loads at 1/3-points 
Reinforeement~ Plain round bars; f :;: ~)8,500 psi for Beam 28003; not given for others y 
Concrete Strength~ Tests on 6~inq cubes; Reduced to oy10 strength by fl ~ 0075 fJ 
. 0 eu 
Age at Test~ Around 60 days 
f-l 
1-1 
\J1 
~TS BY RIOH.ART :tSIilR1ElS 1911 (2) 
SIMPLE ... SPAN RECTANGULAR BEAUS WITHOUT WBtB REINFORC:mMElNT 
Dimen.sions: b:: 8; d ::;: 10 1 D :;:: 12; a. == 24; L :::. 72? 111 == 78 
Loading~ 2 equal loads a.t 1!3-points 
Reinforoement: Plain round ba.rs; fy 1,: 34~200 psi for Beam 29363:; 'not given for others 
Concrete Strength~ Tests On 6by8by40..,iuo. aontrol beams§ Reduoed to eylo strength by f~ ~ 607 f 
a r 
Age a't Test: Around 60 days 
Beam 
29101 
29102 
291,,3 
29401. 
29402 
29403 
29304 
29305 
29306 
29301 
29302 
29303 
28601 
28602 
28603 
28605 
286 Q 6 
28607 
f'r 
a 
psi 
1690 
tI 
.. 
1490 
,. 
rt 
2350 
" 
.. 
2040 
111 
n 
1660 
It 
It 
2160 
u 
Jt 
·x- == Nuts tightened 
P, 
0/0 
1065 
,..' 
.It" 
u 
u 
It 
It'-
Jt 
".. 
H' 
tr 
" 
rr 
'" 
" 1094 
.. 
If 
~* = Nuts not tight~ned 
Reportsd 
Reinfo 
Ba.rs 
Noo~ SIze 
3~3/4 
.. 
It 
It 
n 
n 
81 
It 
ft . 
» 
.. 
~ 
,. 
It 
n 
5~5/8 
,. 
,. 
Anah" 
Hooks 
JI 
It 
15,...ino 
over-
hang 
Nuts-X-
and 
Plates 
Nuts*'X-
and 
Plates 
None 
J!. I, 
,a 
,. 
,.. 
, P test-
kips 
2503 
2205 
2707 
2500 
2002 
24'07 
2704 
3405 
1903 
2000 
2104 
2408 
1800 
1706 
2205 
1704 
1805 
2201 
Mode 
of 
Fail" 
DT 
DT 
DT 
DT 
DT 
DT 
DT 
DTJI,T 
DT 
DT 
DT~ 
DT 
DT 
DT 
DT 
DT 
DT 
DT 
k 
00446 
tV 
It 
0045'7 
,. 
II 
00421 
Jl 
II 
00431 
u 
.. 
00448 
ft 
J1 
00 J+52 
f1 
". 
C,alculated 
M test Rati.o 
~ M 
test 
o ~ M 
0.;503 
00448 
0~551 
.00551 
:0044·5 
00544 
00415 
00523 
00293 
00341 
00365 
00423 
00:363 
06355 
00454. 
00267 
00284 
00340 
s 
1002 
0091 
1012 
1010 
0089 
1008 
op89 
1013 
006;) 
0071 
0076 
0088 
0073 
00'"(2 
00112 
0056 
0060 
0072 
Mode 
of 
Faila 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
S 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 1-1 1-1 
0\ 
_<'..",....,_._L~i2~_;;x::;;4£tS;'b,;..- &~~~-:: __ -:-.:~~= •. -.:~~~~?"~~~Ec;za~_2~~~~~~~I:~~~~J;lJ.~~"::"r.:..~!~~~;:--."" 
TABLlIl' 4 
TIllSTS BY RICHART, SE):rIES 1913, (2) 
SIMPLE-SPAN REOTANGULAR BEAMS WITHOUT WEB REINFOROlTIMENT 
Dimensions: b;: 8; d =15; D:::: 17; a:: 40; aid = 2067; L:= 120, L' sc: 126 
Loading: 2 equ,l loads at 1/3 ... points 
Reinforoement: 3/4-ino plain round bars" f, ::: 36y300 psi y 
Conorete Strength: Teats on 6-ino oubes; Reduoed to eylo strength by fJ =- 0075 f1 o eu 
Age at Test~ 225 days 
=-
ReEQrted Caloulated 
Beam f' p Reinf.o Anoh'Q P Mode k M Rf;litio 
'0 
Ba.rs test of test Mtest psi 0/0 Noo, Size kips Failo bd2fJ.k 
0 M 
B 
301,,1 2180 1047 4-3/4 Hooks 2409 DT 00409 00311 {}.66 
Mode 
of 
Falla 
B 
• ,.,,~"'t! 
f-' 
f-' 
-..:J 
q 
TESTS BY RICH1\.RT, SERIES 1917 (2) 
SIMPLE'\"'SPAN RECTANGULAR BEAMS WITHOUT -WEB REINFORCEMENT 
Dimensions~ b;: 801; d c 10; D ;:: 12; a ::: 48; aid = 4 .. 8j L =;: 114; 1 9 ::: 120 
Loa.ding~· 2 equal loads 
Reinforoement~ Plain round bars; fy ;:;: 45,700 psi for 718.;.. in i! barB; fy ::: 40)600 psi for 3/4 .... ino bars 
Age at Test~ AbOut 60 days 
'RePQt;-ted~- -----~----- --~- ~------~---~-----~--".-n--Caloulate1 ------
Beam f~ p Reinf 0 Anoho Pt t Mode- k Mt t Ratio Mode o as as 
o Bars _ of J .2 v< Mtest o~ 
PSl % Noo, Size kips Fail. bd fok M Fa11. 
s 
Analyzed With Actual Conorete Str&ngth in Compression Zone 
16B20.1 4770 3D7l 5-7/8 None 3100 DT 00523 00368 10O~· s 
16B2002 .. .. .. .. 2906 DT 00523 00352 0099 S 
16Blol .. 3 0 69 -u Hooks 3200 DT 00522 00381 1007 S 
16Blo2 It " .. " 28~8 DT 00522 00343 009'7 s 
l6B2.1 f¥ 20'74 5=3/4 jIf 26.6 DT 004'72 00350 0099 s 
16B2Q2 n JJ JI " 2905 D'r 00472 00388 1.09 S 
Analyzed With Concrete Strength Used in Lower Port:i.ons of Beams 
l6B2001 3:210 00531 00540 1.28 
16B20,,2 3210 00531 00516 1021 
16Bl .. l 2450 0.550 00701 1052 
l6Bl.2 2670 0.543 0.586 1030 
16B201 2450 00499 00660 1043 
l6B2.2 2450 0.499 00732 1.59 t---J t---J 
ex> 
Q 
-_.' ~ • ~.--; :'."":'""~"".!:">'_"-:<;''!:~~"~''''''~~-''-:- ·:'::~":----::r."~-~'-.:c.-:-C':' -· .. ~;:;*:':'-:"'-7~.~·· ~~'~,:,.~~~:~, -; -=-.J)I<.;~~~ .... ~~L~:. -'~-', 
T.1BLBl~6 
TESTS BY RICHART.1 SERIES 1922 (2) 
SIMPLE-SPAN REGTANGULAR BEAMS WITHOUT WEB REINFORCEMENT 
D imensi ons ~ b ~ .8; d ;; 21~ D :: 24; a =: 36; a/ d ~ 10 71 ~ L ~ 108; h(): ~ 120 
Loading.~ 2 equal loads at 1/3 points 
R6inforoement~ 1 1/8 lno corrugated round bars; f ; 52,400 psi 
. . y 
\ Age at Test~ About 60 da.ys 
\ 
\ 
Reported Ca.loulated 
. 
Beam 'f,~ p Reinf. Anoho P ~fod,e k M Ratio 
0 Ba.rs test : of .test Mteat psi 0/0 Noo J Size kips Fail. bd2f'~'k 
-0 M 
s 
221.1 4076 2033 4~1 1/8 None 14904 BJDT 00441 00424 1.09 
22102 3696 If 
_I 
Ili 148.0 B,DT 00446 00458 1013 
222.1 4522 If. n Hooks 16505 BJDT OQ435 00429 1017 
222.2 4337 u .. If 1 126.0 BJDT 00437 00339 0091 
~"'"~"~"""~"""=~'~'~'~~:'f~ 
Mode 
of 
Fa.ilo 
s 
s 
s 
s 
j---J 
j---J 
\D 
-.-~ --C'-~-~'--'---"'---;-'-""'-:-:--:'-"'''''~~;-'~~-W~~''''''''''''''~~''7~"'."'*:"'-"-"':-*"'?t"",-JAii\ ... _ftJEi\'i#.",_~U--"~JiM¥Ql9!W.#A!;;;r; . $!)!¥Sg~:;PY.';;JJ;;;;tt¥Jtg.;o-4A $~.J'" 
TESTS BY RIOl'@tT ANJ) JRINSQ, 1931 (8) 
SIMPLE..,.SPAN REOTANGULAR BEAMS WllJ.'HOUT mB RIDINFORC:m:MBlNT 
Includes only thoSe bea.ms -whioh wer.e mads of oonorete with ·natura.l sa~nd anti gravel aggregates 0 
Dimensi()ns~ b = 8; d ;: 21; D :: 24; a ~ 32; a/d ::: 1052; L :: 96 7 L' %:;: 108 
LoadIng ~ 2 'equal loads at 1/3 .... points 
Reinforcement ~ 
Age at Test~ 
1 .... in 0 plain round bars 9 f %: 37:y600 pai y 
28 days (moist aured 28 days) 
~----. -- ~~. Heported . ,--- -- --. Ca.loula ted 
Beam f~ p Ralnf 0 Anoho P teat Mode k ~t + Ratio 
Bars Of' e a " M 
2 . . teat 
psi o/g NOR, Size kips Failo bd f~k M 
8 
~~--~~=-~--~~~~----------~~~~--------~~~=---------~--~----------~------~----------~~~ 
1 4760 2 q 8 6"..1 Hooks 14209 DT 00463 00294 0083 
2 4620 " •• I' 15907 DT 00463 OQ339 0094 
:3 4290 .. .t " 151'18 DT 00467 00344 0091 
4 3860 ,. h .U 13401 DT 00473 00335 0~84 
5 2230 )I u .. 10508 DT 00510 00422 O~90 
6 2630 u u n. 11605 DT 00498 o .l~o3 ob89 
-~''''..4~~_'_''-'' ,----_.,,_ ... _-
MQde 
of 
Faila 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
f,....l 
J\) 
a 
· ....... -. - ~ .---,....-.~'-~.--:-.:~.::"'~~l':'~~ .. ;*~h-;;·:*;e:-~. -... ~~ 
TAJ3LH1 8 
TESTS BY THOMPSON, mTBBl\RD, AND FElHRER, 1938 (9) 
S:EMPLE""SPAN RECTANGULlUl BEAMS WITHOUT WEB REINFORCEMHlNT 
Dimensions: b = 8; d ~ 12~ a ::: 20; a/d ::;; 10 67 ~ L :: 60; Lll ::: 74 for Series 1,9 Li s:;:. 86 for S'erl-as II 
Loading: 2 equ~ loads Of 1/3-points 
Reinforoement ~ 4"'7/8 ino round bars; deformed (?); struotural grade 
Concrete Strength: The a.verage value of fit reported for all bea.ms 
o 
Age at Test~ 28 days 
Report.ed 
Beam . fH. P Reinf 0 Ancho P Mo,de 0 Ba.r.s teet of 
psi 0/0 NOoJ Size kips Fail 0 
- ~---.--~---
k 
I B .... l 25'70 2,,0, 4=7/8 Hooks 8400 DT 00445 
I B-2 .. .. " u 8800 DT II 
I B~3 » .. ij fJl 8600 DT ~ 
II K-l II It It 13 ... in 0 8800 DT II 
II X">2 Jt }I If over"", 8400 DT .. 
hang 
Caloulated 
M .ta~t 
bd2r"k 
c 
0,,510 
00534 
00522 
0~534 
00510 
Ratio 
M teat., 
Mg 
1012 
1018 
1.15 
1918 
1012 
Mod.e ' 
of 
Fail 0 
S 
s 
S 
s 
S 
~ 
f\) 
J-I 
. 
TABU} '9 
TESTS BY MORETTO J -1945 (4) 
SIMPLE-SPAN RECTANGULAR BEAMS WITROVT WEB REINFORCEMENT 
Dimensions ~ b;;::; 5.0 5 ~ d := 18" 25; D ;;::; 21 p a ;;::; 32 ~ 13./ d ;::;: 1075; L = 96; LB ::: 120 
~Loe.ding: 2 equal loads o£ Ij3-po1nts 
Tanslon Ra:tnforoement~ Four l""ino sqQ deformed'bars; f :=t 48:1000 psi. 
, . Y 
Comprass1.0n Rainfo:rcement: Two 1/2",lnosq 0 d-eformad ba.rs 
End Anohora.ge: Hooks 
Age at Te.s t ~ 28 da.ys 
R~p~t1Ul Ca10ulated 
, 
:flf Beam p p,~ t P Mode k k+npll, M 
c test 
of ,test 
psi 0/0 O(Q kips Failo 'd2fl (k~) b ',' +np-
0 
INI 3550 3098 0050 00932 7000 DT 00516 00556 0,,310 
1N2 3620 r. 11. n. 88nO DT 00514 0,,553 00383 
2Nl 4340 .. If u 7805 DT 00502 0·0538 00293 
2N2 4640 11 va II 9005 DT 00502 0.,537 0~318 
Ratio 
M 
, t.e.st 
M 
:s 
0076 
0<)94 
0078 
0088 
Mode 
of 
Failo 
S 
s 
s 
S 
f-I 
II) 
II) 
. 
-~ 
~~?'f¥.:.~ .. ~-"¥!.:;;tJ}bQ:j. ... ~eA:~~ .;4 ,;.P~:;;::t&_~~~;·3"'~~ 8-..4 ,,~. _s.Q;42Q;:;qq -:, :s A4¥"t'i:-'§b4'?'i 1£. ;~.. .S;P:;.·~?4;:;:_fi·'jJj*6P-!Q¥'t?:O-~l.;;s.,.+:~ - *.' . -::a?44'. _.1#4, .,~¥!";--:sr ... ~~~~~..u;-~~~'~~~S;4f!E;:a.R. *.=-=- ~q~wm;~.!S4¢J?3;cg:!3--~.F*:hl-{~ 
TESTS BY CLARK, 1951 (5) 
SIMPLE-SPAN RECTANGuLAR BHlAMS WITHOUT WEB REINFORCEMmNT 
Dimensions: b = 8; d :; 15,,37; D = 18; L If= 72 
Loading: 2 equal loads at various. positions 
Reinforoement: 2 ... Noo 7 deformed bars~ f :: 53,'710 psi y 
End anchora.ge: 1/2 by 8..;ino :steal plates 1/4 ino thick welded to the end of ba.rs 
Age at Test: 28 to ,0 days; beams kept moist until the day prior to. testing 
Reported 
, 
Calou~a,ted 
Beam fi' p a a7d p Made k M Ratio 
c test 
of .test M 
psi 0/0 ino kips Fai10 bd2f 1 k teat 
0 M 
B 
AO=l 3120 0098 36 2034 4000 DT 0.329 00370 0086 
2 3770 t( II tf lKL5 DT 00320 00382 0096 
3 3435 It " It 53Q5 T 00324 0.,45'7 1010 
BO-l 3420 0~98 30 1095 54 p 4 DT 00324 0.0388 0093 
2 3468 n. tI n 4204 DT 0 .. 323 00299 0072 
3 :;410 It If 5706 DT 0 0 324 00412 0099 
CO.,.l 3580 0098 24 1056 7804 DT 00322 00430 1005 
2 3405 ,. it .. 7909 T 0.0324 0,,458 1~10 
3 3420 .. ,u· tI 75,,1 DT OQ324 '00428 1003 
DO ... 1 3750 0,,98 18 1,,17 9906 DT 0.,320 00394 0098 
2 3800 . ff II .. 11609 T 0~320 00457 1015 
3 3765 n !'-;, It 10004 DT 0 .... 320 0,,395 0099 
Made 
of 
Falla 
s 
S 
T ... S 
s 
S 
S 
T-S 
T~S 
s 
S 
T-S 
S 
f--I 
I\) 
\>J 
" 
;>'~~~~~~~~""~,,~~"""'= <#ii2""'!Zi;-""""~""::i\$!QW!ti~~;L ZL A. JQ_;;~¥%j;MQ.-4;:g:&i,iQ!iZ)!I'. ,~. UZ¥.F4i)!$.i4-iUZi$) . .44..$1144%M._ .. 4#k iMqw;:;gU .¥ 2; 2£j'4ti£. : "kM4ZAI ,XX..,¥#J.(iu;g¥ .. "".,.Jwq 
TBlBTS ATM~ I~, Ti» 1951 (TO) 
SIMPLE-SPAN RECTANGUIAR BEAMS WITHOl,IT WEB REINFORCEMENT 
DimansiollSl: b:: variable; d == "'{; D :: 8~ a :: 30; aid :: 4028; L :: 60i L'1r == 65 
Loading: One load 'at midspan 
Reinforoement~ Type Of barB not glven; fy C 52,220 psi for 3/~-inp7 
f :a 48,3'70 psi for 1/2-ino j f :: 46} 240 psi for 5/8 .... in 0 bal~S y y . 
End Anohorage ~ Not given 
Age at Test: 8 days 
Beam fJ p pJf 
c 
psi 0/0 0/0 
T-2b 3580 1 040 1940 
c If n It 
T"..3a 3470 3014 3014 
b It tI II 
0 PI J1 II 
T=5a 3460 2018 2018 
b 18 .If If 
C JI .- It 
T~6b 3130 1040 104D 
0 H fI 
,. 
T~llb 4190 1040 1040 
T",,12a 4880 2c18 2018 
b 
" 
II I( 
0 n .. 18 
B~12Qr:tflQ. 
ReinfQ 
Bars 
NOQJ Size 
2 .... 1/2 
It 
2-'~/4 
,e. 
.. 
2~5/8.' 
,. 
f~ 
2=1/2 
n 
2-5/8 
2-3/4· 
U, 
n 
t b P Mode k k+npB t'Sst 
of ; 
in" kips Fail" 
00857 4 1000 8 Oo32rr op436 
U n 1000 S JI ". 
VI .. 10,,5 S 00405 o~652 
w u 700 s Jf 
" 
" 
, .. 8~5 s n. Jt 
n: n 905 S 00372 00544 
" 
II 10~1 S n It 
" 
.. 10 9 3 8 It tf 
" " 706 S 00331 0 0446 
" 
tt 802 S II II 
r, 6025 1200 S 00321 00425 
It 50'75 1508 s 00)60 00514. 
11 .. 15,,0 s It ,. 
11 Jt 14~3 s ,", K 
Oal(julat'sd 
Mta~t, 
bd2f1{k+np lt. ) 
(} . 
00392 
00392 
00355 
0.23'7 
00288 
Oc387 
00412 
0.1+17 
00417 
00450 
00330 
00334 
00318 
00303 
'Ratio 'Mode 
Mtast of 
M Failo 
5 
0_96 S 
0096 B 
0086 s 
0.57 s 
Oo'ro S 
0094 s 
1.00 S 
11)01 s 
0097 s 
1005 s 
0087 S 
0,95 s 
0091 s 
0087 s 
t-l 
. i') . 
.j::'" 
Q 
' . . ~""P;;;Ak.X-,, . . ,. 2%~-~+,,·., .. IJi~44, ....,,!!i42$43 •• ""'~.¥g*32, SWL .,' #££Att;J.4.i'JiiUAi!Ji'" '.~ CW.LU .' Z, .... WP.J!iii!i¥4h'Q·&Ji$q;;;z:;.p:g.Q!2··;P!i!:;::u,!¥4'r.T#!·f.'Y .. '!@"~·""'·!",-Y;"'fk'''';;:>:'O':'':'''<+-~'''''''''''~ 
TlilSTS BY GASTON,? 1952 (11.) 
SIMPLHj·.,.,SPAN RECTANGULAR BIllAMS'WITHOUT WEB RJjfINFORCEMHlNT 
Dimens1.ons~ b = 6; d ~ 10:o58t D ::;: 12; a :; 36; a/d:= 3040; L ::: 108~ L1 :::; 120 
Loa.ding~ 2 squa,l loads at 1/:3-polnts 
Reinf'cmoament ~ Deformed bars 
Age at Test~ Around 30 da.ys 
Reported 
k ~B;~m~~'f6 p Reinf Q • r, f Anah 0 -~ ~ ii'; at MOde 
Bars y .6 of' 
psi. 0/0 NCo.? Sl.zEl ksi 4' kip~:ino Faila 
T2Ma 4320 1038 2..,.No06 4707 No-ne 33203 S 00359 
T2Mb 4020 n n 4803 Hooks 35107 S 00363 
T2Mo 44-'70 1090 2-Noo '7 4608 NOne 45002 S 00405 
Ca):()ula~~d 
M Rat:to test 
.M bd2f~k tes-t ~ 
a M 
s 
00319 0085 
00359 0092 
003'7'7 1002 
Mode 
of 
Fail o 
s 
s 
s 
j---J 
I\) 
\J1 
o 
T1B~-1;··'~·"""'~"·~"""··-""·'·-'='-~·~~C>""".''''~~''''''''!'''~~'''''''·''''!=''"'''_=o,,~ S"'-~4<. -"'''~''. <tJ.W4 .!Sc;q;;;;;iff!GIWl':~ .. q _ :;;;;z:@1t4J.M.§i£2£!Qi4!Iii 
TESTS BY LAUPA, 1953 (1) 
SIMPLBl",SPAN RECTANGULAR BEAMS WITHOUT WEB REINFORCEMENT 
Dimensions~ b:::: 6; D ::; 12~ L =108;LIl := 120; distanoe a given from 'oElnter of end support to edge of 
oolumn stub 
Loading~ One lOad at oenter Qf' 108 ..... in 0 span, app1ted thrOugh 6 by 12"" in 0 oolumn stub, 6 ina high 
Reinforoement ~ Deformed bars 
End AnohQ:rag~ ~ None, stra.ight bars 
Age at Test ~ Around 28 days 
.R~port·ed 
Beam ft "p Rein:f' 0 f 
c Bars y 
psI 0/0 NOo J Size kai 
8-2 3900 2008 3..,.No p 6 4102 
3=) 4690 2052 2-NO'\lB 5904 
8-4 4·470 3Q21 2 .. Noti9 4&08 
3-5 4330 4011 2-NOo10 4507 
8-11 2140 ID90 2 .... Noo 7 4705 
8 ... 13 3Boo 4011 2-NOo10 4401 
8 ... 1 3940 1046 3-NoD5 4406 
S=9 2140 0093 ~!No04 . 4403 
S-10 2280 10:39 2~Noo6 4108 
---' 
d 
in., 
10058 
100411· 
10037 
10031 
10051 
10031 
10065 
10072 
10058 
Calculated 
a aid p MOde k M Ratio. test 
of te.at Mtest iuo kips Fallo bd2f~k 
a M 
s 
48 4,,54 1991 s OD415 00421 100'7 
J' 4060 2309 8 00446 00419 1017 
Jl 4.;63 2500 S 00478 00435 1 0 18 
..... 4066 2204 s 00531 00367 0098 
II 4057 1502 .s 00450 0,,571 1020 
If 4066 2204 s b0528 0,,420 1005 
51 4079 1608 T-S 00;61 OD~·4; 1</13 
48 4)lB 1105 T""S 00;44 00543 1015 
u, 4054 1504 T-S OD396 OD608 1030 
Mode 
Of 
Fail" 
S 
s 
s 
s 
S 
S 
T=S 
T-S 
T~S 
t--J 
I\) 
0-\ 
-
~d1h!,,,.q.:-0 ... ; .. t;"l-d-:-~7~.¥~_:,"~~~~~=!'.~...t:'~~~~..t~~~~1"'!.~~~~~~~~~:!T~~~:"':~r.::~~!1'~~~":>"~~!1~~~--'f'":~~"·-:=::"r~~·"""· • 
~!t$ BY :MOODY) S]11\m A, 1~'3 (1~) . 
SIMPLH1:,,-SPAN REOTANGULAR Bm.A:MS WITHOUT W1ID3 REINFOR~ 
Dimensions: b::; 7; d ;= lOI'3-10a8; D = 1200)1 a ::: 31b5; aid = 2092~3006~ L·,to: 63; LlI: ::; 75 
Loading: One 10Etd at midspan 
Reinforoeme-nt g Interme,dia.te grade deformed bara 
End Anchorage: None; straight bars 
Age at Test: At-out 28 d'aya 
Beam 
Al 
2 
3 
4 
B1 
2 
3 
4 
01 
2 
3 
4 
f,f 
(} 
psi 
4400 
4500 
4500 
4570 
3065 
3125 
2785 
2430 
920 
880 
1000 
980 
d 
in<l 
10030 
10050 
10055 
10063 
10050 
10055 
10063 
10069 
10055 
lO?70 
10075 
10080 
Rep()rted 
P Reinfo 
Bars 
010 No., SIze 
201.7 1 .. 11 
2015 2 .... 8 
2022 2-7;1-6 
2~'37 4-6 
1062 1-8;2~4 
1063 2-7 
1060 2 .... 6;1-5 
1066 4"'5 
0081 1-7 
0083 2 .... 5 
0080 3-4 
0082 2-4·;2<=-3 
j 
Calou1ated 
,r 
p Mode k Mteat t-est 
of .,." J. 
kips Fail!> bd2f:$;k C 
2700 S OQ426 00306 
3000 If Op423 00322 
3400 .. 00428 0,,357 
3200 11 0043'7 00319 
25Q3 .. 00401 00420 
27.0 ,. 00401 00435 
2500 tI 00404 00442 
2500 if OD419 0.483 
900 II 0~395 0.501 
11 00 I( 0.403 0.608 
1104 tI o .581~ 0.51'7 
110) .. 0.391 0.569 
Ratio 
Mtr;),~t 
M 
-s 
0082 
0088 
0097 
0088 
0097 
1.01 
0099 
1005 
0095 
1014 
lola 
1008 
I-' 
I\) 
-.;J 
. 
'-"! 
~ ... ~."=-=~<:4~<\L<; .. _ ""-:'".. El@'¥§'p¥¥:~,.,¥&. _Z+¥S;;: c¥4@;:c .. ;.z&$+A,HM~Q~ . .2 JW)!£v.)!i4 ... PHi}JtSl5#i+_,A.X". ·@p~~qq.~p4iSaAg:WC LJUqg4JUUP i.4. . AX .. . A~ :4KXQJE ...... " 
TESTS BY MOODY, SERtmS B, 1953 (12) 
SIMELlll ... BPAN .RECTANGULAR BEAMS .WITHO.UT:WEB. REINFORCEMEl:Nr 
Dimensions~ b = 6; d :::: 10.56; D ;:: 12; a ::t: 36; a/d = 3.41; L :x 108; Lt ;:: 120 
Loading: 2 equal loads at 1/3-points 
Reinforcement~ 2~No. 7 intermediate grade deformed bars 
End Anchorage: None, straight bars 
Age at Test: About 28 days 
Reportad. Calqulated 
f' P P Mode 0 test 
of 
~·~·-k--~· ~~--- M~--~t'-~-- Raffo~--' Mode 
~ M of Beam 
psi 0/0 kips Fail. bd2f~k .Je~t Fa'ilq 
s 
1 5320 109 26.0 s 00397 0.334 1.01 s 
2 2420 I( 16.0 S 00441 00408 0.89 s 
3 3735 .. 2305 s 00414 0.,413 1.03 s 
4 2230 
" 
19·8 s 00447 00540 1.15 s 
5 4450 I~ 2304 s 00395 0.,362 0.98 S 
6 2290 If 15·8 s 0.445 0 .. 421 0090 S 
7 4480 n 23.0 S 00395 00354 0096 s 
8 1770 it 14\>0 S 00465 00462 0·94 S 
9 59'70 It 2400 s 0·393 00278 0092 s 
10 3470 IC 2200 S 00418 0~412 1000 S 
11 5530 u 27·0 S 0.395 0.336 1005 s 
12 2925 U· 21b2 S 0.424 00464 1006 s 
13 5480 I( 25.0 s 0.396 00313 0097 s 
14 3265 II 19.4 s 0.421 00382 0090 S 
15 5420 " 23.0 S 0.397 00291 0.89 S 
16 2370 DC 17·0 s 00446 0.437 0.94 s 
J--I 
I\) 
co 
... ~-.:' ..... ~ 
TESTS BY MOODY, SERIES III~ 1953 (12) 
SIMPLE-SPAN RlIICTANGULAR BEAMS WITHOUT'WEB REINFORCEMENT 
DimensIons: b::;: 7; d t:; 21~ D =- 24; a ~ 32; aid::: 1,,52i L = 96; L~ = 120 
Loading~ 2 equal loads at 1/3~points 
Tension Reinforoement ~ Four deformed bars 
Compression Reinforoamsut: Two. deformed baxos; t ::: 0091 
Age at Test~ 28 days 
i. 
Ra,ported' .' 
Beam r i p p:tr. ' f 't \ Anoho Ptest Mode 0 y 
of' 
psi 0/0 0/0 kai kips Faiio 
248. 2580 2072 1036 4507 Hooks 133 S 
b 2990 n Jt U II 136 s 
25a. 3530 3046 lQ73 4504 It 120 S 
b 2500 If. II If •• 1;0 s 
268. 314·0 4025 2013 4308 I~ 189 s 
b 2990 If Jl .. it 178 s 
2713. 3100 2072 1036 4507 None 156 S 
b 3320 If u .. u 160 s 
28a 3380 3046 10T3 4504 . ,. 1,6 s 
b 3250 II .. It 153 s 
29a. ;150 4'125 2013 4308 fI 1'75 s 
b 3620 n ,. It n 196 S 
Ie k+np'$, 
004,32 00552 
004·24. 00538 
00456 00582 
00455 00610 
00485 00659 
00488 01)665 
00433 00545 
00429 00538 
00.458 00596 
00519 00519 
00485 00659 
00480 00645 
'---' 
Caloulated 
M ·t~at 
bd2f1{k+np ll) 
0 
00484 
004,39 
00303 
00442 
004'73 
00464 
00479 
00464 
00350 
00470 
004-37 
00.435 
Ratio Mode 
14 of test Failo M 
S 
100'7 s 
1001 S 
0074 s 
0097 S 
1010 s 
1007 s 
loll s 
1010 S 
0084. s 
loll S 
1002 s 
1007 s 
I-' 
I\) 
\0 
a 
.. '.',.-~ .,' "~"\""-",~. 
RA:.N'Gm or TmST V!}tIABLESFOR\ aroim~sp AN RmCTANG"llUR BEAUS 
WITH ST:pmUPS AND UNOERONE OR· TwO SYMMETRICALCONCENTRATmD LOADS 
," 
- -.------------.--- .. _-------~~~---_._-----.-
T(?st Tabla NOD NOD NOD ·fit d aid p pi a r f 
Saries No,,: of Qf of 0 yw 
Beams 'Shsa,r Flexo 
Fa.il" Failo psi ino 0/0 q/o dego 0/0 ksi 
Richart (2)-X-
Series 1910 17 6 6 2030,...3570 10 204 lo40~lo56 45;90 0035;0052 54Q5;9303, 
Series 1913 18 9 1 8 1~80-:-2180 15 206'7 1047 45 0017..;.1039 40x 
Series 1922 19 6 6 3tS89-4124 21 . 1,;71 2,,33 90 1p38 ... 1040 39~6-4209 
Slater, Lord, 20 4 1 :3 3000...,5960 32075 1074 2033~2o50 pl:::p 90 0"23,,,,0.88 70 
Zipprodt (15) 
1+ 
1609 3037 
Slater, 21 30 -28 1210 .... 5060 401--- 209~ 201~407 90;20 00~2· .. 0085 7304 
Lyse (16) 12~2 8078 
ThompsoR,9 22 3 :3 2570 12 1067 210 90 0029 45x 
Hubbard, 
Fehrer(9) 
Johnston, 23 20 10 10 3190 12 3000 0039-0087 90 0010 45x 
Cox(17) 
Moretto (4) 24 40 26 14 2320~5060 18.025 1075 3098 0050 90;6705~ Oo28~lo12 4600-5500 
19050 1064 1086 OQ47 4·5 
Clark (5) . 25 50 43 7 2000-6900 15037 10 1'7 = 1 d 63-3 0 42 90 0034-1022 4-8,,0 
12037 2054 
Gaston (11) 26 9 9 2120 9 5900 90230;. 3036- 0062=7022 90 otl28-l083 45x 
10072 3090 
Moody (12) 2'7 2 2 3250;3680 21 1,,52 4025 2013 90 0052;0095 4J+ 6 0 ; 4·'7 D:3 
Total 179 87+ 91 
-* Numbers in parentheses refer to oorresponding entries in BIbliography. 
+ One additional beam failed because of insufficient anchorage of stirrups 0 
x Assumed values. 
I-' 
\)J 
0 
.·ft· I.: 
'l'JUU:;llU' 1.'"( 
TBlST,S BY RICHART:; .SERIES 1910 (2) 
SIMPLBl~SPAN RECTANGULAR. BEAMs WITH STIRRUPS 
Dim'ensione: b = B; d :: 10; a = 24; a/d :z:: 2,,4; Lg. 72; L~ := 78 
Ld8.ding: 2 :equa;l lo~ds at 1/3"'point-s 
Tans ion Reinforcement : MOnolith, ovoid, andeorrugat6d bars 
Concrete Strength~ Tests on 6-in9 oube's; reduoed to oy1ostrength by f·B :II; 0075 fi: 
o elf 
Age atTest: From 60 to 70 days 
* Bent;'upbars not ino1uded in web reinforoementQ 
Beam fii 'l'ensian p f Web a r f rf P 0 Reinfo y .Rein! 0 yw yw test 
0/0 
\ 0/0 
--PEl Noo, Size kai dego ksi psi kips 
Stirrups all Web Re'lnfo:rc6mant 
28201 2420 2'-3/41~ , 1D40 1/41i round .45 0035 54 q 5 191 3200 
2 ·3570 monolith n 3707 loops '( " '1 JI 32.0 
:; 2410 " It n n n. 33'9'8 
28101 2670 3~11/161l 1056 4000 3/16" round 90 0052 93Q:; 485 4000 
2 2320 ovoid 'l loops J' II Jl u 36'0.4 
:; 2030 It J1 ., i. .l 3607 
Both Stirrups and Bant~u~ Bars Used as Web Reinfcrrcement 
28105 2570 2Qo.l1/16" 1 0 48 3706 3/16" round 90 0~34* 9904 339'x- 4100 
6 2570 and 1-5/8" " loops and " 
II 
'" 
.. 3708 
7 2030 ovoid It 1-'0,5/8'1. , . " n II Jf 4000 
28401 2420 4~5/8n 1050 630) 3/16-f1, round 45 0025* 6:507 159+''- 52,,8 
2 2560 carr. Jt stir!" 0 and' and n .11. n 4903 
:3 2410 n. 2-5/8n 90 II n. n 4705 
28405 2570 40005/8" 1050 1/4" sq 0 45 0056* 5506 311-x- 5405 
6 2900 It stirro and 'and II u II 5000 o9:rro 
7 2030 tt 6408 2-5/8 rt 90 n It tV 5100 
Mode Fs Ratio 
of Eq9 18 P ~est Fai19 kips p 
s 
T 2903 1009 
T 36,,1 0089 
T 2903 1015 
T 3204 1024 
T 29'08 1022 
T 270 4 1034 
T 3100 1032 
DTJB 3009 1022 
T 26,,9 10 49 
T 30 0 1 1076 
T 3101 lli58 
D'r 3000 1058 
T 3101 1075 I-' 
T 3304 1050 \>l I-' 
T 2r700 1088 
0 
J ~: 
TABLE 18 
TESTS BY RICHART;> SERms 1913 (2) 
SIMPLE-SPAN REryrANGYLAR BEAMS WITH STIRRUPS 
:»~ions~ b = 8; d ~ T5g D :: ,,,~7, a = 40 v aid = 2 .. 67; L '= 120 9 Lt = 126 
·"Ip.'&iing ~ 2 equal loads at 1/3-points 
i~i-on ReinfQ':r'>Oament ~ 
~, 
"hil )tnchorage: HOOkS 
" 
Four 3/4-in" plain raund bats) p- = 000147" 
f' = 36,:;00 ps,i y 
\'so Rei'nforceme:nt ~ 1/4, 3/8, and l/2-ino pla.in round bars:J f = 4o)}ooo psi 
assumed yw 
.':CGnarete Str'e:hgth: Tests on 6-ino oubes;, reduce.d tp cylo strerngth by 
~;. f~ = 0075 f6u 
t 8' 8 ~~gs at Test ~ From· 0 to 23,' days 
l, e ' .... 
f:( 
a 
\ 
2:r80 
19'10 
1680 
1820 
1380 
1840 
1910 
1760 
2030 
a: ( 
0017 
Ocr35 
O~35 
0.,78 
0078 
0078 
00'78 
1039 
0082 
rf yw 
psi 
68 
140 ' 
140 
312 
312 
312 
312 
556 
328 
. * P M~a test ~ 
kips Fail 0 
38.,7 DT 
3905 T 
4002 T 
38 .. 0 T 
1+000 T 
4000 T 
3507 T 
4oii7 T 
44,,0 T 
P Ratlo: Ratio 
s p P 
met" 18 test t;~Bt 
,kips p p S BW 
.-' 
3708 1,,02 0090 
3408 1-013 
3200 1<>26 
3306 1013 
28,,6 1040 
3304 1020 
34,,8 1,,02 
3300 1,,23 
3602 1022 
TABLE 19 
TESTs BY RICHART y SERIES 1922 (2) 
SIMPLE-$PAN RECTANGULAR BEAMS WITH STIRRUPS 
U.loonsi'ons: b = 8;d: 21; D = 24~ a; : 36; aid = 1071; L = 108; Lj: = 120 
~i:ng: 2 equal loads at 1/3-points 
~ian Reinforcement: 'Four 1 1/8~ino corrugated round bars; p = 000233; 
f -= 527400 pEi 
Y 
~ Anchorage: Hooks 
tp,. Re'in£oruement ~ Pl~in round vertieal stirrups 
19a, at Test: Ar'ound 60 days 
"j' 
~.-m f! Stirro s r f rf P c Size yw yw t:e.st 
psi in" ino 0/0 ksi psi kips 
~., . 
:>:' 
Stirrups as Web Reinforoement 
!2301 4124 3/8 4- 1038 42,,9 592 21205 
2 3689 ft " II If If 21604 
2401 4-106 1/2 7 1040 4001 561 218,,5 
2 3790 JU ii JlI n. M 21600 
t25 01 3788 5/8 11 1039 3906 550 22703 
2 4041 n J5 It n It. 22102 
Bent-Up Bars As Web Reinforcement 
~"l 3931 2-1 1/818 0096 5204- 503 2230.4-
2 4203 Bent-up u .n " 21107 
.... , 
(' . 
!; 
i 
I 
I 
\ 
Mode P 
of s 
Fa.il" 
Eqo 18 
kips 
T 13606 
T 13002 
T 13604 
T 13200 
T 13202 
T 13504-
T 13401 
T 13'706 
Ratio 
P test 
P 
S 
1056 
1066. 
1060 
1064 
1072 
1063 
1067 
1054 
TESTS BY SLATER, LORD, AND ZIPPB.ODT~ 1926 (15) 
SIMPLm~SPAN RECTANGULAR BEAMS WITH STIRRUPS 
Dimen~ions ~ a = 57; L :: 114; 1.11 :;:; 128; .D = 36 (18 for Beam 61) 
Load:i.ng: One load 'at midspan 
Flexural Reinforo-ement: Equal tension and compression reinforoement; 1 1/4-ino round plain 
:..bars; f :;= about 55, 000 psi; some bars ,. not known whioh, had muoh y 
End Anohorage: Hooks 
lower yield strength .. 
,~ 
Web Reini'oroement: 1/2 and 3/8=ino plain round vertioal bars; f := about 70,000 psi yw 
Age at Test: About 60 days 
Beam fB b d aid p=p.l t Stirro s r rf P test Mode P Ratio 0 Size yw of s P 
Fai10 Eqa 18 test p 
psi ino ino 0/0 ino ino 0/0 psi kips kips s 
43 4880 1200 32075 1074 2050 00901 1/2 2 0082 574 49602 T 41506 1019 
48 3000 1201 VI I( 2048 H 1/2 2 0081 567 496.2 T 347.6 1043 
50 5960 1201 " " 2048 If 3/8 1 0088 616 51~0 .0 T 429.6 1026 
61 3600 1108 1609 3037 2033 00867 3/8 4 0023 161 121.5 DT 99·2 1022 
--- ,-, -.,,,~.,,,,,,,~ 
Ratio 
p 
test 
p 
sw 
0092 
f-J 
\>I 
..j:::"" 
.. 
TABLE 21 135. 
I TESTS BY SLATER AND LYSE, 1930 (16) SIMPLE-SPAN RECTANGULAR BEAMS WITH STIRRUPS 36; L = 114; Lt 132; aid 2.95 to 8.78 U.J1'lBn5i onS : a = = = 
~; Two equal loads ~ing: 
~nSion Reinforo emen t : Rail-steel bars? f = from 59,300 to 63,000 psi y 
~ . Hooks bid Anchorage: 
r . 3/8-in. s.tirrups, f 73,,400 psi leb Reinforoement: = 
[; yw 
~. at Test: 28 days 
t, . 
r;F. 
;; f'1i b d ;p a r rf Krf P Mode P Ratio ~ 
r c yw ra test of s P 
l Fail. Eq. 18 test 
f: psi in. in. 0/0 dego 0/0 psi psi kips kips P 
r~ '.' s 
........ ' 
~ 
/' 1210 8.2 10.2 2.1 90 0.854 627 33.0 c 15.3 2015 ill t 1.520 H " Ii' if. ~. .. 32.0 C 1709 1079 t:£ 
r·C 1450 ,. " ,. eft 19 JJ 3602 C 1703 2,,09 ~ 2530 " 10.3 2.8 n n .. 4704 . c 2709 1.70 ~2! t. B 2940 .. n JI ''R :If. n 40.0 C 30.5 1031 
.{ .. 2910 . J9 l1li « It .. ". 4608 c 3003 1054 r a 
f;! 4020 " if 307 ft ,. ,. 5806 C 39.1 1050 t B 4200 '" Jt ,. " ,. It 6408 c 39.8 1063 I. 
t a 4000 n n Jt. ,.. n n 6606 c 3900 1 .. 71 ~,4.A 4670 ". 10.1 407 R .If ,. 74.5 c 43.0 1073 
i~ 4660 Sf '" JI J.l Jl n 71 01 a 4-209 1.66 ~ .. !' c 5060 H rt n n " Jt. 7900 c 4309 1080 I~: 
t:,Q. 2490 l1li 14.2 3.0 " n. ,. 9205 DT* 53.7 1·73 ~ B 2600 }f if " n J1 n· 106~6 C 5503 1092 1, 
2670 ~6 ... 1 1.64-L C JIt n n 'n ,H " ,9200 C 
1iA 2800 803 1202 208 '" 00843 619 69.3 c 42~1 1065 
f: B 2860 Jt ,. ,. It ,.. It 63.9 c 42,,6 1050 
r c 3200 • Jl ,. .. JI n 7103 C 4504 1057 
i;8A . 3020 8,,1 8-00 301 20 00421 309 135 2508 c 1901 1035 
.1". 2650 t B n ,. JI. • M 
" " 31·7 DT 17 .. 7 1079 ~. 2600 It Jfl It H N- It Jt 33.4 1705 1,,91 ~'" C C 
f9A 3120 709 509 302 It· 0 .. 432 317 139 1503 c 10 .. 4 1047 
r B 2670 " ~ It "' " Jf Jt 18.6 c 905 1096 
r. C ·29°0 I'll .u Jfl n )f n Jt 1606 C 1000 1066 
~OA 3040 800 401 300 H 0.427 315 138 608 c 409 1037 
~. B 2750 " " If II n ". It 707 c 406 1065 
';. (J 2660 " ii 
,. Jt ,. n. )f 6~2 C 405 103'7 
lA-A 3730 It l' 400 J!l n JII ,. 908 c 6.;0 1.63 
:'. B 3900 H' rt Sf. ,. n " H 1003 C 6.1 1068 
, c 3800 n PC n n n It 1t 91>0 C 600 10 49 
~" Stirrups too short. 
,: 
\ . 
TABLE 22 
TESTS BY THOMPSON, HUBBARD, AND FEHRER, 1938 (9) 
SIMPLE-SPAN RECTANGULAR BEAMS WITH STIRRUPS 
Dimensions: b = 8; d = 12; a = 20; a/d = 1067; L = 60; L1 = 74 
Loading: 2 equal loads at 1/3-points 
Tension Reinforcement: 4 - 7/8 ino round bars, structural grade; 
deformed (1) bars 
End Anchorage: Hooks 
Web Reinforcement: 1/4-ino round vertical stirrups at 305 ino; 
r = 000029; f = 45,000 psi assumed yw 
Ag~ at Test: 28 days 
Beam fD P rf P Mode P Ratio Ratio c yw test 
of s P P Eqo 18 test test Fail., P P psi 0/0 psi kips kips s sw 
IC 1 2570 200 129 9700 S 7408 1030 1003 
2 If H 
" 
8800 s It 1018 0.,94 
3 J( R H 9800 S .. 1031 1.04 
I,' 
TABLE 23 
TESTS BY JOBNSTON AND COX ~ 1939 (1 T) 
SIMPLE-SPAN RECTANGULAR BEAMS WITH STIRRUPS 
Dimensions~ b = 12,. d = 12; D = 1303; a = 36.; aid = 3000; L= 108; 
LV = 120 
Loading: Two equal loads at 1/3-points 
Tension Reinforcement: Hard grade deformed and sq. twisted bars 
End Anchorage: Hooked 
Concrete Strength: Average concrete strength reported 
Web Reinforcement: V~rticral 1/4-ino deformed stirrups at 8 in.; 
intero grade 7 f = 45,000 psi assumed yw 
Age at Test: 28 days 
137 .. 
Beam fO P ·f rf P test Mode P Ratio Ratio c y yw 
of s P. P Eqo 18 test test Fai10 p P psi 0/0 ksi psi kips kips s sw 
): 
Al I 3190 00451 6202 47 3006 T 3009 0099 0,,90 
II " n " " 3009 T J1 1000 0091 
A2 I " 0039 5902 " 2807 T 2900 0099 0090 
II " it it 11 2804 T n 0098 0090 
A3 I 11 0041 6003 n 2803 T 2906 0096 0.,88 
II J1 .M. n .~1 2802 T n 0095 0087 
B1 I " 0078 5902 " 4502 DT 3809 1,,16 1006 
II " Jf Jt .If. 4503 T ,. 1016 1006 
B2 I If 0082 6003 " 4405 T 40.2 loll 1001 
II Jt " 14 I. 4502 DT H 1012 1002 
B3 I " 0083 6302 " 5208 T 3909 1032 1021 
II " 11 .Q JI 52·9 DT If 1032 1021 
II I Jt 00S2 58.6 " 4600 DT 39·7 1016 1006 
II ". 'J$ Jt .lI 4505 DT n 1015 1005 
Tl I n 00S7 5804 " 5402 DT 4007 1033 1022 
II JI 19 " 11 5403 T " 1033 1022 T2 I Jt 0081 6108 )f- 4701 DT 3905 1019 1009 
II K 11 n Jf 4507 DT Jt 1016 1006 
T3 I Jt 0078 6404 " 420S DT 3809 1010 1001 
II 11 " 11 J1 4505 DT n 1017 1007 
~~"-""""""'--~''---.. '';-'.'-:~-::-:'". 
TA.B41U. 2#-
TESTS BY MORETTO~ 1945 (4) 
SIMPLE .... SPAN RECTANGULAR BEAMS WITH STIRHUPS 
D:i.menslons: b:: 505; d == 18025; D == 21; a. ;i; 32; aid =: 1075; L= 96; 1 8 == 120 
Loading: 2 equal loads at 1/3-points. 
Tension Reinforo~ment: Four l .... ino square deformed bars; p :=: 000398; fy :; 48,000 psi 
End Anohorage: Hooks 
COlllpression Reinforcement: Two 1/2-ino square deformed ba.rs; t =: 00932; p:f ::: 00005 
Web Reinforcement: 1/4~ln., plain bars, 3/8 ino and 1/2;,. i11 0 deformed bars; s ;:: 605 ino 
Age of Test: 28 days 
Beam 
IV 1/4 1 
2 
2V 1/4 1 
2 
II 1/4 1 
2 
21 1/4 1 
2 
lD' 1/4 1 
2 
2D 1/4 1 
2 
lV 3/8 1 
2 
2V 3/8 1 
2 
'= 
ft 
o 
psi 
3880 
3040 
4680 
4930 
4020 
3570 
4840 
4560 
3360 
3590 
33'70 
3540 
2780 
3450 
4260 
3980 
0: 
dego 
90 
It 
.. 
" 
6705 
u 
" 
.. 
45 
.. 
JI 
It 
90 
" 
.. 
" 
r 
0/0 
0028 
" 
II 
n 
tf 
II 
" 
,I 
" 
n 
H 
" 
00615 
It 
n 
II 
f 
yw 
ksi 
5500 
If 
" 
" 
" 
.. 
n 
" 
ff 
II 
fl 
n 
4,709 
It 
It 
II 
rf P yw· test 
154 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
.ft 
.. 
II 
If 
\I 
Jf 
295 
If 
tt 
H 
kips 
11604 
11608 
13508 
13404. 
12609 
11500 
14400 
12000 
11503 
12108 
14203 
13808 
14209 
15008 
14803 
13900 
Madia 
of 
Failo 
DT 
DT 
DT 
DT 
DT 
DT 
DT 
DT 
Dl1 
D'J.1 
DT' 
DTJ 
D'I' 
ur 
D':r 
D'Il 
p 
s 
Eqo 18 
kips 
9604 
_ 8503 
10305 
10409 
9708 
9208 
10404 
10207 
9000 
9209 
9000 
9205 
81.,2 
9102 
100.0 
9706 
Ratio 
p 
test 
~ 
s 
1021 
1.,37 
1031 
1028 
1030 
1024 
1038 
1017 
1028 
1031 
1058 
1050 
1076 
1065 
1048 
1042 
Ratio 
p 
~ 
P 
sVJ 
0093 
1005 
1000 
0098 
0099 
0095 
1006 
0~89 
0098 
1000 
1021 
1015 
loll 
1004 
0093 
0089 
I-' 
~ 
en 
--'~'"~'-"-'.-"-';?:",,"",,"'~~~ 
TBlSTS BY MORETTO, 1945 (4) 
SIMPLHl ... SPAN RECTANGULAR BEAMS WrrH STIRRUPS 
Beam ft: 0: r f rf Ptest Mode P Ratio Ra.tio c yw yw 
of s P P Eqo 18 test test Failo p -p 
psi dego 0/0 ksi psl kips kips s sw 
f 
II 3/8 1 3780 6705 00615 4709 295 162p5 DT 9504. 1070 1007 
2 3370 DC II It 11 15505 DT 9000 1073 1009 
21 3/8 1 4210 If tV II It 17100 UT 9909 10'71 1\>08 
2 4160 II If It 
" 16500 DT 9902 1066 1004 ID 3/8 1 2940 45 n .. tI 132 0 0 DT 8309 1057 0099 
2 2770 JI .. If It 127'?5 DT 8100 1057 0099 
2D 3/8 1 3790 .. u ." II 13909 D11 9502 1047 0.,92 
2 3580 JI 1( .. " 14704 DT 9300 1058 0099 lV 1/2 1 3740 90 1012 500'7 568 15700 c 9408 1066 0078 
2 3590 II " II If 15700 c 9209 1069 00'79 2V 1/2 1 5060 " It It " 18808 c 10506 1079 0\>84 
2 4570 II " If " 18400 c 10206- 1079 0084 
II 1/2 1 3070 6705 It 11 " 11'705 c 85'18 2007 0097 2 3110 
" 
it II .. 1'7800 c 8603 2006 0096 
21 1/2 1 4080 If 18 11 .. 196 Q 3 .C 9803 2000 0094 
2 4340 II II " " 19601 C 10008 1095 0091 
lD 1/2 1. 3090 45 II II H 16500 C 8602 1091 0089 
2 2320 ... It .. tI 14,500 c 7209 11'99 0093 
2D 1/2 1 3330 .. It tv II 17105 C 89,,5 1092 0090 
2 3660 11 " II It 18002 C 9308 1092 0090 
Series Is. 
b ~ 505 ina; d = 1905 ino; a = 32 luo; aid = 1064; p = 0~0186; pO = 000047; t = 00936 
laV 1/4. 1 3650 90 0028 4600 129 10502 DT 8205 1028 1002 
2 3430 II u ,l II 1071'0 DT 8000 1034. 1007 
laV 3/8 1 3385 n 00615 5200 320 11506 TJDT 790'7 1045 0088 j-I 
2 3290 It If .. " 11901 T Dfr 7806 1052 0.;93 \>I J ... \.0 
TABLli125 . ·~"1~:'~~~~·~~~""~;:;;:::::"'L4f;;'M.¥M-::-Q(.2ilijj 
TESTS BY CLARK, 1951 (5) 
SIMP1E~SPAN RETANGULAR BEAMS WITH STIRRUPS 
Loading~ 2 1:lQual symmetrical loads at 'Various posltlons on beam 
Tension Roinforoement: Deformed bars 
End Anohorage~ 1/2 by 8.,.in. plates 1/4-ino thiok welded to the end 'of bars 
Web Reinforoement: 3/8.-ino vertioal deformed bars; f ;:: 48,020 psl yw 
Age at Test~ 28 to 30 days; beams kept moist until the day prior to testing 
Beam fa p a. aid s r rf P Mode P Ratio Ratio Ratio 
c yw tHst 
of s P P P 
Fail. Eqo 18 test test test p p Pf psl 0/0 ino in q 0/0 psi kips .. kiEs s sw 
8 by 18 ino Beams; Span c 72 ino; d c 15037; fy r: 46,.500 P!3i 
Al-l 3575 3010 36 2.54 702 0.38 182 100 9 0 DT 7509 1032 0097 O,c9..83 / 
2 3430 Jl " If H It It 9400 DT 7405 1026 0092 0078 
3 3395 tt II tt U .. J( 100.0 DT 74.0 1035 0·99 0.84 
4 3590 .. n It tt It "' 11000 DT 7600 1044 1006 0,,91 
Bl ... 1 3388 3010 30 1095 7,,5 0.37 178 12504 DT 8809 1.41 1004 0.,88 
2 3680 It u If U. If 
" 
11504 DT 92.3 1.25 0092 0079 
3 3435 If tt If tf II ... 128.1 DT 8902 1\>43 1005 0089 
4 3380 Il II It tf .. 'l 120.6 DT 8806 1036 1000 0.84 
5 3570 I( If tf It .. fa 108<16 D'r 91.0 1019 0088 0?75 
B2-1 3370 3010 30 1095 3075 0073 351 13504 DT 8804 1053 0090' 0.95 
2 3820 ,. n " It It Jl 14409 DT 9400 1054 0090 0098 
3 3615 " .. a( n " It 150.6 DT 91.5 1.64 0.96 1.03 
B6-1 6110 3.10 30 1095 705 O~.37 178 17006 DT 10603 1.,60 1.18 1,,06 
01-1 3720 2.07 24 1056 800 0034 163 124·9 DT 100 0 9 1024 0094 0095 
2 3820 11 II " " .. 18 13909 DT iOl09 1037 1003 1005 i---J g 
. 
..;..:' TABlE 25 (COlfllln) 
Beam fU P a aid s r rf P Mode P Ratio Ratio Ratio c yw test 
of s P P P Eqo 18 test test test FallQ ~.-
psi 0/0 ino ino 0/0 psl kips kIps P P P f s sw 
01-3 3475 2.07 24 1056 8\;0 0034 163 11006 DT 97.6 1013 0085 0085 
4 4210 I( fC If 11 II VI 128.6 DT 10603 1021 0091 0096 
C2-1 3430 2007 24 1056 400 0069 331 13004 DT 97·0 1034 0081 1000* 
2 3625 t1 .. " f( .. II 13504 DT 9906 1036 0082 10037<-
:3 3500 II If It tI at It 14506 T 9708 1049 0090 1011* 
4 3910 " .. I( II II II 129·06 DT 10005 +029 00·78 0098* 
C3-1 2040 2.07 24 1056 8,,0 0034 163 10006 DT 71 0 6 1040 1006 0087 
2 2000 .. 
" 
.. J( If It 9001 DT 70·9 1027 0096 0078 
3 2020 tI .. II " .. If 8406 DT 7103 1019 0090 0073 
04-1 3550 3010 24 1056 800 0034 163 13901 DT 11305 1023 0093 0086 
06-2 6560 3010 24 1056 800 0034 163 19006 DT 13202 1044 1009 0.94 
3 6480 II H ,. It II at 19506 DT 13201 1048 1012 0097 
4 6900 It If II. U n tf 19207 DT 13004 1048 1.12 0095 
. --
8 by 18 ino Bea.ms; Spa.n =.:: 72 ina; d x;; 1503'7 l.nc; fy ;: 48:1630 psi 
Dl-l 3800 1063 18 1017 600 0046 221 13504 DT 124.1 1.09 0076 0091 
2 3'790 " " " If It If 160.4 T 121.0 1.32 0092 lo08-H-
3 3560 
" 
II II 
" " 
Jf 11504 DT 120.4 0.96 0.67 00 '"(8 
D2-1 3480 1063 18 1017 4.5 0061 293 13004 DT 119·0 1.10 0.69 0089 
2 3'755 " It " tI .. ff 14004 DT 120:5.4 1014 0.'72 0094 
3 3595 " tI If JI .. Jt 15004 T 120·9 1024 0078 1.017{-
4 3550 " tI .. " II ,. 15006 T 120.3 1025 0.'79 1 0 021~ 
j---I 
.f="" j---I 
'1'A1:H:4!l c? ~ vUN:1' '"'D )" 
Beam fO p a aid s r rf P , Mode P Ratio Ratio Ratto 
a yw test 
of s P Ptest P Fallo Eqo 18 test test P p Pf psi 0/0 ino ino 0/0 psi kips. kips s sw 
D3=1 4090 2044 18 1017 300 0092 442 17706 DT 14805 1020 0064 0083 
D4-1 3350 1063 18 1017 2025 1022 586 14004 DT 11608 1020 0055 ' 0",96 
6 by 15 ino Beams; Span = 96 ino; d =: 12037; f = 46,500 psi. y 
Dl~6 4010 3042 24 1094. 800 01'46 221 780 9 DT 6003 1030 0090 0081 
7 4060 Jt " II " .. .. 8006 DT 60.5 1033 0092 0082 
8 4030 u n tt .. .. JJ 83 q 6 DT 601'4 1038 0096 0086 
6 by 15 ina Beam; Span = 115 ino; d = 12037 ina; f = 46,500 psi y 
El-2 4375 3~42 25 2002 500 OoT? 351 9907 DT 6000 1066 0098 1004 
6 by 15 in" Beams; Span;::; 120 ino; d;::; 12037 ino; f = 46,500 psi y 
D2~6 4280 3042 30 2043 600 0061 293 7507 DT 4905 1053 0.96 0096 
'7 4120 J( Of II .. " 
~, 70.7 DT 4808 1045 0091 0·90 
8 3790 " .. n " It It 7507 DT 46·9 1061 1002 0098 
D4-1 3970 3042 30 2043 705 0049 235 7507 DT 4600 1058 1007 0097 
2 3720 .. " " ,1 It " 7007 DT 4606 1052 1,,03 0092 
3 3200 II 11 If II II " 7492 DT 43.2 1072 1.17 1.02 
D5-1 4020 3042 30 2043 100O, 0037 178 6507 DT 4802 1036 1000 0.84 
2 4210 " If " II .. " 7007 DT 4903 1044 1006 0.90 
:3 3930 " II It tI If II 7007 DT 4708 1048 1009 0091 
7(- Considered tension failureo 
f-l 
+:-
f\) 
. 
TABL"ftl.26 
TESTS BY GASTON,9 1952 (1'1) 
SIMPLE=SPAN RECTANGULAR BEAMS WITH STIRRUPS 
Dimensions~ b =r 6; D ~ 12~ a :: 36; aid :: 3036 to 3~90; L l:I: 108; L' ::¢ 120 
Loa.ding~ 2 equal loads at 1/3:"'polnts 
Tension Reinforoement~ Deformed bars 
End Anchorage ~ None, straight bars 
Web Reinforo'ement: 1/4 and 3/8=:i.:tlo vertioal deformed stirrups .. f ::/. 45,,000 psi assumed 
. "yw J. 
Age at Test~ Around 30 days 
Beam fO d p f r rf Mtest Mode M Ratj.o c y yw of s M Eqo 18 test 
O/D 0/0 Falla = psl. ina ksi psi klp=ft klpoft M 
s 
TILb 2520 10" '72 0062 4·600 0028 126 20,,2 T 180'7 1008 
T2La 2120 10065 009'1 4004 0042 189 24-02 T 2000 1021 
T4-Lb 2810 10044 2052 4-303 0092 414 4'708 T 3204 lq48 
T5L 2500 10037 3022 4002 0092 4·14 5309 T 3203 1067 
T11IJ 2900 9023 '1022 4503 1083 824 6'706 c 3504 1091 
Tilla. 5880 10058 1038 44-02 1005 473 3501 T 34'09 1001 
T2H 5400 10044 2052 4506 1005 473 5309 T 4203 1027 
T3H 5920 9052 4020 4302 1083 824 6'707 'r 4204 1060 
T5H 5900 9023 7922 4006 1083 824 8603 T 4608 1085 
!-I 
-F" 
\..N 
TABLE: 27 
TESTS BY MOODY, SERIES II17 1953 (12) 
SIMPLE~SPAN RECTANGULAR BEAMS WITH STIRRUPS 
Dimensions: b -z=; 7; d ;; 21; D c 24; a lO'!l 32; aid c 1052; 1 ;;:; 96; L'& z: 120 
Loadlng: 2 equal loads at 1/3~points 
Flexural r'ei.nforoement: Noo 11 deformed bars, f =: 43,800 pst, t ;:: Oe914 y 
End l\..nchorage: Hooks 
Web lleinforoemellt: Verti.oal stirrups 
Age at Test: 28 days 
Beam fi P p$ Web s n Reinf " 
psi .0/0 0/0 in. 
~~ 
30 3680 4Q25 20.13 NOe 3 6. 
31 3250 JV Ji NOe 4 " 
r f rf P Mode yw yw test 
of 
Faila 
0/0 ksi psi kips 
OQ52 4703 246 215 s 
0·95 4400 418 228 s 
P Ratio 
8 P . 1ilq~ 18 test 
kips P s 
179·5 1.20 
169.8 1034 
Hatio 
P t.sst 
P 
sw 
0.80 
0073 
f--l 
..f:"'" 
+:-
" 
-l:a.O.LJ.lli. C:O 
'IiJUS'rs BY RICHART,9 SERIES 1917 (2) 
SIMPLE""SPAN RECTANGULAR BEAMS wrrH BENT""UP BARS 
Dimensions: b:lll 801; d =; 10; D ~ 12; a li;: 48; ·a/d:c. 408; L:c; 114; LB ~ 120 
Loading: 2 equal lOiads 
Tension Reinforoemellt~ Pla.in round bars:J hooked; f ~ 37,500 to 45,700 psl y 
Web Reinforcement: Bent~Up ba.rs, hooked 
Concrete Strength: fJ,c:;:' 4770 psi for a Zone 4 in" deep a.nd 54 In. long at top o'enter of 
eaoh beam; f:~ z: 3040 to 3'1'70 for the remainder 
c 
Age at Test~ About 60 days 
--~~~----,~----------~----~~--~~--~--~--~~~~ 
Beam 
16B6ol 
602 
l6B701 
702 
16B801 
802 
16B901 
902 
16BIOol 
1002 
16B1801 
1802 
16B1901 
1902 
p x-x: 
0/0 ino 
3.65 9.6 
,t II 
3 .. 64 9.6 
U l!I 
3060 9~6 
tI " 
3065 12,,0 
" " 3.55 16,,8 
It 1t 
)062 - 16 
" ,t 
3.6; 16 
JI III 
0: 
dego 
45 
.It 
45 
)i 
45 
11 
45 
u 
45 
Ji 
28 
" 
45 
.II 
r 
0/0 
0056 
.It 
0056 
tI 
0,,80 
11 
0080 
It 
3028 
~i 
1096 
It 
1029 
J1 
rf yw 
psi 
210 
,f. 
.. 
" 320 
" 
370 
Jf 
1490 
Il 
900 
H 
590 
u 
-)(. Distance from Im~d to first bent<?'up baro 
P test 
kips 
4002 
4000 
4202 
40 0 8 
4008 
4000 
4-109 
4105 
3603 
3105 
4505 
4009 
3707 
4101 
Mode 
of 
Fallo 
T 
T 
T 
11 
'):I 
T 
T 
T 
T 
'I' 
T,DT 
T 
T 
T 
p 
s 
Eqo 18 
kips 
3003 
30.3 
3003 
3003 
30,1 
3001 
3.0113 
3003 
3000 
30 0 3 
3002 
:3002 
3002 
3002 
Ratio 
P test 
V-
s 
1l.33 
1,,32 
1039 
1835 
1.,6 
1,,33 
! 1 .. 38 
I 1" 37 
: 1,,21 
! 1005 
! 1 .. 51 
1.36 
1182) 
11»36 
Ratio 
P test 
dO 
P 
sw 
0094-
0 .. 93 
0098 
0.95 
0883 
Oe81 
1-1 
$ 
TABlE 29 
TESTS BY RICHART.; SERIIDS 1911 (2) 
SIMPLE ... SPAN RECTA,NGULAR BEAMS WITH BENT~UP ~ARS 
\ 
Dimensions: b::: 8; d = 10; D ~ 12; a ~ 24; aid ~ 204; L ~ 72; Li ~ 78 
Loading: 2 equal loads at l/3~points 
Tension Reinforcement~ Three ;/4"", in 0 plain round bars, hooked 
p ::: 000165; fy :=about 38,000 pEi 
Web Reinforcement: One 3/4"'in!> round bar bent uP, a ::.: about 27 dego 
Concrete Strength: Tests 0:0. 6 by 8 by 4o-ino oontrol bea.ms; reduced to 
cylinder strength by £1 ;::: 607 f c . . r 
Age at Test: Around 60 days 
Beam fB r* rf P Mode P Ratio 0 yw test 
of s P Eqo 18 test Failo 
Pf?i 0/0 . ps~ kips kips . P s 
292",1 1760 0050 190 3007 DT 2505 1020 
2 n n .. 2809 DT 2505 1014 
3 JI II Ii 2908 DT ~5Q5 1017 
-;:. ~, A 
7(. w 
r oomputed as r :;::: b asi~270 0 
Ratio 
P test 
~
P 
aw 
0087 
o~83 
0085 
f--I 
8: 
o 
TABLm 30 
AMOUNT ·OF-· 'WIm' REINFORCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
PREVENT SHIDAR FAILURES 
NORMAL ACI BEAMS WITHOUT COMPRESSION REINFORCEMENT 
f'f. 
e 
.p 
0/0 
r.. 
~, 
p/fi n k M 
c s 
.;,.;5 bd2f-': 10 Eq~ 16 Eq. 14 
c 
ACI* in2/1b Eq" 18 
2000 0.91 0046 1000 0.345 0.166 
2500 1.13 0)f.5 900 D .. 351 0 .. 160 
3000 1 .. 36 0.45 8a3 0.376 0.164 
3750 1 .. 72 0 . 46 7 ~ 7 0 " 398 0" 160 
* Steel. percentages as given by ACI .Code balanced design 
requirements for f = 20,000 psi and f = 0.45 fl. 
e
q 
2000 0,,182 
2500 0.181 
3000 0.181 
3750 0.184 
2000 0.,205 
2500 0.203 
3000 0.204 
3750 0.207 
2000 0.228 
2500 0.226 
3000 00227 
3750 0 .. 229 
0.169 
0 .. 167 
0.167 
0.168 
0.188 
00186 
0.186 
0 .. 187 
00207 
0.205 
00205 
0.205 
Ratio. rf 
/ 
.' yw 
Mf Ms psi 
Eqo 26 
f = 40,000 y 
1002 11 
1.04 22 
1.02 11 
Ip05 25 
f = 45,000 y 
1.14 69 
1.16 81 
1.14 69 
1017 84 
f = y 
1025 
11>28 
1.25 
1.28 
50,000 
126 
140 
126 
141 
psi 
psi 
psi 
r(%) 
computed for f (ksi)= yw 
40 45 50 
0.03 
0.06 
0.03 
0.06 
0.17 
0.20 
0.17 
0.21 
0.32 
0035 
0.32 
0.35 
0.02 
0.05 
0.02 
0.06 
0.15 
0,,18 
0.15 
0 .. 19 
0.28 
0.31 
0.28 
0.31 
0,.02 
0.04 
0002 
0.05 
0.14 
0016 
0.14 
0 .. 17 
0.25 
0 .. 28 
0.25 
0.28 
RANGE dB' TEST vARIABLES FOR ~SIMVLIll';SPAl{'TI"'BIrrJijKS 
UNDER TwO SYMMBlTRICAL CONClilNTRA TED LOADS \\, 
* Numbers in parentheses refer to oorresponding entries in the Bibliographyo 
t-' 
&; 
o 
TABLm 32 
TESTS BY BACH AND GRAF, HEFT 10, 1911 (18) 
SIMPLE~SPAN T-BEAMS UNDER TWO SYMMETRICAL CONCENTRATED LOADS 
Dimensions: b:';: 1907; b:t ::;; 7.9; D :;. 15Q7; d :c 1309; H :: 3.9; a : 3904;a/d ~ 2083; L::: 11801; LB' ~ 13309 
Loading: 2 equal loads at 1/3~points. . 2 . 
Tension Reinforcement: Two 1057-ino plain round bars; A ~ 3090 ln ; f ~ 43,600 psi 
Anchorage: Hooks s y 
Web Reinforcement: Plain round vertioa1 stirrups 
Reinforcement in Flange: None " 
Concrete Strength: Average fl: ;;; 3530 psi, fl := 0075 fl ::; 2650 psi; variation from -8 to +12 percent 
eu c eu 
Age at Test: About 45 days 
Number of Beams: 3 companion specimens in each group; 2 in-groups c and d 
Beams With Web Reinforcement 
Group Size s r f rf P Ft P Ratio Ratio Mode WoRe yw yw test s P P of IDqo 35 test test Fai10 P P ino ina 0/0 ksi psi kips kips s sw 
b 0.51 3.35 1,,56 37,,8 580 9404 0,,82 60,,6 1056 0073 BJS ? 
c 0051 5,,51 Oo~5 38.6 370 8600 II J( 1042 0.82 B,S ? 
d 0.28 5.51 0027 4002 109 7702 .. It 1027 1004 s 
8 0039 7.87 0039 41.0 160 80.0 II It 1032 1.00 S 
9 0.28 7.87 0.19 4308 83 7200 ", It 1019 1003 s 
10 0020 7087 0010 4802 48 65.8 .. rt 1008 0099 S 
11 0.39 5091 0052 41,,0 213 8209 II It 1037 0.96 s 
12 0.28 5091 0.26 4308 114 7904 .t II 1031 1006 S 
13 0.20 5·91 0.13 4802 63 7204 .. II 1.19 1005 s 
15 0.39 3.94 0·79 41.0 324 9401 " 
,I 1055 0.94 S 
16 OQ28 3·94 0039 4308 171 8802 it fl 1045 1008 S 
17 0.20 3094 0020 4802 96 8001 Jt .. 1032 1010 S 
18 0.20 1·97 0.39 4802 188 8903 ft, at 1047 1007 s 
14 0039 5·91 0052 4100 213 8202 .1, tI 1036 0,,96 s 
19 0028 5091 0026 4308 114 7109 ,i It 1019 0097 s 
I 
. \ 
f-l 
\5 0 
Group 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Size s 
WoRo 
--ino ino 
-TABLE 32 (UONT'D) 
TESTS BY BACH AND GRAF; HIDFT 10:1 1911 (18) 
SIMPLE~SPAN T .... BEAMS UNDER TWO SYMMEtRICAL CONCENTRATHID LOADS 
Beams With Web Reinforcement 
r f rf P '- Ft P Ratio yw yw test s p 
Eqo 35 test 
p/o P kai psi kips kips s 
0028 50910026 4308 114 7404 0082 60b6 1023 
079 by 008 5091 0053 5705 305 8705 .. II lo4J.t-
079 by 008 5091 0039 5202 141 7702 II " 1027 
0028 5091 0026 4308 114 6706 Jl .. 1012 
Hearris·Withontwe1)1feTnr-6ro-emEint· - -
Beam f9 P A Ft M Ratio Mode c test c teat ~ M of 2 A dfi:iF test psi kips in c c t M Fa.ilo 
s 
8-330 2650? 57q3 8909 00815 op418 0093 S,B 
331 2650? 4805 ., is 0,,354 0079 S,B 
7-441 2570 5209 fl .. 00398 0088 S,B 
442 2510 5209 II tl 0,,408 0089 S,B 
444 2690 5703 It It 00412 0092 S,B/ 
Ratio 
P test 
.p 
sw 
1000 
0090 
0099 
0092 
Mode 
of 
Failo 
S 
S 
S 
S 
.;>~\. 
~ 
\J1 
o 
TESTS BY· BRAUNE A~ MYERS, 1917 (19) 
,SIMPLE-SPAN T-BEAMS UNDER TWO SYMMffiTRICAL CONCENTRATED LOADS 
Dimensions: b:;:: 42; b( == 6; D ;::: 12; e = 4025, a ;:: 36; L -= 108; Li ;:: 120 
Loading: Two equal. loads at 1/3-points 
Tension Reinforoement: 5/8 .... ino square twisted barsi f = 40,320 and 66,350 psi for the 
two bars tested Y 
Reinforoement in Flange: Four 3/8-in. round long. ba.rs; 3/8 ... in. square transverse bars 
at 8 in.; all beams exoept I 
Web Reinforoement: 1/4-ino square plain bars and bent-up bars 
Concrete Strength: Average fB = 2270 psi; fl = 0075 fl = 1700 psi 
eu Q ou Age at Test: 90 days 
Beams Without Web Reinforoement 
p* d aid P Mode A Ft test 
of 0 Beam 
0/0 in. kips Fail. . 2 ln 
.---
1,-1 0.34 10·9 3·30 33.4 S 109 0.53 
2 It .. Jl 28.8 S Ii II 
Beams With Web Reinforoement 
p-)H(> d aid Web 0: r rf P Made 
Reinf. yw test of Beam 
a/a in. deg .. 0/0 psi kips Fail. 
1I-1 0.51 10·9 3.30 Stirr. 90 0·52 350 92.0 ·T 
2 " ... .- " If at 86.0 T 
I11-1 0.51 10·9 3.30 3B-u.p ? ? 97.4 T 
2 II tI n Bars 9504 T 
IV-l 0091 10.0 3060 Stirr. 90 2.36 1580 12906 T 
2 II .. It +B-up 45 .. It 139·2 T 
V-I 0.91 10.0 3060 Stirr. ,g 2.82 1870 139·2 T 2 It .. I~ +B~up .. JI 1~202 T 
-)E- Bars not hooked. 
-'** Bars hookEld. 
M Ratio test M A dftF test 
o 0 t M 
s 
00562 1.14 
0.484 0.98 
F P t s 
Eqo 35 
kips 
0.59 39·1 
II Ii 
0.59 3901 
II n 
0.62 43·7 
n 
" 0062 43.7 
" " 
Ratio 
p 
test 
p 
s 
2.36 
2020 
2.49 
2.44 
2·97 
3.19 
3.19 
3.19 
I--' 
\J1 
I--' 
152 .. 
TABLE 34 
TESTS BY RICHART, SERIES 1922 (2) 
SIMPLE-SPAN T-BEAMS UNDER TWO SYMMETRICAL CONCENTRATED LOADS 
Dimensions: b = 20; b J = 8; D = 24; d"= 21,. e = 6,. a = 36, a/d = 1071 
L = 108;Lu = 120 
Loading: 2 equal loads at 1/3-points 
Tension Reinforoement: Four 1 1/8-ino oorrugated round bars, p = 000093, 
fy = 52,400:psi 
Anohorag e : Hooks 
Web Reinforoement: Plain round vertical stirrups 
Reinforcement in Flange: None 
Age at Test: About 60 days 
Beams Without Web Reinforcement 
BSaJIl fB P Mode A F. M 
c test 
of c· t test 
psi kips Failo ino 2 A df.u:Ft 'C c 
221001 3610 18003 DT 12500 0076 00451 
221002 3570 16702 DT 12504 It 00421 
Be'ams With Web Reinforoement 
Beam f J· Size s r f rf P . Mode 
c W"Ro yw yv1 test of 
psi ina ino 0/0 ksi psi kips Failo 
22601 4037 3/8 4 1038 4209 592 25905 T 
2 4331 ,. Jf JI " " 24505 T 
22701 3799 1/2 7 1040 4001 561 25805 T 
2 4346 " n. Jt 
,. n 26508 T 
22801 4058 5/8 11 1039 3906 550 26104 T 
2 4152 " " 
,.. n n 25702 T 
Ratio Mode 
M of test Failo M 
s 
1010 S 
1~03 S 
Ft P Ratio s P , Eq035 test 
kips P 
s 
0076 17207 1050 
,.. 178,,1 1038 
" 16705 1054 
n 17803 1049 
" 17300 1051 
n 17408 1047 
TABLE 35 
TESTS BY THOMPSON AND FERGUSON, 1950 (20) 
SIMPLE-SPAN T-BEAMS' UNDER TWO SYMMETRICALCONCEr-.'"TRAmDLOADS 
Dimensions: a = 28; L = 84; La = 96 
Loading: Two equal loads at 1/3-points 
Tension Reir~orcement: Two 3/4~ino round deformed bars J inter 0 grade, 
A = 0088 in2 
s 
End Anchorage~ Welded anchorage plate 
Web Reinforoement: None 
Reinforcement in Fla.nge: None 
Shoulders: Width":; bn ; depth from top of beam;;: elt = 0 
Age a.t Test: 28 days 
Series H-B and K-B: Beams wi.th B-tile considered in analysis; compo 
strength of B-tile = 4160 psi p 5/8-ino layer of tile included in 
the overall dimensions of beams 
)lode of Fa.ilure: All beams failed in shear 
d:a;l l' 
fll P test A F t 
y 
test Ratio c c 
lit . Beam A dfOFt est 2 psi kips ino C Ci M 
s 
;N~l 
2 
3000 
2990 
2540 
10068 
10076 
9066 
30067 
30067 
30097 
0065 
» 
00357 
00361 
00378 3 
G~4 3320 6030 30099 0058 00326 0078 
5 3150 7010 31028 n 00383 0090 
6 3170 7090 31a19 n , 00425 1000 
b=19;b'=4025;b"=7;d=6025;D=705;e=105;e"=3.5;a/d=4.48;d/e=4.17;b/b'=4047 
~l 3150 12030 30095 0061 00463 1008 
2 3280 13040 30-081 J1 0" 487 10 15 
3 3220 12030 30088 n 00454 1007 
b=22;bl:=4025;bn=O;d=405;D~505;e=2013;e"=0;a/d=6a22;d/e=2ol1;b/b 1 =5.18 
HB-2 3270 9014 31009 0060 00 470 loll 
5 3150 9 0 14 31 0 19 n 0 0 48 t 1 . 13 
8 3020 8,,90 310 48 n 00 489 10 12 
b=19;b 6;;::4.25;bK =8025;d=6025;D=7.5;e=2o13;e''=4.13;a/d=4048;d/e=2093;b/b i =4047 
KB-l 3340 13.78 34044 0062 00435 1003 
4 3350 12025 34044 " 00385 0092 
7 3500 14076 34020 n 00447 1,,08 
154.-
TABTE 36 
TESTS BY FERGUSON AND THOMPSON, 1953 (21) 
SIMPLE':"SPAN T-BEAMS ·ONDER TWO SYMMETRICAL CONC]Thr""TRATED LOADS 
Dimensions: b = 17; d = 8025; D = 905; e :; 105; 
L = 64; L'=72 
Loading: Two equal loads at 1/3-points 
Tension Reinforcement: Two NoD 8 deformed bars, 
End Anchorage: Welded steel block at each end 
Web Reinforcement: None 
rail steel; A = 1058 in2 
s 
Reinforcement in Flange: None 
Age at Test: Around 28 days 
Shoulders: Width = bn, depih ~rom top of beam = e" 
Mode of .... Fa.ilure: All beams failed in shear 
Beam 
A 1 
2 
3 
4-
5 
6 
D 1 
2 
B 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
C 1 
2 
psi in", 
4310 4-
3960 ,. 
5090 n 
5070 ,. 
6580 Jt 
5610 " 
4540 7 
4290 H 
5175 4 
4860 " 
5800 N 
6290 " 
5950 It 
4860 4-
4860 tl 
en. 
7 4-
n n 
l1 
n n 
n 
7 6 
n 
" 
11 n 
'1 N 
n ,. 
,. " 
kips 
13006 
12012 
15012 
14022 
-15022 
16000 
A 
c 
. 2 
lYlo 
31038 
31054-
31010 
31010 
30074-
30058 
F t 
0065 
n 
n 
505 2043 21090 35016 0075 
n u 23040 35037 n 
J1 n 
" Sf 
n ,. 
n " 
15094 34081 
14020 35002 
17072 34060 
19072 34039 
17022 34046 
" 
" 
505 4025 19074 35002 0067 
" " 17044 35002 " 
M 
-t.ast-
11 df'JF 
0.· c t 
00254 
00256 
00252 
00238 
00.198 
00246 
00312 
00350 
00231 
00218 
00231 
00238 
00220 
Ratio 
M. t tes 
M 
s 
0068 
0065 
0074-
0070 
0072 
0078 
0085 
0093 
0069 
0062 
0075 
0083 
0073 
00295 0084-
00261 0.75 
TESTS BY BACH AND GRAF, HEFT 12, 1911 (22) 
SIMPLE~SPA.N T ... BEAMS WITH BENT ... UP BARS UNDER TWO SYMMETRICAL CONCENTRATED LOADS 
Dimensions~ b;;:: 1907; b i ;;:: 709; D = 1597; d ;;:: around 13~4; e ~ 309; a ;;:: 3904; aid;;:: 2094; L: 11801; 
L9 = 13309 
Loading~ 2 equal loads at 1/3~points 2 
Tension Reinforoement: From 4 to 7 plain round bars; A = about 309 in ; f ;;:: about 47,000 psi 
Anohorage: Only hooked bars inoluded s y 
Web Reinforoement: Bent~up bars 
Reinforoement in Flange: None' 
Conorete Strength: Average f.l: ;;:: 344·0 psi; ft: ;: 0075 fl ~ 2580 psi; Variation from .... 803 to +7 ~O peroent 
4 au a eu Age at Test: Around 5 days 
Number of Beams: Three companion speoimens in eaoh group 
Caloulated Quantities: Ft ;;:: 0080; Fs ;;:: 5608 kips (from Eqo 35) 
,x, Cr;;:: orushing at hooks. 
Ptest Ratio Noo of a· Group Ftest B-up 
kips 
25 '7600 
29 9206 
50 81·9 
31 8308 
34 86·7 
33 9206 
47. 10508 
45 8609 
46 9502 
36 10104 
38 10901 
48 10007 
49 10703 
4-3 9000 
4·4· 9999 
40 1000:? 
1-1·2 104'03 
~ Layers 
s 
1034 
1 0 63 
1044 
1048 
1053 
1.,63 
1.86 
1053 
1068 
1079 
1092 
1077 
1089 
1058 
1076 
10'77 
1081+ 
1 
It 
ff 
2 
IL 
It 
It 
.. 
•• 
:3 
u 
,I 
n 
" 
II 
5 
If 
dego 
18 
45 
" 45 
It 
tf 
It 
30 
It 
45 
II 
It 
n 
30 
.. 
4,5 
if 
Noo and Area of 
Bent-up Bars 
- 2 
.No-(in ) 
Noo and Area 
Stra.ight Ba.rs 
No ... (in2 ) 
~ 2~lo91 2;1092 
3-1079 3-2010 
3~lp77 3-2000 
2-1078;2-1078 1-0035 
2-1078;2-1078 1-0035 
2-1078;2-1078 1-0035 
2-1078;2-1q78 1~0035 
2~1078;2-1078 1-0035 
2-1078;2-1078 1-0035 
1-0.89;2~0088;2-0088 1-1.25 
1~0089;2-0088;1-0088 2-1025 
1-0~89;2-0088;2-0088 1-1025 
1-008992-0088;1~0095 2-1018 
1~0089;2=Oo88;2~Oo88 1-1025 
1=0089;2-0088;1~Oo95 2-1018 
Five-l-0054 1-1025 
Five-l-do54 2-1025 
Spaoing Between 
Bends, From 
Load (In.) 
o 
1008 
1408 
200-2506 
0 ... 2706 
200 .. 2506 
309-1703 
2.0-10.8 
2.0-21·7 
0-12.8-9·8 
r 
0/0 
rf yw 
psi 
1015 540 
1015 540 
1015 540 
1050 710 
3052 1650 
1090 890 
1.24 580 
0-12.8-8.5 1024 580 
3.9-10.8-7.9 1008 510 
309-10.8-605 1008 510 
200-1404-909 1037 640 
200-14,0-1000 1034 630 
10 2?-80 3-80 1·",50 9'\'"~L 50 .1002 480 
100-805-801=509-805 1002 480 
-.d""~. __ . ~_ .. _~. _ .. ___ _ 
Modei(· 
of 
Failo 
Or 
Or 
Cr 
Or 
Cr 
Or 
T 
Or 
Cr 
T,Cr 
T 
'r,Cr 
T 
Or 
Or I--l 
T,Cr ~ 
T 0 
-":"--~' . ..,:'!" 
TEs~rs BY GRAF,? HEFT 67 y 1931 (23) 
3IMPLE ... ·SPAN T-BEAMS UNDER· TWO· S¥MMffiffiIGAL.._CONGENTRAT)ill) LOADS 
~ DimensiOns: b = 53027 b t = 909, D = 2306 y d = 2103, e = 309, a = 5901, aid = 2077, L = 17702; L9 = 205 
Loading~ 2 equal loads at 1/3-points 
Tension Reinforoement: Ten oo866-ino plain round bars; A = 6077 in2 ; f ~ 46,000 psi; all bars 
hooked s y 
Reinforoement in Flange: Four0028~ino lon~ plain round bars; 0028-ino transverse bars at 405 in0 7 
under loads at 205 ino; f = 48,000 psi y 
Web Reinforoement: Five long. bars bent up at 45 degrees, s ~ about 1002 ino; Oo28-ino verto stirrups 
at 701 ino 
Conorete Strength: Tests on '70 9,-ino oubes; reduoed to oy10 strength by f S = 00 '"r5 f' 
o eu 
Age at Test; Around 30 days 
fS Type of r rf p. Mode Ft 
p Ratio Ratio Ratio 
0 Bent-up yw test of s P P P Beam E~ 35. test test test 
psi Bars 0/0 psi kips Failo kfps P P Pf s sw 
lICf 6~1 1540 ~lo33 638 231 T 0063 85 2·72 1020 loll 
2 
" " " 220 T u 85 2059 1.14 " lr~ 7,..1 1480 ~ u n 170 3,C1'-* - II 82 2007' 0·91 0082 2 II II 
" 165 S,Cr " 82 2.01 0088 If 
III 8-1 1370 ~ II " 209 S,Cr n '76 2·75 1.20 0·94 2 
" 
tl 
" 176 S,Cr II 76 2032 1002 
,. 
lIT 9-1 1410 
'--
If n 209 S,Cr " ·78 2068 1018 0096 
2 If 
" 
II 182 S,Cr 
" 78 2.33 1002 81 
* Cr Crushing at hookso 
1-1 
\J1 
0\ 
TESTS 'BY-RICHART AND LARSEN, SIDRlmS 1917 (25) 
RESTRAINED BEAMS WITH ~IDNT-UP BARS . 
Dimensions~ b ::; 8; d =- +5 
Spans~ f= 32 in 0; g'= 48 in 0; h == 48 in 0 ~ L = 216 in 0 
Loading: PI = P /4; P 2 = P /4,ld1\ :: 8p in~k; .~= 4·p in-k; 
Longo Reinforoement~ Eight 5/8-1no round plain bars at s@port, froIQ 4 to 8 ba.rs at midspan 
(See Fig. 19), f .= about 37,600 psi; p = about li95 0/0 
Y 
Web Reinforcement~ 3/8;.,in. round" plain vertic-al sti.rrups,:f" = 45,lOS-psi yw 
Age at Iregt: 60 da.ys 
• ~I i-
fD Ben t:-uE Bal' s StirruEs p Mode P Ratio Ratio 0 test s Beam of Eqo 18 P p Noo of Bars 0: sb s Noo s s F,ail. test test Total Layers s P Pt psi de~o ino . ino ino ino kIps kips s 
38001 3060 10208 DT 12'703 0.81 0071 
2 3665 104 0 '0 DT 13906 0075 0070 
, 40001 3158 4 1 ·22 8 151.0 DT 12905 1017 1004 
2 3165 " ". ff n 14907 DT 129.8 10~5 1003 
38201 3315 5 2 22 8 12 17505 T,DT 13302 1032 1019 
2 2'748 fI It .. " " 183.7 T,Cr,DT 12000 1.53 1.27 38601 2870 6 3 3205 8 8 ... - 18802 T,Cr 12301 1053 1031 
2 3525 ." .. H II II 18800 T~Cr 13609 1037 1027 
39101 2892 6 3 3205 12 8 18'708 T 12307 1052 1031 
2 3495 If " " II II 172 q O T~DT 13604 1026 1017 392.1 2818 6 3 3205 16 8 146.4 DT 12109 1.20 1002 
2 2795 " II .. " .. i7604 T ,D'I' 121,,2 1045 1023 38301 3082 6 3 3205 8 12 -= 18302 Ir 12800 104, 1026 
2 2950 " If ,I " It 18105 T"IOr,DT 125/)3 1045 1026 
38501 2985 5 2 3205 8 12 17603 T"er 125/) 4 1041 1023 
2 3362 .. " " II II 19000 Ir 13305 1042 1.31 387.1 3398 4 2 3205 8 16 182 9 3 T~Cr,DT 13309 1036 1026 
2 2965 VI fI If H II 16804 .T,DT 124·.8 1035 1012 f-l 
\Jl 
~ 
.. TABLE 39 t cONTtD) 
TElS'rS BY RICHART AND LARSEN, S'ERIES191'1 (23) 
RES.TRAINED_.B.EAWL WITH llENT~UEBARS .. 
• 
f8 Bent..:..up Bars StirruEs 
p 
. -Mode P R&tio Ratio 
a test 
of s P , P Ream No 0 of Bars-· (¥; sb s Noo s·· . s Fai'jl 0 -mq.p.; 18 ;1;~,§1' tf)st s I Total Layers P 
, P f peri' dego ino ino ino ino kips' kips' s 
38801 3260 4 1 3205 14 -- 17:)08 T,B,'Cr 131'02 10;'2 - 1 0 20 
2 2970 ff .. 19 n '14302 B,DT 125.0 1015 1004 
38901 3210 4 1 320'5 14 2 4 7 17400 T,DT 13104 1032 1019 
2 5102 11 .ft. fl- . 'ft 'n . n-· 
" 
16900 T 12808 1031 1016 
39001 0905 8 4 45 8 8 18102 T,Cr, 12409 '1045 l024 
2 2735 « .. " " .. 18600 T,Cr 12100 1053 l026 
39301 3155 6 3 45 8 8 16400 T,Cr 12904 1.27 loo6 
2 2325 .. .. 11 tf 11 17000 T,DT 10805 1056 l~.23 
39401 5145 6 :3 45 12 8 17203 T,Cr 12906 1033 ,1014 
2 3355 tl " II II It 18504 'r,Cr,DT 13401 1038 .1026 
39501 3120 6 3 45 16 8 18006 T,Cr,DT 12902 1040 1024 
2 3015 " 
,. 
" 
If 
" 16700 T7 Cr-,DT 12606 1032 1015 
38401 3080 6 3 45 8 12 17607 T7 Cr,DT 12807 1037 1020 
2 3442 " " .. " If 17806 T,Cr,DT ' 13603 1031 1028 
39901 3352 5 2 45 12 12 176,,1 T,Cr,DT 134.0 1031 1.22 
2 2810 " " II " " 184'09 T,Cr- 122.1 1051 1029 
39601 3410 6 2 45 24 3 5 8 8 18206 T,Cr 13503 1035 1024 
2 3362 " II " 24 10 " " " 16500 T,Cr 13401 1.;23 1012 
397·1 3235 6 2 45 24 3 5 12 8 19205 T,Cr 13201 1046 1020 
2 2682 " " .. II· II " If " 17906 T,Cr 11902 1050 1027 
39801 2682 6 2 45 24 3 5 16 8 16800 DT 11'709 1042 1019 
2 2990 " " " " " 
,. n 
" 17301 T,DT 12506 1038 1019 
38101 3070 6 2 45 24· 3 16500 Cr,DT 12707 1029 1014 
2 3385 " II tt " " 12401 DT 134.3 0·92 0088 
t-' 
\J1 (X) 0 
159· 
TInrrE40a 
TESTS BY MOODY, SERIES I, 1953 (12) 
RESTRAINED BEAMS. WITHQUT.WEB REINFORCEMIDNT 
Critical Seotion: Inner Loadpoint 
Ga1ou1atton of Ultimate Mome-nt ~ . Eqo (43:) ; TAiTB = 1· P = 2p 
Ldadi!lE.: See Fig.o 20.',9 .. ~ = 5 .. 33P 
~. 0 
, Dimensions: b=-·7; d =-·12; t =--,Q..o 729;·,·-gjd-·-;.2 ~67 
.~ • .I 
fU P P !M,; Ratio 
Beam 0 test k A i:~·S,t M 
psi 0/0 kips bd2;t'kA test 
c M 
! ~ S !! 
1950 Se1"ie$:. 
- ~ 1 
1 a 25+P 2086 77 00623 00518 00451 GL98 
h 28bO it ,87 00615 00,79 00462 1,,04 
2 a 2370 3076 75 0,,673 00571 00436 0094 
b 273b it ,95 00664 00572 00484 10b8 
c 379b ~ :94 00641 00575 bo356 (;L89 
3 a 2290 4076 89 00715 00565 00509 1009 
.b 2970 If 101 00696 00568 00455 1004 
4 a 4320 2 .. 86 too ··U.587 00582 00359 0095 
b 4040 f( ;89 0.591 00581 00340 0088 
5 'a 4060 3076 120 0<T631 00577 00429 loll 
b 4040 . n- ~'. i10 0.631 00577 0,,396 1002 
6 a 4550 4076 -115 ~ 00672 00571 00349. 0096 
b 3570 .. 120 00685 .00570 00455 loll 
7a 4790 2086 115 00578 0.583 00377 1006 
b 5000 II too 00580 00583 0.313 0091 
8 a 4790 3076 t45 00629 00,77 00441 1025 
b 4690, II 110 00630 00577 00341 0095 
9 '8 5270 4p 76 130 00664 00572 00350 1005 
b 4650 ... 130 00670 00572 00386 1007 
1952 Series 
I g 4430·' 0095 90 00405 00603 00440 1018 
h 3540 1047 89 00486 00591 00462 1012 
i 3320 2~10 99 0.550 0,,587 00488 1016 
j 4850 1047 105 00469 00596 00409 1016 
k 3860 2dl0 109 00541 00588 00469 1018 
1 5100 1047 107 00467 00596 00399 1017 
m 4390 2&10 105 00534 00589 00402 1,,08 
n 5240 10 47 118 00466 00596 00429 1028 
0 5050 2010 128 00527 00590 00431 1026 
P 5970 2086 133 00572 00584 00353 1017 
q 4880 3076 130 00628 00578 00388 loll 
r 5930 4076 140 00659 00574 .00330 1.09 
160. 
TABLE -40b 
TESTS BY MOODY~ SERIES II AND IV, 1953 (12) 
RESmAINED BEAMS' WITHOUT WEB"' REINFORCEMENT 
Critical Seotion: .Inner load point 
Caloulation of Ultimate Moment: Eqo (43); TA/TB = 1; p= 2p 
-0 
Loading~ See' Figo 20 
.f i P P k ,A M ._Ratio 
Beam 0 tes-t test -M'. 
bd2f t kA test psi 0/0 kips 0 M s 
Series II;b=7;d=21;t=00845;~=503~P;g/d=1052 
17a 2650 2015 188 00572 00518 00414 0092 
b 3000 " 170 00561 00519 00337 0078 
18a 2170 2072 220 00626 00510 00523 loll 
b 2700 .. 180 00609 00513 00364 0077 
19a 3030 3046 241 00642 00508 00422 0097 
b 3240 it 219 00637 00508 00361 0085 
20a 2890 4025 235 00679 00502 00412 0094 
b 2960 'ff 249 00678 00502 00427 0098 
IIa 3820 0054 130 00322 00547 00324 0081 
b 3720 0084 145 00395 00540 00316 0078 
0 4040 .lo.20 168 00446 00534 00302 0078 
d 3440 1063 210 0~5.o6 0,0527 00396 0095 
Series IV; b=7sd=12st=00729;MB~6086p;g/d=40o· 
IVg 3390 0095 63 00419 OQ-601 00502 1020 
h 3750 1047 70 00483 00595 00442 1010 
i 3490 2010 68 00548 00587 00412 1000 
j 3600 2086 83 00598 00581 00451 1010 
k 3630 3076 88 00644 00576 00444 1009 
1 3920 4076 81 00679 00571 00363 0092 
TESTS BY MOODY~ SERIES VI and V~ 1953 (12) 
RESTRAINED BEAMS WITHOUT WEB REINFORCEMENT 
Critical Section: Support 
Calculation of Ultimate Moment~ Eq~ (18) 
Loading~ See Fig~ 20 
f! P .Ptest k k+np 8 
. Beam c 
psi 0/0 . kips 
M test 
2 bd fe (k+np tr) 
c 
Ratio 
M test 
M s 
Series VI; b=7 ~ d=ll 075; t=o 0 817; p-li=O 0 5p ~MA =6 .. 4p ~ g/d=2 0 73 
Vla. 4090 0095 77 0.300 00335 00372 0096 
b 4160 1047 129 00351 00406 00505 1031 
c 3580 2010 110 00401 0,,483 00421 1003 
d 3900 2086 118 00435 0.543 0,,369 0,,93 
e 4120 3076 128 0,,467 00606 00339 0088 
f 5570 2,,10 140 00383 00455 00,65 1014 
g 5530 2086 130 00422 00519 00300 0,,94 
h 5300 3076 155 00457 00586 00330 0099 
i 6020 4076 146 00483 00641 00251 0084 
Series V; b=7 ;d=ll. 75 ;p·S'=O ;MA =5033P ; g!d=2 0 73 
V b 3770 1047 6400 00379 00247 0,,62 
d 3600 2086 76.5 00484 00242 0059 
f 3380 4076 7405 00574 00212 0051 
TESTS BY MOODY, SERIES I, 1953 (12) 
RESTRAINED BEAMS WITH WEB REINFORCEMENT 
Critical Seotion: Inner load point 
Calculation of' UltimatS Moment: Eqso (43);(28); TA/TB = 1; Po !I; 2p 
Loading: See Figo 20; ~ .~ 5033 P 
Web Reinforoement: Stirrups of intero grade deforII).sd bars 
Ditriensions: b= 7; d = 12; t '= 00729; g/d = 2067 
--.:...-.--- ~ 
Beam 
f' 
o 
p Web Reinforoement Pt .· t k AM· Ratio Ratio 68 SM M 
10 a 
b 
11 a 
b 
12 a 
b 
I s 
t 
u 
v 
w 
x 
y 
z 
0: 
f3 
psi 
:307'0 
2810 
3560 
3180 
4000 
3220 
3470 
3700 
3740 
3580 
4210 
3830 
4'790 
4850 
5070 
5130 
Size s r fyw: rfyW lDqo 43 .. t.est ~~ 
0/0 No. in" 0/0 ksi psi kips k-:i,~L~ Ms Msw 
4076 
It 
" 
tI 
II 
" 
4b76 
II 
2086 
II 
" 
" 4';76 
" 
" 
II 
3 
" 4 
" 
5 
It 
5 
" 
3 
3 
4 
5 
3 
3 
4 
5 
6 
" 
" 
18 
.. 
... 
5 
4 
6 
405 
6 
6 
6 
405 
6 
6 
Vertical Stirrups,; 1950 SE;3ries 
0052 47 .. 3 
" " 0095 4400 
" " 1047 4102 
If .. 
246 
If 
418 
II : 
606 
.. 
163 
138 
190 
174 
190 
159 
0.694 
00700 
00685 
00692 
00678 
00691 
Vertioa1 stirrups; 1952 Series 
1072 
2014 
0052 
0070 
0095 
1047 
0052 
0070 
0095 
1947 
4706 
4706 
5308 
5308 
4508 
4706 
5308 
5308 
4508 
4'T~6 
819 
1019 
280 
377 
435 
700 
280 
377 
435 
10{} 
220 
240 
160 
170 
180 
217 
220 
222 
260 
279 
00686 
00682 
00596 
00599 
00589 
0.594 
0.669 
00668 
00666 
00665 
00568 
00568 
00570 
00569 
00.571 
00569 
00570 
00570 
00582 
00581 
0.582 
0.582 
0.578 
0.5'78 
00573 
00573 
527 
500 
574 
539 
609 
.542 
566 
586 
525 
514 
554 
531 
661 
664 
667 
668 
~. 
1065 1010 
1047'--0099 
1076 0096 
1072 ·0094 
1.66 0075 
1057 0071 
2007 
2b18 
1062 
1. 'r6 
1.73 
2.18 
1.77 
1078 
2008 
2023 
0·79 
0072 
1004 
1000 
0093 
0091 
1013 
1001 
loll 
0093 
j-J 
0\ 
ro 
TAB IE ~·la (CONT' D ) 
TESTS BY MOODY,9 S~IES I,. 1953 (12) 
RESTRAINED BEAMS WITH WEB REINFORC~ 
fl P Web Reinforcement Pt t k A M Ratio Ratio a es s M M 
Beam Size s r f rf Eqo 43 . test test yw yW " ~
psi % Noo ino % ksi psi kips k-ino M~ ._. ___ ~~sw 
13 a. 
b 
14 a. 
b 
15 b 
3460 
2860 
3510 
3600 
3710 
16 a 3610 
b 3240 
4076 
" 
.. 
n 
" 
3 
" ~. 
.. 
5 
~ 45-degree inclined stirrups 
• _ u--"- ~~. ___ ~'-- ..... _ ." _. -'- __ .. ---=-" ___ L~_._ .. ~_ __ 
6, '0074 
If 
" 
" ,1035 
" 
II 
It 2009 
4703 
" 
4400 
" 4102 
350 
" 
594 
II 
861 
185 
170 
250 
240 
304 
00687 
00699 
00686 
00684 
00683 
00570 
00568 
,00570 
00570 
00570 
566 
505 
570 
577 
587 
T~Beams; Vertioal stirrups;b=23,b'=7,d=11075,e=4;t=Oo839 
Critical Section: Support; Eqso (43),(28);TA/TB=005;po=000714 
4076 5 6 1047 4102 606 271 00636 00675 611 
II II " " II II 282 00643. 00675 576 
1014 
1079 
2033 
2022 
2076 
2036 
2061 
-1002 
1005 
1006 
1","01 
1001 
1007 
1018 
i-J 
0\ 
'VI 
TABLE 41b 
TESTS BY MOODY, SERIES IV AND II, 1953 (12) 
RESTRAINEU. BEAMS WITH. WEB.REINFORCEMENT 
Critical Section: Inner Load Point 
Calculation of Ultimate Moment: Eqso (43), (28); TA/TB = 1; Po = 2p 
Loading: See Fig. 20 
Web Reinforoement: Vertioal stirrups o~ intero grade deformed bars 
f' p Web Reinforcement p. k c t~.,St 
Beam Size s r f rf yw yw 
psi 0/0 No. in. 0/0 ksi psi kips 
A 
Series IV; bz7;d=12;t=~.729;MB=6.86~;g/d=4.0 
IV m 2860 4.76 3 6 0.52 53.8 280 146 0.698 0.568 
n 3710 " 4 " 0095 4508 4:35 198 ,0.682 0.570 
0 3420 " 5 II 1.47 4706 700 218 09687 0.570 
Series II; b=7;d=2l;t=O.845;~=5.33P;g/d=1.52 
} . . 
21 a 3560 2·72 3 6 0.52 47.3 246 310 00590 00516 
b 3640 II II .. " " If 283 00589 00516 
22 a 3000 " 4 " 0·95 4400 418 300 0.602 00514 b 2710 " " II .. .. It 290 00608 0.513 ' 
23 a 3230 " 5 " 1047 41.2 606 300 00596 0.515 b 3160 It 11 " II It tt- 350 00598 00514 
II e 3420 " " 5 1072 4,05 748 ' 39Q 00593 00516 
f 3330 " " 4 2014 II 931 340 00595 00515 
M Ratio Ratio 
s M M 
Eq. 43 test test 
M 114 sw k-in. s 
.,504 1·99 1.28 
586 2.32 1.24 
562 2.66 1.11 
1373 1.20 0.80 
1387 1.09 0·73 
1247 1.28 0.70 
1169 1032 0.72 
1301 1023 0056 
1284 1.45 0.66 
1344 : 1.55 0062 
1323 1037 0.48 
f-I 
0\ 
+=-
·-n1fLE 42 
TESTS BY GRAF J HEFT 80, 1935 (26) 
SHEAR ~ PROEER .. -.TYP.EOF F AILllBES.. 
(a) Small Rectangular beams 
Dimensions: b = 7 .. 9 in,,; D = 11.8 in.; See Fig. 240 
Loading: See Fig. 24. 
Reinforcement: 0.39-in. plain rOUIid bars; fy = 49,000 psi; some 
bars bent as indicated belo.w 
Concrete Strength: Tests on 7. 9-in.. cubes; f·· = 0.75 f I assumed 
c au . 
Age at Test: 14 days 
Arrangement of Reinforoement 
Tot. No. No. of Bars 0: A (l+sirXl) Pt Group of Reinf. at A-A s 2 Eq. 46 Bar's Har. Bent .. . deg. in .. 
0/0 
... 
a 
---b 6 6 0·73 0.79 
c 14 14 1 .. 70 1083 
d 14 7 7 16 1.94 2.09 
e 14 10 4 45 2 .. 05 2.20 
f 12 6 6 16 1 .. 66 1.79 
g 12 8 4 60 1.88 2 .. 02 
Physical Properties of' Beams and Test Results 
fT y x 1\ p. v ts.s.-t v Ratio Beam c test c Eq. 46 Eq. 47 Vtest 
psi in. in. 0/0 kips psi psi v 
, 0 
1 a 1590 6.7 1 88 .. 2 474 499 0·95 
b J:( It Jt Qp79 110.2 593 667 0,,89 
c it 
" 
III 1 .. 83 154:<>3 829 889 0·93 
d ~ Jt Jt- 2.09 154,.3 829 944 0.88 
e J( JI If 2,,20 154.3 829 968 0 .. 86 
2 a 1500 9.8 ;....~ 88.2 474 482 O~98 
b 11 R 0·79 125·7 676 650 1.04 .. -~ 
0 u w 10B3 161"".6 900 872 1.03 
d JIl i'l ·-2.09 165.3 889 927 0096 
s. 11. M 2.20 185.2 996 951 1.:05 
3 a 1600 9.8 1 77.2 415 501 0 .. 83 
b 11 PI n: 0·79 13203 711 669 1.06 
c n 
" 
H 1.83 158,,7 853 891 0·96 
d It 
" 
H 2.09 165.3 889 946 0.94 
e rt It 
" 
2020 176.4 949 970 0·98 4 a 2080 li.8 88 .. 2 474 591 0.80 
f ff .If 1 .. 79 209.4 1126 972 1.16 
g It It 2.02 231.5 1245 1021 1.22 
5 a 1930 1108 -1 7702 1~15 563 0.74 
f Jf " ft 1079 - 183 .. 0 984 944 1_04-
.--g It at, 111 2 ... 02 .2.Q'lL llJl± 993 1.12 
TESTS BY GRAF, HIDFT 80, 1935 (26) 
(b) Large T·Beams 
Dimensions: b:;:: 4ge2; b' :::; 9pB; D :;:: 22.B; d :::: 21.4; e = 3.1; L -= 137.B; V-:t:: 161.4; x == 2.0 
Loading: One load 11.B in. from end support; see Fig. 24. 
Tension Reinforcement: 0.63 and 0.71 ... in. plain round bars, hooked; f :;:: 62,000 and 53,400 psi;1 
resp_ y 
Web Reinforcement: Bent~up bars and 0.24-in. round vert. stirrups at 7.9 in. 
Reinf'oroement in Flange: Four 0.2B-in. round horiz. bars; ooe8-tn." round transver'se bars at 
4.9 in .. 
Concrete Strength: Tests on 7.9-in. cubes, fJ = 0 .. 75 fJ: a.ssumed 
. - . c ou Age--at Test: From 12 to 23 days 
A ( l+sino:) I ff. Reinfa Bars a Pt p V Vtest v Beam c at A .... A s test test 'c Eq. 46 Eq. 47 Hortz .. Bent in2 pai degQ 0/0 kips kips psi psi 
1246 1560 3-0.71 1.80 0.80 172 157 699 664 
2-0.63 
1247 1550 3..,.0071 1-0·71 45 3.01 1.34 1B5 169 753 77'7 
2~01l63 1Q.0.63 
1270 17BO 2~0·71 5 ... 0·71 4,5 4.99 2022 247 226 1004 100B 
1,;..0063 1-0.63 
1271 1640 3-0a71 3;...0,,71 6207 4059 2004 231 212 942 943 
2 ... 0,,63 
1272 304·0 3",,0071 3.-0.71 6207 4,,59 2004 296 271 1206 1206 
2,...0~63 
'Ratio 
Vteat 
-..;, 
v 
0 
1.05 
0.97 
1.00 
1.00 
1000 
I-' 
0'\ 
0'\ 
Invest 0 Beam f' 
a 
b 
Clark 
Moody 
Series 
III 
'psi ino 
Dl~l 3800 8 
3 3560 fI 
D2.,..1 3480 " 
2 3755 II 
D3"'1 4090 " 
D4~1 3350 It 
30 3680 7 
31 3250" 
Moody", 21a 3560 7 
Series b 3640; II 
II 22a 3000" 
b 2710 If 
23a 3250 II 
b 3160 II 
lIe 3420 u 
f 3330" 
D 
ina 
18 
If 
" 
If 
" 
- tt 
24 
If 
24 
.. 
91 
.. 
" 
II 
" 
.. 
Pi 
Eeto 46 
..a.."' ... U.a...J.l.!.l "tT....I 
OTHER SHEAR-PROPER TYPE OF FAILURES 
rf aid x yw x/D Pt t f at Ratio Ratio Vt t vt t v Ratio es w p P es es a 
0/0 psi in, 
Failo - test test IDqo 47 vts$i 
Jdps % of f P P f kips psi psi ' yw $w v c 
1039 
" 
1039 
If 
2008 
1039 
5057 
II 
4076 
.. 
" 
'. II 
II 
II 
It 
460 1017 1405 0081 13504 
it II It JI 11504 
610" If " 13004 
" " " " 14004 
920" " " 17706 
1220" II If 14004 
250 1052 24 1000 215 
420 If II " 228 
250 
II 
420 
" 610 
.. 
750 
930 
24 
If 
" 
" 
II 
" 
" 
II 
1000 310 
It 283 
" 300 
II 290 
" 300 
.. 350 
" 390 
" 340 
83 
67 
100 
II 
80 
" 
55 
" 
0076 0091 6707 470 
0067 0078 5707 401 
Oc69 0089 6502 453 
0072 0094 1002 487 
0064 0083' 8808 617 
0055 0096 7002 487 
0080' 0067 10705 640 
0073 0072 11400 679 
0082 
0074 
0071 
0073 
0057 
0066 
0062 
0048 
10303 615 
9403 561 
100.0 595 
9607 576 
10000 595 
11607 695 
13000 774 
11303 674 
1210- 0039 
1165 0034 
1150 0039 
1202 0041 
1412 0044-
1126 0043 
2081 0031 
2000 0034 
1883- 0033 
1898 0030 
1778 0033 
1723 0033 
1825 0033 
1808 0038 
185'7 0042 
1840 0037 
!---l 
0\ 
--.:J 
1ESTS BY GRAF, HEFT 67, SERIES II, 1931 (23) 
SIMPLE-SPAN T-BEAMS UNDER ONE UNSYMMETRICAL CONCENTRATED LOAD 
Dimensions: b: 49.2; b' = 9.8; D = 
for short segment, BolB 
22.B; d = 20.7; e = 3015; L = 212.6; LI = 240.2; aid = 
for long segment 
2009 
Loading: One oonoentrated load 43.3 
Tension Reinforoement: Ten 00B7-in. 
in. from support 
round plain bars at load; hooked, f = about 46,000 y 
Reinforoement in Flange: Four 0.2B-in. long. bars; 0~2B-in. transverse bars at 409 in.; 
f about 48,000 psi y 
Web Reinforoement: Bent-up bars and 0.2B-in~ vertioal stirrups 
Conorete Strength: Tests on 7.9-in. oubes, f' = 0.75 ft 1370 psi 
o ou 
Age at Test: 27 to 35 days 
psi 
P Ft P test s Ratio Ratio Short Segment Long Segment 
Group Beam Eq. 35 . P P r rf P r rf P test test yw test yw test 
p 
. Pf P P kips kips s 0/0 psi sw 0/0 psi sw 
1 1203 165.3 0.64 51.6 3.20 1 .. 10 1·37 650 1.39 0050 230 2.1B 
1205 165.3 " II 3.20 1 .. 10 " n 1.39 " " 2.18 
2 1204 13203 u If 2.56 o.BB If If 1.11 0.03 20 2044 
1206 12103 VI " 2.35 0.81 n II 1.02 If " 2.24 
Mode 
of 
Fail. 
T 
T 
S 
S 
f--l 
0'\ 
co 
.L.t1D.l..JI!J '-1",) 
TESTS BY GRAF, HmFT67, SERIES I, 1931 (23) 
S IMPLIIT':'; SPAN T:' BEAMS UNDER ·THR'1!mr"·crONCIffi.\lTRATED' . LOkBS 
Dim8nsions~ b :49&2; b i ~ 9.8; D = 2302; d =" 2008; e = 3&54; L= 21206; L~ = 24002jM/Vd 8.52 at midspan 
Loading: Three equal and symmetrical concentrated loads, at midspan an~l at 35.4 in. from 
supports 
Tension Reinforcement~ Eleven Oo87=ino round plain bars at midspan, hooked 7 f = about 46,000 psi y 
Reinforcement in Flange~ Four 0.28-in. longo bars; 0028-ino transverse bars at 409 in.; 
f = about 48,000 psi y 
Web Reinfo~cement: Bent-up bars and Oo24-ino vertical stirrups 
Concrete Strength~ Tests on '709-ino cubes; fa = 0~75 f' = 1490 psi 
c cu 
Age at Test: 26 to 41 da.ys 
p' Ft M A.t Fir~t Load At Midspan Mode test s 
rf M M rf M M M of Group Beam Eqo 35 yw test test yw test test test Failo M M M M Mf kips in=k psi s sw 'psi s sw 
1 119'7 209 0.64 2118 560 10'75 0083 230 2092 2000 1007 T at 
1200 218 " " " 1083 0086 If 3004 2008 loll Midspan 
2 1198 198 II " 560 1.66 0·78 20 2. '7'7 2.65 1001 T-S at 
1201 209 II " II 1·75 0.83 81 2092 2079 1007 Midspan 
:3 1199 1'72 " " 560 1.43 0.67 20 2.39 2.28 0.88 S at 
1202 187 .. II fI 1.56 00'74 II 2.60 2.49 0·95 Midspan 
-----_._---_.,_._-
f-I 
0\ 
\0 
-TABlE 46 
TESTS BY BACH AND GRAF, HEFT 48, 1921 (27) 
SIMPLE-S-PAN T-BEAMS' UNDER 'STXTmENEQl1AL -'CONCENTRATEfflwADS 
Dimensions: b = 4702, b i = 908; D = 2706; d ~ 2502; e = 3Q94; L = 21206; L' 24401 
Loading: 16 equal a.nd symmetrioal oonoentrated loadso See FigsQ 26-290 
Tension Reinforcement: Round plain bars, hooked 
Reinforcement in Flange: Two 0028-ino longo bars, 0.28 .... ino transverse bars at 309 ina 
Web Reinforoement: Bent~up bars and 0028~inQ round vertical stirrups 
Concrete Strength: Tests on 709-ino cubes, fV = 0075 fJ 
c cu 
Age at Test: 42 to 48 days 
- ~~ ---.---
fB A- f Size of Ptest M Ft M Ratio Mf c s Y' Bent-Up test s M Beam Eqo 35 test 
. 2 Bars M' psi In ksi ino kips in-k in-k s in-k 
I ( 
1024 3230 5079 5005 None 10508 2859, 0057 4210 0068 7031 
1026 3250 5073 5005 0098 26203 6973 « 4210 1.65 6987 
1025 3050 5078 5102 - 0071 26406 7031 " 4140 1069 '7204 
1031 2750 5063 4908 0059 21106 5625 " 3750 1050 6857 
1032 2750 5087 5005 0098 20208 5390 n , 3793 1042 7119 
Ratio )dode 
M of test 
Mf 
Failo 
0041 B? 
1000 T 
0098 T 
0.82 S 
0076 S 
f-I 
-a 
-"TABIE4r 
TESTS BY BACH AND GRAF, HEFT 20, 1912 (28) 
SIMPLE-SPAN T-BEAMS UNDER EIGHT EQUAL CONCENTRATED LOADS 
Number of Beams~ Three in each group 
Dimensid:i::ts-~ b = 23" 6; b 1 = 709; D = 15" T; d = 13.6; e = 3 Q 94 ; 
L = 157~5, L! = 173.2 
Loading: 8 equal and symmetrical concentrated loads. See Fig. 31. 
Tension .Reinforcement: Round plain bars, numerous sizes from 0 .. 39 
to 1.57 in. in diam,; average f = 46,000 psi 
Reinforaement in Flange: None y 
Web Reinforcement: Bent.,..up bars and 0.28-in .. plain round vertical 
stirrups; f = 58,300 psi yw 
Cd!lcn-ste Stre:ngth: Tests On 1108-in. cubes~ fK = 0.75 fl!' = 2490 psi 
- - c cu-
+7,,7 percent 
Age atTest: Around 45 days 
Computed Quanti ties: F t = 0·77; Ms = 1259 in-k; P s = 57·5 kips, 
Group 
51 
52* 
53 
54* 
55 
56* 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64* 
65 
66 
No" of A 
Reinf. S 
Bars in2 
2 
n 
n 
4 
6 
11 
7 
n 
3~90 
3·90 
3·90 
3 .. 96 
3,,81 
3080 
3.86 
3086 
3·91 
3·91 
3-092 
3.94 
3·90 
3 .. 90 
3.94 
3·91 
aver-age Mf = 2135 in-k, Pf = 97.5 kips 
Anch. 
Long. 
Bars 
None 
Hoaks 
None 
Hooks 
None 
Hooks 
None 
Hooks 
None 
Hooks 
" 
No. of 
B-Up 
Bars 
2 
Jt 
4 
"-
n 
rt 
5 
,. 
n 
n 
a 
deg", 
13 
n 
n 
n 
n. 
rt 
n 
30 
Ptest 
kips 
47.0 
67,.6 
51.5 
94.0 
73Q5 
100 .. 5 
90.5 
95.5 
86.1 
9505 
8502 
9906 
9003 
10604 
10000 
10200 
Ratio Ratio Mode 
Piest Ptest of Fail. P
s 
Pf 
. 0.,82 
1.17 
0·90 
1.63 
1 .. 28 
1·75 
1 .. 57 
1.66 
1.50 
1066 
1048 
1 .. 73 
1.57 
1.85 
1.74 
1·77 
0.48 
0.69 
0·53 
0·96 
0.75 
1.03 
01093 
0·98 
0.88 
0,,98 
0 .. 87 
1.02 
0·93 
1 .. 09 
1002 
1,,05 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
T 
B 
T 
B 
T 
B 
T 
B 
T 
T 
T 
* Vertical stirrups along the entire span. 
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FIG. 6 l1est I~ VERSUS rfyw 
SIMPLE-SPAN RECTANGULAR BEAMS WITH BENT-UP BARS 
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fyw =45000 psi 
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FIG. 7 M/b/~ VS. p/f~ FOR FLEXURAL AND SHEAR FAILURES 
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